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  This work is comprised of two distinct objectives: to study the nanotoxicity of complex 
nanomaterials and to develop nanomaterials for a process called chemical looping dry reforming 
(CLDR).  For the first objective, nickel-containing nanomaterials (hollow Ni@SiO2, non-hollow 
hNi@SiO2, and Ni-SiO2) were assessed as environmental contaminants.  We hypothesized that 
incorporation of a silica support would stabilize the nickel nanoparticle and hence mitigate its 
toxicity.  An initial assessment of agglomeration and dissolution indicated that nhNi@SiO2 has 
smaller agglomerates, while Ni-SiO2 allows for greater nickel ion shedding into solution.  A 
toxicity screening was also done by 5-day nanomaterial exposures with zebrafish embryos.  High 
survival of the zebrafish suggested a low toxic potential for silica-structured nanomaterials.  
However, nhNi@SiO2 and Ni-SiO2 materials stood out as having either slightly higher 
deformations or altered motility trends at high doses, respectively.  Finally, elevated uptake of 
nickel following particle exposure suggested the possibility of internalization of the nanoparticle 
agglomerates.   
While the toxic potential of complex nanomaterials was probed above, the potential value 
of such materials was also of interest.  Hence, the efficacy of nanomaterials in a specific 
application was assessed as well.  CLDR is a process in which CO2 reacts with a metal oxide to 
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form CO.  The metal oxide is regenerated back to a metal by reduction with a fuel (e.g., 
methane).  The result is a cyclic process, which allows utilization of CO2 (a greenhouse gas) by 
conversion to CO.  Fe-based materials were selected as the most suitable for the process and 
core-shell, composite, and surface deposited nanomaterials were developed.  According to 
comparison in thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), iron utilization of the nanomaterials was in the 
order of Fe@CeO2 > Fe-CeO2 > Fe-Barium hexa-aluminate > hollow Fe@SiO2 > Fe@SiO2.  
Among these, only the ceria-supported materials underwent an adequate extent of reduction with 
methane to complete the cyclic process.  The ceria-supported materials also had superior 
oxidation capacity.  Lastly, performance of the surface deposited Fe-CeO2 in a fixed bed reactor 
was comparable that of the Fe@CeO2 material, leading us to conclude that there was no 
observable benefit to the use of complex and costly core-shell structures for the CLDR process. 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
A central motivation that is captured in both projects in this work is to study 
nanomaterials from the standpoint of sustainability.  A common model used for capturing the 
goals of sustainability is the ‘triple bottom line.’  This model assesses new products and 
processes based on their effect on people, profit, and planet (i.e., the social or human effects, 
cost, and the environment).   
On one hand, nanomaterials have the potential to increase profits, especially for industrial 
processes, by enabling higher efficiency, better selectivity, or entirely new capabilities.  One 
obvious example of this is with nano-catalysis, where unique populations of crystal structures 
that appear at the nano-scale are capable of excellent control over the desired reaction products.  
Our chemical engineering laboratory in fact specializes in developing complex nanomaterials 
and characterizing their behavior in chemical reactions of industrial relevance.   
Nanomaterials could also provide an environmental benefit.  Examples include 
nanomaterials for harnessing solar energy with photovoltaics, nanocatalysts that reduce polluting 
byproducts, and even the nanomaterials that can convert organic pollutants into less toxic 
chemical derivatives.  As part of this dissertation work, nanomaterials were developed for a 
process that converts CO2 to CO to be used downstream as an industrial feed gas.    CO2 is 
recognized as the biggest contributor to greenhouse gas, which has been proven to result in 
climate change.  The development of this process and the nanomaterials it requires is hence 
aimed at mitigating these increasing anthropogenic CO2 levels in the atmosphere. 
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Meanwhile, although naturally occurring nanomaterials have always existed, the 
introduction of engineered nanomaterials is relatively new, especially in terms of complex 
engineered nanomaterials containing two or more different components.  From a human and 
environmental sustainability perspective, we have no prior experience for exposure to a 
nanomaterial that consists of two elements not typically associated with one another in nature 
and occurring at the nano-scale.  Considering the growth of ‘nano-enabled’ products and 
processes, our knowledge of the potential toxicity (or even how to approach evaluating the 
toxicity) of these materials is fairly minimal.  
Our work is focused on further developing of these two sides of the nano-regime in terms 
of both the potential benefits and the environmental risks of using complex engineered 
nanomaterials.  To do this, for one project we designed nanomaterials that had the potential of 
address the challenging environmental problem of anthropogenic CO2 emissions.  Meanwhile, in 
a second project we developed a methodology to screen the toxicity of nanomaterials.  In the 
bigger picture, it is possible that the value of a nano-enabled process could justify the use of 
nanomaterials, and so developing methods to classify toxicity becomes important.  It is also 
possible that nanomaterials (even ones containing toxic components) could be designed in a way 
that makes them inherently less toxic.  In this way, the benefits from a given nano-enabled 
process might be gained without the added risk of nanomaterial toxicity.  Overall our goal in this 
work was to develop a better understanding of both sides of the nanomaterial debate in a way 
that can guide the further development of nanomaterials in order to enable us to benefit from 
them while simultaneously avoiding nanomaterial applications where toxicity is a concern. 
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2.0  ASSESSMENT OF TOXICITY FOR NANOMATERIALS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Nanotechnology is predicted to be a 1 trillion dollar industry by 2015 (1) with over 1000 
nano-enabled consumer products on the market (2).  Nanomaterials refers to particles with one or 
more dimension measuring 1-100 nm (3).  They are attractive for their large surface area, higher 
atom economies, and improved and catalytic reactivity and selectivity (4-6).  Applications for 
metal nanomaterials, of interest in this work, have spanned electronics (7), storage (8), photonics 
(9), sensing (10), water treatment (11, 12), catalysis (13), drug delivery (14-16), medical imaging 
(14, 17, 18), and even construction (19).   
However, concern has also mounted regarding the risk associated with a global 
accumulation of nanomaterials (20-23), especially with regard to toxic exposures from consumer 
products and biological applications (24-26).  A toxicology risk is dependent on both the 
probability of exposure and the dose response measured from exposure to a material (27).  A key 
concern stems from the possibility of nano-specific toxic mechanisms that cannot be extrapolated 
from toxicity of the analogous bulk material (25, 28-30).  This is most likely occurs at diameters 
<20 nm (28).  Yet this size range is also where the unique and desirable properties of 
nanomaterials discussed above are expected to emerge (6, 28).  Hence there is a strong push for 
continued development and production of materials in these very small size ranges, despite a 
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parallel challenge of characterizing their exposure and toxic potential.   In sum, while the use of 
nanomaterials could fundamentally alter how we benefit from the chemical and physical 
properties of materials, there is an equal need to characterize their behavior from the perspective 
of nanotoxicity. 
The still nascent field of ‘nanotoxicity’ aims to develop methods to assess toxicity of 
nanomaterials.  Currently, the toxicological understanding of nanomaterials is minimal, and often 
contradictory, and the field continues to grapple with how to effectively and efficiently study the 
growing number of nano-enabled materials being produced (31-33).  Ideally, a robust and 
upfront physicochemical characterization of a new material would be used to predict the 
corresponding toxic potential and risk of that material.  This sort of structure-to-activity 
relationship model is sometimes applied for new synthetic chemicals, but unfortunately even the 
long-established field of chemical toxicology is still developing these predictive tools (34).  
Moreover, they are not directly applicable to particle toxicity since they do not take into account 
behavior specific to particles, which can greatly modify final particle exposures.  In fact, 
physicochemical analysis of nanoparticles goes beyond simple particle size and surface area 
measurements; it also should include measuring dynamic behavior specific to nanoparticles in 
natural systems, which introduces new challenges in creating experimental methods that are 
transferrable to a wide range particles sizes and types.  Still, by describing the dynamic behavior 
of nanoparticles, such as dissolution and agglomeration, one can make connections between the 
structure and the expected behavior of materials in various biological exposure scenarios.  More 
importantly, when armed with comprehensive physicochemical characterization data, the 
structure to activity (or toxicity) connections required for more predictive toxicology models 
might be revealed by correlation with biological assays.   
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Biological analysis typically requires an assessment using in vitro and in vivo methods to 
quantify potential risks (29).  But conventional in vivo studies in mammals tend to be expensive 
and time consuming, and hence are not well matched to the rapidly developing field of 
engineered nanomaterials.  On one hand, robust physicochemical characterization can aid in 
prioritization of such studies by identifying higher risk materials for further biological analysis.  
Zebrafish studies, on the other hand, have emerged in recent years as a comparatively fast and 
well-developed toxicological assessment with high-throughout tools (35) that might be able to 
meet the demand for toxicological screening of these new materials.  
The zebrafish offers a uniquely accessible model for our studies since its biology presents 
many opportunities for experimental manipulations.  Embryonic development is external, 
allowing the early development and organogenesis to be easily monitored via microscopy.  
Xenobiotic materials can be applied directly to the embryos without the requirement for complex 
in-utero delivery systems.  Zebrafish are also prolific breeders; a single mating pair can generate 
50-200 embryos so that statistically relevant sample sizes can hence be examined.  This, 
combined with considerable development in the past 5 years in the use of zebrafish for 
abovementioned high-throughput toxicity screening, dramatically enhances the experimental 
power of biological assessment using zebrafish. 
As an organism, zebrafish (danio rerio) offer a wealth of knowledge on morphology of 
development, organogenesis, organ system structure and function, and underlying molecular 
events of genome sequence and gene expression (36, 37).  The zebrafish shows striking genetic 
homology to higher vertebrate organisms, and the basic vertebrate body plan and many aspects 
of physiology are conserved through the vertebrate phylum (36). Embryogenesis in particular is 
quite sensitive to xenobiotic exposures that might otherwise be well tolerated.  Early embryonic 
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development thus represents a special case of phylogenetically-conserved physiology, and it can 
hence be expected that the zebrafish model will be predictive of teratogenic effects of 
nanomaterials in higher vertebrates.  Furthermore, exposure of zebrafish embryos to 
nanomaterials simultaneously encompasses several routes of exposure, thereby allowing 
elucidation of worst-case exposure scenarios in other organisms. 
Most toxicological studies of nanomaterials to-date have focused on inhalation hazards 
(lung) since this is the most likely exposure route for workers in the materials manufacturing 
industry.  But substantial risks have also been shown for both gastrointestinal and skin exposure 
(38) and the widespread use of nanomaterials will undoubtedly result in the accumulation of 
nanomaterials in waste streams, increasing the likelihood of other exposure routes.  Aquatic 
organisms in particular are directly impacted by fresh water supplies contaminated with 
nanomaterials, and hence often serve as sentinels for the toxic compounds in the environment 
that pose a risk to humans (39).  Unfortunately, there is minimal established knowledge with 
regard to aquatic exposure of nanomaterials (40, 41) and thus the use of an aquatic organism for 
these studies is highly relevant to the direct consequences of environmental contamination with 
nanomaterials. 
In this work we aim to utilize the zebrafish model to ultimately test the toxicity of Ni-
containing nanoparticles that are supported by silica. Nickel powders are frequently used as 
industrial catalysts, a field which could benefit greatly from implementation of nano-scaled 
materials. Furthermore, our silica-supported nickel nanoparticles can also be viewed as models 
for other complex nanomaterials, from which the potential toxicity might be estimated.  Our 
hypothesis is that nanostructured encapsulation of nickel nanoparticles with amorphous silica can 
effectively mitigate toxicity.  A brief review the state of the knowledge of the toxicity of nickel 
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and nickel nanoparticles is given below, with special emphasis on relevant zebrafish studies, 
where available. 
Nickel is recognized as a toxin (42-44) and its toxicity has been confirmed in zebrafish 
studies, where soluble Ni was shown to delay hatching of embryos (45, 46) and to decrease 
locomotive activity at levels of 7.5 – 15 mg Ni/L (47).  In one of the few nanotoxicological 
studies which aimed to investigate size effects using zebrafish, Ispas and coworkers found that 
Ni nanoparticles with diameters of 30, 60, and 100 nm had lethal concentration 50 (LC50) values 
of 328, 361, and 221 mg/L, respectively, suggesting that no clear systematic size effect exists for 
the toxicity of these Ni nanoparticles (48).  However, it is likely that a more relevant size range 
for nanotoxicological effects is ≤ 30 nm given that the number of surface defects only increases 
significantly at ≤ 20 nm for spherical particles (6).  Consistent with this, studies of sub-10 nm Ni 
particles with Daphnia pulnex (water flea) showed LC50 values after 48-hr exposures slightly 
above those for soluble Ni (49).  The elevated toxicity of Ni nanoparticles compared to other 
metals in another study was purported to be a result of high dissolution of nickel into the media 
rather than due to the nanoparticles themselves, emphasizing the importance of a mechanistic 
understanding in our own nanotoxicity studies (50).  Dissolution is often identified as a dominant 
mechanism for nickel nanoparticle toxicity, but nickel ions have a more difficult time crossing 
cellular membranes as compared to nickel nanoparticles, which can be taken up by endocytosis 
or phagocytosis (51).  Hence, significant toxicity of nickel nanoparticles might be expected from 
‘Trojan-horse’-like coupling of uptake into cells followed by dissolution of the accumulated 
nickel nanoparticles (52).  Beyond these studies, systematic Ni nanoparticle toxicity has not been 
studied in zebrafish, and most nanotoxicity studies to-date have not focused on particle diameters 
less than ~20-30 nm (53).  
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The use of a coatings to mitigate toxicity, has found some attention previously, although 
typically only for soft polymeric or surfactant coatings (54, 55). The use of (porous) oxide shells 
could result in much more robust shields by comparison.  Silica coatings, in particular, are 
applicable to virtually any metal nanoparticle (14, 56) and are highly robust against thermal and 
mechanical stress.  Porous silica coatings have been reported in a few cases for the intended use 
of mitigating nanoparticle toxicity (57, 58).  Amorphous silica is generally considered 
biocompatible (59), although some in vitro studies challenge this view. For instance, while a 
study of fluorescently tagged silica nanoparticles shows no significant toxicity in zebrafish in the 
concentration range studied (0.0025 - 25 mg/L) (60), the presence of trace transition metals has 
been reported to increase ROS in vitro with lung epithelial cells (61).  Similarly, conflicting 
reports exist on the size dependence of silica toxicity: In mouse keratinocytes, elevated toxicity 
is found via several different assays for 48 nm and especially for 30 nm silica particles in 
comparison to larger sizes (118 nm & 535 nm) (62). However, exposure of human epithelial 
cells to 15 and 46 nm amorphous silica results in low, but measurable, toxicities (63).  One 
recent study also reports a significant impact of silica nanoparticle porosity in that mesoporous 
silica has less impact on cell function than non-porous silica nanoparticles, presumably due to 
lower cell-contactable surface area, despite a much larger total surface area (64).  Given the 
highly porous nature of the silica coatings developed in our lab, this result suggests that porous 
silica coatings could indeed result in strongly reduced toxicity, as hypothesized. 
Nanoparticles can be supported by either depositing them on the surface of silica 
structures or by encapsulating them within a silica shell (i.e. the so-called ‘core-shell’ structure).  
Metal@silica core-shell materials, in particular, have been proposed for a wide range of 
applications, including drug delivery (65), biomedical imaging (15), environmental remediation 
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(66), and catalysis (67).  Meanwhile, the deposition-precipitation counter-part is more convenient 
from an ease of manufacture perspective and has been used more in industrial applications.  By 
studying materials designed with three different methods of silica structuring, we aim to identify 
dominant relationships between each structure and toxic end points, allowing more over-arching 
conclusions regarding the best way to design complex structured materials with an inherently 
low toxicity.  Complex multi-component materials have not been studied to the extent that well-
dispersed, single component nanoparticles have.  Realistically, very small (<20nm) and active 
nanoparticles, of interest for novel applications in the field of nanotechnology, will require a 
support to remain stable in nano-enabled applications.  For this reason, the importance of 
studying the toxic potential of multi-component complex nanomaterials is clear when we 
consider of the next generation of nano-enabled products. 
 
This study is compromised of the following specific objectives:   
• Synthesis of Ni-containing nanomaterials with silica supports and material characterization 
of as-synthesized materials with TEM, EDX, XRD, and BET. 
• Abiotic analysis of nanoparticle stability in representative media solutions, specifically with 
regard to aggregation and dissolution, using UV-Vis Spectroscopy, DLS, and ICP-AES.   
• In vivo testing of the toxicity of Ni-containing nanomaterials with zebrafish larvae using end 
points of survival, developmental deformations, and motility, and measurement of nickel 
uptake using ICP-AES. 
From a broader perspective our goal in this work was to develop a methodology capable 
of screening and studying the toxicity of nanomaterials.  The project was a collaboration 
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between a synthesis and reactivity laboratory in chemical engineering and a laboratory in the 
department of neurology that specialized in behavioral animals models.  Our fundamental 
approach was to learn how to design inherently less toxic complex nanomaterials while 
maintaining structures that were suitable for application in industrial processes.  
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2.2 METHODS FOR NANOTOXICITY STUDIES 
NOTE:  The methods presented here are a detailed compilation of all of the 
procedures used for this chapter.  A more concise or specific methods description is 
included in selected sections of this chapter.  
 
Synthesis 
Hollow Ni@SiO2 core-shell materials were made using a one-pot reverse microemulsion 
synthesis adapted from Takenaka, et al. (68), consisting of several step-wise additions.  First, 50 
mL of cyclohexane (≥99% Sigma-Aldrich) and 10.5 g surfactant Brij 58 (≥99% polyethylene 
glycol hexadecyl ether, Mn ~1124, Sigma-Aldrich) was refluxed at 50oC until the surfactant was 
fully dissolved.  1.5 mL of 1 M Ni(NO3)2.6H2O (99.999%, Sigma Aldrich) was then added 
dropwise. The subsequent reduction with 1.5 mL hydrazine hydrate (Sigma-Aldrich) turned the 
microemulsion from green to purple, and the solution was then allowed to age for ~1 hour.  Next, 
3-5 g of tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS, ≥99% Sigma-Aldrich) was added, followed by 3 mL of 
ammonium hydroxide (30%).  It should be noted that the order of addition for TEOS and 
ammonia was reversed from that used in previous work (69) since a more stable microemulsion 
was observed with these conditions.  After 2 hrs aging for SiO2 shell growth via base catalyzed 
hydrolysis and condensation according to Si(OCH2H5)4+ 2 H2O  SiO2 + 4ROH (70).  Finally, 
particles were precipitated with 2-propanol, collected via centrifugation, washed three times with 
2-propanol, and dried in air.  Crushed powder was placed in shallow ceramic boats and calcined 
in a Thermolyne 79300 tube furnace for 2 hrs at 500oC in air (flow rate 0.1 - 0.3 SLM).  A slow 
ramp (<3oC/min) and a modest material amount (~1/2 batch size) was required to prevent 
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powder from exploding out of calcination boats during the fast oxidation of nickel occurring 
around 200-300oC.  Final batch sizes collected were ~0.7-1.0 g (for 1.5 mL Ni salt and 5 g 
TEOS), resulting in yields of ~90-100% for Ni and ~50-60% for Si after calcination. 
Non-hollow nhNi@SiO2 nanoparticles were made by a simple modification of the 
microemulsion method above.  Hydrazine was excluded, and ammonia addition leads to a 
change in color from green to blue, indicating formation of a Ni-ammonia complex.  The final 
material is comprised of a non-hollow silica sphere with embedded nickel nanoparticles.  The 
collapse of the hollow interior probably results from a weaker interaction with the silica interface 
for the Ni-ammonia complex as compared to the Ni-hydrazine complex (69, 71, 72).  
Precipitated material is dried and calcined as described previously.  However, in order to remove 
external nickel from the materials, calcined particles were reduced and etched in nitric acid.  
Specifically, 0.20 g of material was dispersed in a 1:1 volume dilution of nitric acid (Sigma, 
70%) in DI water for 30 min.  Etched materials were washed twice in water to neutral pH, dried, 
and calcined as above. 
Nickel-free spherical SiO2 particles were first synthesized and calcined using the 
hNi@SiO2 microemulsion procedure described previously, except 1.5 mL DI water was added in 
place of the aqueous salt and hydrazine is excluded.  A typical batch size was 1.3 g SiO2 from 10 
g TEOS, corresponding to ~50% yield for Si.  Next, a deposition-precipitation method (modified 
from (73)) was used to deposit nickel nanoparticles on the surface of the silica spheres.  0.6 g of 
silica nanoparticles were dispersed in 15 mL of DI water by sonication, a Ni salt solution was 
added (0.55 g NiCl2 in 10 mL DI water), and the mixture was again sonicated for 20 min.  
Ammonium hydroxide (30%, Sigma) was then added dropwise from a glass pipette (~5 mL, 52 
drops, slowly over 20 min) until the pH of the solution was ~9.5.  The material was mixed for 20 
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min, centrifuged, dried, calcined at 300oC in air, rinsed two times in DI water, dried, and 
calcined again at 300oC in air.  Typical yields for Ni deposition on the material were 20-40%. 
Material Characterization 
All materials were characterized for particle size and morphology with transition electron 
microscopy (TEM, JEOL-2000FX electron microscope).  Typical sample preparation consisted 
of grinding the sample in a mortar, ethanol dispersion, ~2 min sonication, and placing 1-2 drops 
of the dispersion on copper type-B support grid (Ted Pella, Inc.) to dry in air.  Particle 
measurements of TEM images were done using ImageJ software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).  
Crystal structure was determined with X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Phillips PW1830, USA).  XRD 
was run in ‘line focus’ mode using a monochromatic Cu radiation at the wavelength of 1.54 Å. 
The beam voltage was 40kV at a current of 30mA.  Diffraction patterns were recorded between 
15 and 90° (2θ) in steps of 0.08° intervals with a 0.2 s counting time at each step.  Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM) equipped with EDX Genesis was used to determine elemental 
composition of samples at beam voltage of 15kV, spot size 4 (typically), collection time of 50-
100 s, and a monitored dead times of 20-40%.  An average of at least 3 measurements was 
calculated for each sample.  Catalyst surface area and porosity were determined by Brunauer 
Emmett Teller (BET) analysis (Micromeritics ASAP 2020 surface area and porosity analyzer). 
Pre-treatment consisted of 2-3 hr degas at 200oC under vacuum.  Typically, a 6-point BET 
analysis was used for total surface area measurement and an 84-point N2 BJH analysis with 
Halsey thickness curve correction and Kruk-Jaroniec-Sayari BJH correction for pore size and 
volume determination.  Extended X-ray Adsorption Fine Structure spectra were collected at 
Argonne National Labs (ANL) Advanced Photon Source (APS) with the assistance of Jeffrey 
Miller.  Several Ni-containing structures were analyzed and compared with standard of nickel 
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foil (Nio) and NiO powder.  Oxidized and reduced samples were crushed and molded into a 
pellet for analysis.  ANL clientele completed the curve fitting and analysis of the results on our 
behalf. 
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 
Nanoparticle dispersions were tested with dynamic light scattering (Zetasizer Series 
Nano-ZS) to estimate the hydrodynamic diameter of the particles in E3 media (49 mM NaCl, 1.6 
mM KCl, 3.3 mMCaCl2.2 H2O, 3.3 mM MgSO4.7 H2O, pH 7.4).  This analysis works by 
measuring the velocity of particles undergoing Brownian motion under an applied electric field.  
Typically concentrations were ~0.05-0.5 g/L particles.  The samples were first dispersed for ~2 
min by sonication and then ~1 mL of dispersed solution was added to a plastic cuvette.  The 
temperature was set to 25oC and the stabilization period was 10 seconds.  The refractive index of 
silica was used for all measurements. Three successive measurements were done, with the 
number of scans automatically determine by the instrument (usually 15-50 scans per 
measurement).  The signal change was monitored for each successive scan as an indication of the 
occurrence of time-dependent agglomeration or gravitational settling.  In response to indications 
of sedimentation, dispersions were pre-filtered with a 0.45 µm filter to verify the presence of 
large agglomerates and check for the presence of smaller particles, which would be masked by 
the signal from larger agglomerates. 
UV-Vis Spectroscopy 
Studies were done to measure any differences in settling behavior between each of the 
materials.  Nanoparticles were dispersed in E3 media and deposited in a plastic cuvette to a 
liquid height of 1 in.  Settling velocity and absorbance over time were related to agglomerate size 
by Stoke’s law.  Settling velocity and absorbance over time were related to agglomerate size by 
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Stoke’s law.  To do this, sedimentation was first measured by UV-visible spectroscopy at 287 
nm.  The downward velocity (vs) of a particle subjected to gravitational and viscous drag forces 
can be described in relation to the particle radius (R), as shown in Figure 1 (74). The method 
assumes that the agglomerates are smooth spherical particles that do not change in size over 
time.  Although this simplification is expected to introduce some error, it is nonetheless a 
convenient way to simultaneously measure sedimentation and estimate agglomerate size as a 
function of time and initial concentration, while not being limited to dilute the particle 
concentrations required for DLS. 
 
Figure 1:  Settling velocity as predicted by Stoke’s law as a function of particle (or agglomerate) 
diameter, where vs is settling velocity, R is particle radius, ρs and ρ are densities of the solution and the 
particle, g is acceleration due to gravity, and µ is solution viscosity. 
Inductively Coupled Plasma-Atomic Adsorption Spectroscopy (ICP-AES) 
Trace metal ion concentration was measured under radial detection by ICP-AES (Thermo 
Electron Corporation iCAP6500 Duo Series ICP-OES Spectrometer).  A standard curve was 
generated with at least 3 standard solutions that captured the sampling range. Standards were 
formulated from an ICP standard solution (Fischer Scientific) with 3% HNO3 in deionized water.  
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A mean of 3 measurements are reported and an internal blank and standard were used in each 
sampling period.  
Dissolution 
The degree of nickel ion dissolution from the nanoparticles in E3 media was determined 
with ICP.  Dispersions (typically, 50-200 mg Ni/L) were prepared in E3 media and separated 
into 10 mL aliquots for analysis at specific time points. Metal nanoparticles were removed from 
the dispersion by centrifugation followed by filtration (Amicon 10,000 molecular weight cut-off 
filters,  ~3.1 nm).  HNO3 (Sigma, 70%) was added dropwise to the 5 mL of filtrate to a 
concentration of 3wt %. NiCl2 solutions were tested as a control according to the procedure 
above, and a loss of only 1-2% of the original nickel concentration was measured, demonstrating 
the accuracy of the procedure used.   
To calculate the amount of dissolved nickel available in each well [ng/well] (and hence 
available to each fish in each well) at a given dose, the following calculation was done: 
Concentration [mg Ni/L] x Well volume [L] x (1E6 ng/mg) 
For 24 well plates, 2.0 mL well volume was used, for 96 well plates 0.30 mL well 
volume was used.  In both cases these were dispensed with a volumetric pipette. 
Silica dissolution was measured according to ASTM D859-00.  This procedure is 
designed to detect ‘molybdate reactive’ silica, which includes simple silicates, monomeric silica, 
silicic acid, and some undetermined amount of polymeric silica.  The procedure used for nickel 
was also used here, in which dispersions of 50 or 200 mg Ni/L initial concentrations were 
separated into 10 mL aliquots for specific time points.  Nanoparticles were removed from the 
dispersion by centrifugation followed by filtration (Amicon 10,000 molecular weight cut-off 
filters,  ~3.1 nm).  Filtrate was diluted to 25 mL (of higher) for analysis according to LOD 
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detection of 1-5 mg/L dissolved silica.  By additional of several reagents according to the 
procedure, a color change occurs to green-yellow and then to blue.  This color change is 
measured in UV-Vis and compared with a standard curve for concentration assessment. 
Zebrafish Embryo Exposures 
For in-vivo zebrafish studies, metal nanoparticles and homologous salt solutions were 
prepared in E3 media (49 mM NaCl, 1.6 mM KCl, 3.3 mMCaCl2.2 H2O, 3.3 mM MgSO4.7 H2O) 
at multiple concentrations.  Dried nanoparticle powder was weighed according to a specific dose, 
added to E3 media, and sonicated ~20-30 minutes to disperse the powder as this time was 
expected to provide sufficient agglomerate dispersion (75).  Serial dilutions were then prepared 
volumetrically using this first dispersion. To conduct exposures, 24 hours post fertilization (hpf) 
embryos were manually de-chorionated with tweezers and healthy fish was transferred to each 
well (1 fish/well) of 24-well or 96-well polystyrene plates.  Residual water was removed with a 
pipette.  Serial dispersions were re-dispersed by sonication for 1-2 minutes just prior to addition 
to each well.  Fish were incubated for 5 days at 28.5oC and analyzed visually each day for 
survival, developmental deformations, and motility.  6 – 18 embryos were typically tested at 
each dose, depending on the embryos available in a given clutch.   
Negative controls of amorphous silica spheres at 750 – 6000 mg/L SiO2 nanoparticles, 
corresponding to the highest estimated amount of silica at the highest dose of Ni@SiO2 (400 mg 
Ni/L, 12 wt % Ni) were tested in 2 separate experiments to confirm SiO2 particles were non-
toxic in accordance with previous research (59, 60).  No observable toxic effect was seen after 
these two exposures.  Each test also included an internal negative control with E3 media.  The 
homologous salt served as a comparator for metal toxicity (e.g., NiCl2 for Ni-containing 
nanoparticles).  
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Speciation modeling was done to determine the effect of NiCl2 on the pH of the media 
solutions using Visual MINTEQ, a program with a graphical interface built upon the 
U.S.E.P.A.’s MINTEQA2 speciation modeling tool.  Results are shown in Figure 2, where an 
increase in NiCl2 leads to a decrease in pH of 0.5 over the range of interest.  The as-prepared pH 
for E3 media is near 6.93 without Ni according to MINTEQ, but it is adjusted to 7.4 following 
preparation.  Thus we expected the pH to range roughly from 6.9 to 7.4 for NiCl2-dosed media 
and our observations agree with this prediction.  While we do not expect to see any observable 
effects on our 5 day study for pH values even as low at 5 (76), the pH of NiCl2-dosed media was 
titrated with 0.01-0.1 M NaOH in E3 to achieve the desired media pH of 7.4. 
 
Figure 2:  pH dependence in water and E3 according to Ni2+ concentration as modeled by 
MINTEQA2, showing a decrease by ~0.5 pH units with nickel addition. 
All zebrafish exposures were done under Institutional Animal care and Use Committee 
(IACUC) protocol 0802964A-1 approved 2/14/2008 or any subsequent revisions of this protocol. 
Uptake 
Surviving animals were collected upon termination of the experiment to measure 
cumulative metal uptake.  Briefly, larvae were transferred to clean 12 well plates in groupings by 
dose and fresh E3 media was added (3 - 5 times, successively) to rinse residual particles from the 
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fish.  Fish were sacrificed with a 10% bleach solution according to the operational protocol and 
again rinsed with E3 media.  Residual media was removed and fish were dried in air.  A 
digestion procedure by Borgmann et al., 2000 was used (77) beginning with addition of nitric 
acid (12.5 µL/fish, 70%, Fischer Scientific) followed by at least 1 week digestion and then 
addition of hydrogen peroxide (10 µL/fish, 30%, JTBaker), followed by 24 hrs digestion.  
Digestion reagents are not expected to contribute a significant amount of Ni to the sample and 
polypropylene storage containers used are expected to resist nickel adsorption (78).  Resulting 
solutions were diluted up to 8 mL and the Ni concentration was measured in ICP. 
Uptake [ng/fish] was calculated as follows: 
Concentration [mg Ni/L] x Dilution volume [L] x (1E6 ng/mg) x (1well/1fish) / # of fish 
Swimming Analysis 
Zebrafish tracking was done at the completion of the five-day exposure experiment in 
dark (1-2 hrs), light (1-2 hrs), and 10 min light/dark cycles.  Positional and time data collected in 
a video file for each fish was processed using LSRTrack and LSRAnalyze.  These are MATLAB 
scripts developed within the laboratory of Edward Burton to quantify motility of zebrafish 
embryos from video files (79, 80).  This analysis is performed on the raw data, allowing 
calculation of the velocity for each fish or mean velocities of each exposure dose at specific time 
points in the experiment. 
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2.3 ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECT OF SILICA NANOSTRUCTURING ON THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL FATE OF COMPLEX NI-CONTAINING NANOMATERIALS IN 
MEDIA SOLUTIONS 
Abstract 
There is an increasing interest in the use of nanoparticles for a range of applications, 
which is also coupled with a growing concern over the environmental risk associated with these 
materials (21, 81, 82).  A key concern stems from the possibility of nano-specific toxic 
mechanisms that cannot be extrapolated from the toxicity of the analogous bulk material (25, 28-
30).  This is most likely occurs at diameters <20 nm (28).  Yet this size range is also where many 
unique and desirable properties of nanomaterials are expected to emerge (6).  Consequently, 
there is a strong push for continued development and production of materials in these very small 
size ranges, despite the parallel challenge of characterizing their exposure and toxic potential.  
Hence, while the use of nanomaterials could fundamentally alter how we benefit from the 
chemical and physical properties of materials, there is an equal need to better understand how to 
characterize their behavior from the perspective of nanotoxicity. 
In practice, small nanoparticles (<20 nm) are unstable independent structures and require 
an added support to prevent agglomeration and inactivation (83).  Few studies have been done on 
complex nanomaterials, despite the observation that toxicity can increase (84, 85) or decrease 
(86) as compared to single component structures.  A study of the fate of silica-supported nickel 
nanoparticles in media solutions is presented here as a model for complex nanomaterials 
comprised of a toxic metal and a biocompatible support.  In this evaluation, we have selected 
three nano-structured morphologies that are presently promising materials in nanotechnology.  
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These are hollow and non-hollow core-shell materials, consisting of nickel cores surrounded by 
silica shells, and surface-deposited materials in which nickel nanoparticles are instead deposited 
on a silica surface.  In all cases the nickel nanoparticles are supported with amorphous silica. 
To evaluate the environmental fate of nanomaterials, a complete understanding of the 
physicochemical characteristics is crucial (33, 87-89).  Ideally, this type of characterization is 
performed prior to any toxicological testing in order to ensure appropriate dose and method for 
exposure, identify potential structure-to-activity relationships, and prioritize high risk materials 
for further evaluation (53, 90).  Although the structure-to-activity relationship model has been 
applied for new synthetic chemicals (34), it is currently not directly applicable to particle 
toxicity.  This is because is does not account for behavior specific to particles, which can greatly 
modify final particle exposures.  In fact, a robust physicochemical analysis of a nanoparticle goes 
beyond simple particle size and surface area measurement; it also should include measuring 
dynamic behavior specific to nanoparticles in natural systems, which introduces new challenges 
in creating experimental methods that are transferrable to a wide range particles sizes and types. 
Size, shape, surface area, surface chemistry, aggregation, agglomeration, sedimentation, 
and dissolution have all been identified as key material properties that can serve as indicators of 
nanotoxicity (87).  Of these, agglomeration, sedimentation, and dissolution are poorly 
understood and have complex time-dependent behaviors that occur in increasingly relevant 
aqueous environments (40, 41).  We have hence placed an emphasis on evaluating our silica-
supported nickel-containing nanoparticles under the context of these behaviors in this study.  We 
anticipated that through dynamic evaluation of agglomeration, sedimentation, and dissolution, 
important overarching relationships between structure and fate of the complex nanomaterials can 
be described and applied more broadly to other similar materials. 
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 Methods 
Hollow Ni@SiO2 (hNi@SiO2) materials were made using a one-pot reverse 
microemulsion synthesis adapted from Takenaka, et al. (68), consisting of several step-wise 
additions.  First, 50 mL of cyclohexane (≥99% Sigma-Aldrich) and 10.5 g surfactant Brij 58 
(≥99% polyethylene glycol hexadecyl ether, Mn ~1124, Sigma-Aldrich) was refluxed at 50oC 
until the surfactant was fully dissolved.  1.5 mL of 1 M Ni(NO3)2.6H2O (99.999%, Sigma 
Aldrich) was then added dropwise, followed by 1.5 mL hydrazine hydrate (Sigma-Aldrich) to 
form a nickel hydrazine complex.  Next, 3-5 g of tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS, ≥99% Sigma-
Aldrich) was added, followed by 3 mL of ammonium hydroxide (30%).  After 2 hrs of aging for 
silica growth, particles were precipitated with 2-propanol, collected via centrifugation, washed 
three times with 2-propanol, and dried in air.  Crushed powder was placed in shallow ceramic 
boats and calcined in a Thermolyne 79300 tube furnace for 2 hrs at 500oC in air.   
Non-hollow Ni@SiO2 (nhNi@SiO2) nanoparticles were made by a simple modification of 
the hNi@SiO2 method.  Hydrazine was excluded so that the ammonia addition instead leads to 
formation of a Ni-ammonia complex.  Precipitated material was dried and calcined as described 
above.  In order to remove external nickel from the materials, calcined particles were reduced 
and etched in nitric acid.  Specifically, 0.20 g of material was dispersed in a 1:1 volume dilution 
of nitric acid (Sigma, 70%) in DI water for 30 min.  Etched materials were washed twice in water 
to neutral pH, dried, and calcined.   
For surface-deposited Ni-SiO2, nickel-free spherical silica spheres were first synthesized 
and calcined using the microemulsion hNi@SiO2 procedure except 1.5 mL DI water was added 
in place of the aqueous salt and hydrazine was excluded.  A deposition-precipitation method 
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(modified from (73)) was used to deposit nickel nanoparticles on the surface of the silica spheres.  
0.6 g of silica nanoparticles was dispersed in 15 mL of DI water by sonication, a Ni salt solution 
was added (0.55 g NiCl2 in 10 mL DI water), and the mixture was again sonicated for 20 min.  
Ammonium hydroxide (30%, Sigma) was then added dropwise (~5 mL, 52 drops, slowly over 20 
min) until the pH of the solution was ~9.5.  The resulting material was mixed for 20 min, 
centrifuged, dried, calcined at 300oC in air, rinsed two times in DI water, dried, and calcined 
again at 300oC in air.   
All materials were characterized for particle size and morphology with transition electron 
microscopy (TEM, JEOL-2000FX electron microscope).  Typical sample preparation consisted 
of grinding the sample in a mortar, dispersed in ethanol, ~2 min sonication, and placement of 1-2 
drops of the dispersion on copper type-B support grid (Ted Pella, Inc.) to dry in air.  Particle 
measurements of TEM images were done using ImageJ software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).  
Crystal structure was determined with x-ray diffraction (XRD) (Phillips PW1830, USA).  XRD 
was run in ‘line focus’ mode using a monochromatic Cu radiation at the wavelength of 1.54 Å. 
The beam voltage was 40kV at a current of 30mA.  Diffraction patterns were recorded between 
15 and 90° (2θ) in steps of 0.08° intervals with a 0.2 s counting time at each step.  Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM) equipped with EDX Genesis was used to determine elemental 
composition of palladium-coated samples at beam voltage of 15kV, spot size 4 (typically), 
collection time of 50-100 s, and a monitored dead times of 20-40%.  An average of at least 3 
measurements was calculated for each sample.  Catalyst surface area and porosity were 
determined by Brunauer Emmett Teller (BET) analysis (Micromeritics ASAP 2020 surface area 
and porosity analyzer). Pre-treatment consisted of 2-3 hr degas at 200oC under vacuum.  
Typically, a 6-point BET analysis was used for total surface area measurement and an 84-point 
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N2 BJH analysis with Halsey thickness curve correction and Kruk-Jaroniec-Sayari BJH 
correction for pore size and volume determination.  Extended X-ray adsorption fine structure 
(EXAFS) spectra were collected at Argonne National Labs (ANL) Advanced Photon Source 
(APS).  Ni-containing structures were analyzed and compared with standard of nickel foil (Nio) 
and NiO powder.  Oxidized and reduced samples were crushed and molded into a pellet for 
analysis.  ANL completed the x-ray adsorption near edge structure (XANES) curve fitting and 
analysis of the results on our behalf.  Nanoparticle dispersions were tested by dynamic light 
scattering (DLS, Zetasizer Series Nano-ZS) to estimate the hydrodynamic diameter of the 
particles in E3 media (49 mM NaCl, 1.6 mM KCl, 3.3 mMCaCl2.2 H2O, 3.3 mM MgSO4.7 H2O, 
pH 7.4).  The samples were first dispersed for ~2 min by sonication and then ~1 mL of dispersed 
solution was added to a plastic cuvette.  The refractive index of silica was used for all 
measurements and three successive measurements were done at room temperature.  
Sedimentation was measured by UV-Vis spectroscopy.  Nanoparticles were dispersed in E3 
media and deposited in a plastic cuvette to a liquid height of 1 in.  Settling velocity and 
absorbance over time were related to agglomerate size by Stoke’s law.  To do this, sedimentation 
was first measured by UV-visible spectroscopy (Figure 1).  The downward velocity (vs) of a 
particle subjected to gravitational and viscous drag forces can be described in relation to the 
particle radius (R), as shown in Figure 1 (74, 91).  The Stokes equation is derived for the settling 
of smooth spherical particles, and the settling velocity of equivalently sized agglomerate fractals 
has been demonstrated to be higher due to permeability of the agglomerate pores (92).  This 
effect becomes more pronounced as agglomerate size increases, since the added drag forces due 
to surface roughness become more outweighed by decreased packing density (and hence larger 
pores).  The net result is that agglomerate size estimates will be slightly overestimated by this 
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analysis.  However, this method it is nonetheless a convenient way to simultaneously measure 
sedimentation and estimate agglomerate size, while not being limited to dilute the particle 
concentrations required for DLS. 
 
Figure 3:  Settling velocity as predicted by Stoke’s law as a function of particle (or agglomerate) 
diameter, where vs is settling velocity, R is particle radius, ρs and ρ are densities of the solution and the 
particle, g is acceleration due to gravity, and µ is solution viscosity. 
Trace metal ion concentration was measured under radial detection by ICP-AES (Thermo 
Electron Corporation iCAP6500 Duo Series ICP-OES Spectrometer).  A standard curve was 
generated with at least 4 standard solutions that captured the sampling range. Standards were 
formulated from a stock standard solution (Fischer Scientific) with 3 wt. % HNO3 in deionized 
water.  A mean of 3 measurements are reported and an internal blank and standard were used 
during each sampling period.  The degree of nickel ion dissolution from the nanoparticles in E3 
media was determined with ICP.  Dispersions (typically, 50-200 mg Ni/L) were prepared in E3 
media and separated into 10 mL aliquots for analysis at specific time points. Metal nanoparticles 
were removed from the dispersions by centrifugation followed by filtration (Amicon 10,000 
molecular weight cut-off filters,  ~3.1 nm).  HNO3 (Sigma, 70%) was added dropwise to the 
filtrate to a concentration of 3wt %.  Silica dissolution was measured according to ASTM D859-
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00.  This procedure is designed to detect ‘molybdate reactive’ silica, which includes simple 
silicates, monomeric silica, silicic acid, and some undetermined amount of polymeric silica.  The 
procedure described above for nickel was also used here, in which dispersions of 50 or 200 mg 
Ni/L initial concentrations were separated into 10 mL aliquots for collection at specific time 
points.  Nanoparticles were removed from the dispersion by centrifugation followed by filtration 
(Amicon 10,000 molecular weight cut-off filters,  ~3.1 nm).  The filtrate was diluted to detection 
limit of 1-5 mg/L of dissolved silica as needed.  By additional of several reagents according to 
the procedure, a color change occurs to green-yellow and then to blue.  This color change is 
measured in UV-Vis and compared with a standard curve for concentration assessment. 
Results 
TEM images of the Ni-containing nanomaterials synthesized for this study are shown in 
Figure 4 and basic material characteristics are given in Table 1.  The nickel nanoparticles were 
all similar in size (near 2 nm) and nickel content was ~5-10 wt. %.  The BET surface areas were 
~200-300 m2/g and the silica structure was mesoporous with pore diameter ~0.7 nm.  The 
primary particles were spherical and <60 nm and hence, in the absence of agglomeration, are 
optimum size for endocytotic uptake (93-95).  While occasional necking between adjacent 
particles in TEM indicated the presence of some aggregation in the as-synthesized material, 
analysis by SEM showed some particle clusters of <1 µm coexisting with solitary particles, 
emphasizing that the material remains in the nano-range in the dry powder form. 
The silica matrix is porous and amorphous while the nickel particles are crystalline.  
Further characterization of the material crystal structure is included here since crystallinity can 
be a factor in particle dissolution (96, 97).  XRD analysis of Ni-SiO2 corresponded with nickel 
silicate (NiSiO3) and NiO (Figure 5).  However, for both hNi@SiO2 materials and nhNi@SiO2 
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the peaks were much less distinct, and only a correlation to Ni was identified.  Further analysis 
was done by EXAFS for these samples and XANES peaks of the hNi@SiO2 and nhNi@SiO2 do 
both correspond with NiO.  However, oscillations in the EXAFS spectra at >8.37 kEV (see 
Figure 6 for nhNi@SiO2 as an example) also suggested the presence of Ni silicates (72).  
 
Figure 4:  hNi@SiO2 (a.), nhNi@SiO2 (b.), metal-free SiO2 (c.), and Ni-SiO2 (d.).  Scale bars are 50 
nm for insets (white) and 200 nm for larger images (black). 
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Table 1:  Ni loading and dry powder size characteristics for hNi@SiO2, nhNi@SiO2, and Ni-SiO2 
nanomaterials shown in Figure 4. 
Nanoparticle Ni loading  
[wt% Ni] 
Dp, Ni particle  
[nm], n= # particle 
Dp, primary particle 
[nm], n= # particle 
hNi@SiO2 9.0 ± 0.9 < 2 25.9 ± 3.0, n=16 
nhNi@SiO2 5.1 ± 0.4 2.5 ± 0.4, n=11 46.2 ± 6.5, n=13 
Ni-SiO2 11.9 ± 3.2 2.1 ± 0.4, n=23 56.5 ± 8.2, n=12 
 
 
Figure 5:  X-ray diffraction patterns of hNi@SiO2, nhNi@SiO2, and Ni-SiO2.  Square=Ni (04-0850), 
circle=NiO (78-0643), triangle=NiSiO3 (43-00664). 
 
Figure 6:  EXAFS spectra for nhNi@SiO2 material calcined at 500oC (edge energy=8.3423) compared 
with NiO standard (edge energy=8.3402). Curve is characteristic of NiO, but oscillations at high photon 
energy is characteristic of Ni silicate (72).  Conducted at Argonne National Laboratory. 
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Nanoparticles, in particular, are well-known to agglomerate in aqueous environments (98, 
99).  This is because particles of smaller sizes have a lower repulsive strength, causing the 
particles to collapse into each other (100).  Although agglomerates can be temporarily broken up 
by physical means (e.g., sonication), agglomerate size typically increases in aqueous 
environments with low ionic strengths such as media solutions or the cellular environment.  The 
agglomerate size is the final determinant for diffusion and membrane transport and hence a 
critical indicator of the ultimate fate and toxic potential of nanoparticles.  As-synthesized 
materials dispersed by sonication in E3 media solution were tested in DLS and the results are 
given in Figure 7.  Three successive measurements (over ~10 min each) are shown which clearly 
indicate time-dependent agglomeration to largest hydrodynamics diameters of 0.5-1 µm for all 
the samples and only nhNi@SiO2 showing any hint of agglomerates <300 nm by the third 
measurement.  Since the detection of small particles can be masked by the presence of larger 
particles in DLS, analysis was repeated after filtration with a 0.45 µm-cellulosic filter.  The 
resultant sampling population was too small for the instrument to measure, further confirming 
that large agglomerates populations dominated the dispersions.   
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 Figure 7:  Hydrodynamic diameter measured in DLS for hN@SiO2, nhNi@SiO2, Ni-SiO2 directly 
after dispersion by sonication.  Particle concentrations were 45-107 mg/L in E3 media (pH=7.4).  Three 
successive measurements were done: 1st (solid line), 2nd (dashed line), 3rd (dotted line).  Instability due to 
agglomeration is seen at low concentrations. 
Ideally, one would prefer to also characterize agglomerate size at higher concentrations 
since agglomeration is expected to increase at higher particle concentrations and since the 
allowable particle concentrations in DLS are often much lower than those of interest for 
nanoparticle exposure testing.  However, multi-scattering and the gravitational settling that 
results at high concentrations leads to inaccuracies in DLS such that this technique is no longer 
appropriate. 
Gravitational settling was readily visible in our samples within a few hours of preparing 
dispersions at higher concentrations of ~1 g/L.  Given that agglomeration and sedimentation act 
as exposure modifiers, quantification of agglomerate size at higher concentrations can be 
important as well.  Sedimentation was measured by UV-visible spectroscopy (Figure 8), 
demonstrating a significant amount of settling within 120 min.  From sedimentation trends, 
settling velocities can be calculated at each time point.  As described previously, each settling 
velocity can be related to the agglomerate size by Stoke’s law and the corresponding population 
size can be estimate from the change in absorbance between time points.  Figure 9 shows 
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estimated agglomerate size distributions based on this analysis.  More large agglomerates were 
present for hNi@SiO2 while nhNi@SiO2 had the largest fraction of smaller agglomerates, which 
can readily be inferred from the sedimentation data as well.  
 
Figure 8:  Settling measured in UV-visible spectroscopy for Ni-containing nanomaterials (normalized 
to initial value for each material, Ao).  Initial concentration is 150 mg Ni/L. 
 
Figure 9:  Hydrodynamic diameter distribution estimates for Ni-containing nanoparticle dispersions 
based on calculations using Stoke’s law for settling data collected in UV-Vis for 120 min.  Initial 
concentration is 150 mg Ni/L for all materials. 
In a second study, normalized absorbance (A/Ao) after 24 hrs of settling was compared 
for a range of initial particle concentrations.  Higher initial particle concentrations are expected 
to increase agglomeration and sedimentation since this would increase the amount of particle 
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interactions.  Increased sedimentation was observed at higher initial concentrations for both 
hNi@SiO2 and Ni-SiO2 while nhNiNi@SiO2 remained relatively stable in solution  (Figure 10, 
left).  Yet lower concentrations did result in more stable dispersions for hNi@SiO2 compared to 
nhNi@SiO2.    This second observation is actually consistent with the behavior we expected 
given that the hollow center of hNi@SiO2 should decrease the density and therefore slows 
sedimentation.  It is important to also view these data as a function of particle concentration (a 
more realistic predictor of dispersion stability).  Figure 10 (right) shows UV-vis trends based on 
particle concentration, further emphasizing a higher relative stability of nhNi@SiO2 dispersion, 
even at particle concentrations >1.5 g/L.  While the scope of this work did not include 
determination of the reasoning for this difference, it hypothesized that the surface chemistry of 
this material leads to the higher stability trends observed. The nhNi@SiO2 is etched as part of the 
particle synthesis.  It could be that the etching of extraneous nickel changes to surface 
morphology and composition to make it more easily solvated in aqueous solutions.  Meanwhile, 
the exposed surface consisted mostly of non–hydroxylated or condensed silica for hNi@SiO2 
and NiO and nickel silicate for the Ni-SiO2 material.  We propose that these differences in 
surface chemistry lead to a lower tendency for the nhNi@SiO2 to agglomerate and sediment 
compared to the other materials. 
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 Figure 10:  Dependence of A/Ao on initial concentration in UV-Vis at 287 nm for t=0 and t=24 hr for 
nanoparticle dispersions in E3 media.  Data is displayed in terms of both nickel dosing [mg Ni/L] (left) and 
corresponding particle concentration [g/L] (right). 
Nickel dissolution from the Ni-containing nanomaterials is shown in Figure 11 for an 
initial concentration of 200 mg Ni/L in E3 media.  For all materials, the rate of dissolution was 
initially fast and gradually slowed after the first 24 hrs.  The final nickel ion concentrations were 
3-15 mg Ni/L, and the highest dissolution occurred for Ni-SiO2, where 8% of the initial nickel 
particle concentration was measured as ions in solution. 
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 Figure 11:  Amount dissolved and percent dissolution of Ni-containing nanomaterials in E3 media at 
room temperature for 5 days.  Error bars (only visible for Ni-SiO2) reflect standard error of the estimate for 
the ICP calibration curve (3.9%) and the % relative standard deviation 3 ICP measurements. 
 
 
Figure 12:  Time dependence of dissolution constant (left) and dissolution rate at initial times (right). 
The concentration in the bulk is expected to vary according to: 
(1)  
where C(t) is the concentration of Ni2+ at time t, Cs is the saturation concentration, and k is the 
dissolution rate constant.  The rate constant is defined as k=AD*(Vh)-1, where A is surface area, 
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D is diffusion coefficient, V is solution volume, and h is effective diffusion layer.  This results in 
the following time-dependent expression for concentration: 
(2)  
This equation can be transformed according to: 
(3)   
Taking the dissolved concentration recorded at the end of the experiment to reflect the 
saturation concentration for each material, the value on the left-hand side of equation (3) can be 
estimated.  A linear relationship for equation (3) would result from a constant rate constant (k).  
However, our analysis gave a non-linear trend, indicating either a time-dependent dissolution 
constant or saturation concentration.  Assuming a time-dependent rate constant to be the more 
reasonable of the two cases, a polynomial data fit of according to equation (3) yields an estimate 
of the dissolution constant (shown in Figure 12).  By this analysis the rate constant of Ni-SiO2 
and hNi@SiO2 are fairly similar while that of nhNi@SiO2 is much lower.  It is interesting to 
think about this experiment in the context of the etching step used to prepare nhNi@SiO2 
material; this step might essentially remove loosely associated nickel to result in lower rate 
constants for this material.  Meanwhile, the rate constant reduces dramatically over time for all 
materials.  Based on the definition of the rate constant, this could be due to a progression towards 
a larger effective diffusion layer in particles embedded more deeply in the silica matrix.  With a 
more embedded particle, one would expect a larger silica-nickel interaction, which may in turn 
prevent water solvation and subsequent dissolution of the particle.   
Alternatively, when t is small, C(t)≈0 and the initial rates are simply proportional to kCs.  
According to this analysis, Ni-SiO2 also had the highest initial dissolution rate (i.e., to kNi-SiO2).  
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By comparison, relative dissolution rates were 0.5 kNi-SiO2 and 0.3 kNi-SiO2 for hNi@SiO2 and 
nhNi@SiO2, respectively.  If we assume the nickel surface area (A), diffusion coefficient (D), 
and volume (V) were similar based on the ~2 nm nickel particle size and identical experimental 
conditions, this also implies effective diffusion layers of hnhNi@SiO2>hhNi@SiO2>hNi-SiO2. The 
differences in the effective dissolution layer agrees with what might be expected from the 
individual structures (illustrated in Figure 13): the nickel particle is almost entirely exposed to 
the media for Ni-SiO2, is exposed only to the hollow interior in hNi@SiO2, and is entirely 
surrounded by the porous silica matrix except for any adjacent pores in nhNi@SiO2. Indeed, the 
diffusion layer is thought to increase as a result of bridging of primary particles into aggregates, 
formation of agglomerates, and coating of the particle surface (50).  
 
Figure 13:  Schematic of Ni-SiO2, hNi@SiO2, and nhNi@SiO2 materials, demonstrating a 
progressively lower Ni-surface accessible based on structural configuration. 
In the case of an even lower initial concentration, we suspected that a greater degree of 
nickel dissolution might occur given that Cs-C(t) (i.e., the driving force for dissolution) would be 
larger at a given time t.  To test this, dissolution was measured at 50 mg Ni/L and compared by 
percent dissolution with the results from 200 mg Ni/L presented above.  Shown in Figure 14, the 
nickel dissolution by percent for core-shell materials increased significantly at this lower 
concentration, but was largely unaffected for Ni-SiO2.  Meanwhile, the initial rate assessment 
was very similar (0.8kNi-SiO2 and 0.3kNi-SiO2 for hNi@SiO2 and nhNi@SiO2, respectively).  This 
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difference was surprising, suggesting an impendence to nickel dissolution for the Ni-SiO2 only.  
To understand this difference, we should note that colloidal silica can also dissolve in aqueous 
environments to equilibrium concentrations of ~100 mg SiO2/L (96). In our experiments with 
both nickel-free and Ni-containing nanomaterials, a pH increase of 0.5–1.0 from the initial value 
of 7.4 was often observed, consistent with observations for colloidal silica dissolution in early 
work by Iler and coworkers (96).   
   
Figure 14:  Percent dissolution of nickel from of Ni-containing nanomaterials for 50 mg Ni/L 
(dashed, open symbols) and 200 mg Ni/L (solid, closed symbols) in E3 media at room temperature for 5 days.  
Lower initial concentration resulted in higher % dissolution for core-shell materials. 
Dissolution studies for silica were also conducted at the same concentrations tested 
previously for Ni (i.e., 50 mg Ni/L and 200 mg Ni/L).  This corresponded with initial 
concentrations of ~500 and 2000 mg SiO2/L, depending on the exact composition of each 
material.  As shown in Figure 15, a much larger amount of dissolved silica was measured for 
core-shell materials (up to the ~100 mg/L) compared to only ~ 10 mg SiO2/L for Ni-SiO2 -
materials.  Additionally, the percent of the silica that dissolved was much higher for the lower 
initial concentration (50 mg Ni/L), especially in core-shell materials, which was consistent with 
the experiments for nickel dissolution.  This analysis is also consistent with the observation that 
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initial rates were similar for each initial concentration; i.e., a higher mobility of the nickel 
particle due is only expected after a time delay for silica dissolution to begin.  TEM micrographs 
of all materials after 5 days of dissolution (Figure 16) indeed showed what appeared to be partial 
dissolution of silica compared to as-synthesized materials (Figure 4).  
     
Figure 15:  Percent of silica dissolution for Ni-containing nanomaterials for initial concentration of 
50 mg Ni/L (dashed, open symbols) and 200 mg Ni/L (solid, closed symbols).  Low dose results in higher % 
dissolution, especially for core-shell materials. 
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 Figure 16:  TEM micrographs hNi@SiO2 (left), nhNi@SiO2 (middle), and Ni-SiO2 (right) after 5 days 
dissolution in E3 media showing some re-structuring of silica in all three samples.   
Discussion 
Gravitational forces begin to dominate as nanomaterials in aqueous solutions 
agglomerate, causing measurable sedimentation to occur for many particle types (98-101).  
While gravitational settling can essentially modify the intended dose during toxicity exposure 
studies, it is nonetheless a realistic behavior for nanomaterials in aqueous environments.  
Artificial and even naturally occurring stabilizers like decomposed organic matter, can prevent 
agglomeration and settling.  However, in this study we chose to characterize the dynamic 
behavior of as-synthesized nanomaterials in the absence of such stabilizers to establish a 
reference case comparison between the three materials of interest.  The implication of 
agglomeration and sedimentation behavior in our study was that nhNi@SiO2 particles could 
impart a greater toxic effect given that it was comprised of a larger population of smaller 
agglomerates compared to the other materials.  This is especially true for in-vivo studies with 
free-swimming fish since they remain high in the water column throughout the majority of the 
exposure experiment, i.e. any sedimentation of particles will reduce the effective exposure dose.  
Furthermore, the fish would be exposed to the smallest particles in the population of 
nhNi@SiO2, and thus the particles with the greatest potential of interacting with cellular 
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structures.  Conversely, for in-vitro studies in which cells are settled in media solutions, a 
nanoparticle exposure above the intended dose would occur to a greater extent for the hNi@SiO2 
and Ni-SiO2 materials.  Yet this elevated exposure would essentially consist of large 
agglomerates that have preferentially settled, and hence interactions with cellular structures 
might be limited. 
Dissolution of nanomaterials is thought to be a key mechanism for toxicity of silver (102, 
103), nickel (48, 49), and zinc nanoparticles (30, 104).  Metal ion shedding depend on the degree 
of crystallization, pH, temperature, particle size, and in our case, the stability of the support.  
Smaller particle sizes (i.e., nano-sized particles) are predicted to have higher rates of dissolution 
due to higher surface energies (50), hence giving rise to concern.  Dissolution from nickel 
nanoparticles has been recorded as high at 3.7% of the initial concentration after 48 hrs for 6 nm 
nickel nanoparticles (49) and up to 2.5% of the initial concentration after 4 days for 30-60 nm 
nickel nanoparticles (48).  For the latter the case a final nickel ion concentration of 25 mg Ni/L 
was measured (48).  In our dissolution studies of ~2 nm Ni particles, dissolution of 8% of the 
initial concentration (up to 15 mg Ni/L) was observed for Ni-SiO2 materials.   
When hydrated the thin passivation layer of NiO on these materials will become 
hydroxylated according to NiO  Ni(OH)2 (105).  A transition to a slightly alkaline condition 
will quench dissolution because of low solubility of Ni(OH)2 at high pH (105).  However, the 
large excess of Cl– ions in the media (>50 nM) may enhance nickel solubility given the high 
solubility of NiCl2 (64.2 g/100 mL).  Finally, dissolution of silica can also occur to up to 100-140 
mg SiO2/L (106), as was observed in our experiments.  The equilibrium reaction to form 
dissolved silicic acid from silica particles proceeds according to: SiO2 + 2H2O <-> H4SiO4.  
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While the dissolution kinetics is slow, amorphous silica has a higher rate of dissolution 
compared to crystalline forms.   
 
Figure 17:  Schematic of effect of silica dissolution on enhancement Ni dissolution for nhNi@SiO2 
material. 
Hence, simultaneous dissolution of both nickel and silica are presumably possible for 
these materials. Silica encapsulation (such as in core-shell materials), silicates, and particle 
agglomeration are all expected to hinder nickel dissolution, but the small ~2 nm diameter of the 
nickel nanoparticle will enhance it.  Finally, the dissolution of silica will progressively increase 
accessibility of the nickel nanoparticle.  An example of this is depicted in Figure 17, where silica 
dissolution would enhance mobility and accessibility of the nickel nanoparticle once underway.  
Comparing initial concentrations 50 mg Ni/L (or ~500 mg SiO2/L) with 200 mg Ni/L (~2000 mg 
Si/L), we might expect more dissolution (by percent) at the lower of the two concentrations.  
This is because a greater fraction of silica dissolution is required from each individual particle to 
approach the dissolved silica equilibrium concentration.   Indeed, this effect was observed for the 
core-shell materials while silica dissolution for Ni-SiO2 materials was low and unchanged by the 
initial concentration.  Meanwhile, the change in the % nickel dissolution for Ni-SiO2 was also 
minimal, presumably because the silica was less accessible for dissolution.  This could be 
because of a more prominent population of crystalline nickel silicates, or simply that the silica is 
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less accessible due to surface deposition of nickel.  Overall however, the highly accessible nickel 
nanoparticles of Ni-SiO2 were observed to yield the highest nickel dissolution, and hence may be 
more capable of imparting a toxic effect.  On the other hand, silica dissolution at a lower initial 
concentration was seen to dramatically increase the amount of nickel dissolution such that this 
difference between each of the materials became less pronounced.  
Conclusion 
Complex metal nanomaterials are currently being developed for a range of 
nanotechnology applications and it is likely that this class of supported (versus single 
component) materials will dominate the next generation of nano-enabled materials.  Therefore, 
development of methods to study the environmental fate and exposure risk to these types of 
materials is of critical importance.  A fundamental part of this assessment is an understanding 
their dynamic behavior in representative media solutions.  Agglomeration, sedimentation, and 
dissolution are time-dependent modifiers of toxicity and are controlled in an entirely new ways 
in multi-component materials.  Here, significant agglomeration and gravitational settling was 
observed for all of the materials, which would generally be expected to reduce toxicity.  Indeed, 
although it is not the focus of this report, preliminary exposure screenings with zebrafish 
embryos to these materials do show low toxicity for end points of survival and developmental 
malformations.  Despite this, the lower sedimentation of nhNi@SiO2 and higher dissolution of 
Ni-SiO2 has also allowed us to identify these two structures as having a higher potential for toxic 
effect.   
Furthermore, measurement of dissolution of the silica demonstrated that poor stability of 
the support structure allows an altogether different environmental fate for core-shell materials by 
facilitating a delayed release of dissolved metal ions.  In our case, the large agglomerates prevent 
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the possibility of any significant membrane interaction or cellular uptake.  However, one could 
imagine a well-dispersed particle with a degradable support in a size range ideal for endocytotic 
uptake.  In this scenario, uptake of the particle could result in a ‘Trojan horse’-type effect in 
which the subsequent degradation of the support would allow enhanced dissolution of the second 
metal (e.g., nickel) within the cells.   Indeed, this concept is already exploited in degradable 
supports for drug delivery and it could greatly enhance the toxicity of complex metal 
nanomaterials. 
Overall we have observed very different behaviors for each silica-structured nanomaterial 
studied here.  nhNi@SiO2 stood out as more resistant to agglomeration, but was susceptible to an 
elevated release of nickel ions in more dilute solutions due to silica dissolution.  Ni-SiO2 was 
observed to yield the highest release of nickel ions, but appeared to be more stable and long-
lived in solution compared to the other materials.  hNi@SiO2 was agglomerated to a larger extent 
compared to the other materials, but was also susceptible to a coupled silica and nickel 
dissolution, especially at lower concentrations.  One can see by this how different strategies for 
the necessary structuring of the nanoparticles can entirely alter environmental fate.  Clearly, 
continued work is necessary to understand the difference, of the toxic potential that could result 
from these varied behaviors in media solutions.  Nonetheless, our results indicate that hollow 
Ni@SiO2 may have a comparatively lower toxicity due to its tendency to agglomerate and settle 
and a minimal dissolution compared to Ni-SiO2. 
Acknowledgment. Jeff Miller and Tianpin Wu at Argonne National Laboratory are acknowledged 
for characterization of our materials in EXAFS. 
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2.4 THE USE OF DISPERSANTS FOR SILICA-STRUCTURED NANOMATERIALS 
IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS 
Since the agglomeration of nanoparticles in aqueous solutions can present such a 
challenge for studying nanotoxicity, some researchers have attempted to address this by 
incorporating polymeric coatings that enhance colloid stability, such as PEI (107), bovine serum 
(86), PEG (93), PVP (108), natural organic matter (109), alginate (110), and humic acid (111, 
112).  For silica-based materials, incorporation of cationic, anionic, and neutral functional groups 
is also possible by modification of silica pre-cursor during synthesis (113, 114).  In most cases 
the coatings are charged and hence will increase the repulsive forces between adjacent particles 
so as to prevent agglomeration.  This can be beneficial for toxicity studies, in which 
agglomeration and settling will reduce the intended dose of the experiment.  Yet while coatings 
can prevent agglomeration, they can also result in increased or decreased uptake of the particle 
by modifying the interaction of the particle with cellular membranes.   
Silica, which is studied in the detail in this work, is expected initially to have a weakly 
negative surface charge (98).  Positively charged coatings (such as PEI or any other amine-based 
coatings) will result in increased interaction between the particular and the negatively charged 
cell membrane, often leading to elevated uptake levels, or complete disruption of the cellular 
membranes (115).  Neutrally charged PEG and negatively charged coatings, by contrast, are 
known to reduce interactions with negatively charged proteins, and hence can reduce cellular 
uptake (93).  It is also expected that nanoparticles will interact with naturally occurring surface 
modifiers when they are released in the environment.  In this way, an understanding of the effect 
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of these types of coatings is important in predicting the ultimate fate of nanoparticles released 
into the environment.   
Alginate and humic acid are both considered environmentally relevant materials, and can 
also increase the dispersion of nanoparticles in aqueous solution.    Alginate is a polysaccharide 
consisting of a randomly organized linear copolymers of beta D-mannopyranuronate (M) and 
alpha-L-gulopyranuronate (G) monomers (Figure 18).  It is typically derived from brown algae, 
where it makes up the cell wall.  Alginate has been recognized to adsorb divalent cations and 
hence there is a substantial amount of research in the area of alginate treatment for metal-
contaminated environments (116).  By comparison, humic substances are substantially more 
complex supramolecules that are made up of loosely associated constituents.  Humic acid is 
essentially one component of decomposing organic matter, which also contains fulvic acid in 
varying amounts.  While the effect of one humic material over another on nanoparticle 
dispersions will vary, it is nonetheless a highly relevant assessment given the prevalence of 
humic materials in the environment and the virtual guarantee that nanoparticles will interact with 
them.  Polyethylene glycol (PEG) was also briefly assessed as part of this work.  PEG is a 
neutrally charged FDA-approved food additive and used widely as a drug vehicle.  Thus, 
although not relevant for environmental release of nanoparticles, PEG is a useful neutrally 
charged comparator for the field of bio-based applications of nanomaterials.  
 
Figure 18:  Example of a segment of alginate, containing randomly order M and G blocks.  (116) 
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This part of the work consists of an exploratory look at the effects of these three 
stabilizers on agglomeration behavior.  Among the three structures studied by us, hNi@SiO2 was 
selected as the material with the greatest possible improvement for colloid stabilization, based on 
initial results from our sedimentation studies (2.4) and hence this material is studied in more 
detail in this section.  Ni-free silica spheres were also used as test materials here, as they are 
expected to be fairly representative of our microemulsion-derived nanoparticles.   Lastly, 
screening studies were done with zebrafish given that these materials might be useful in the 
future for stabilization of our particles during in-vivo exposure studies.  These studies analyzed 
whether surfactants alone imparted any toxic effects on zebrafish development.  
Methods 
Dynamic light scattering was used measure agglomerate sizes of hNi@SiO2 dispersed in 
media by sonication with alginate and humic dispersing agents (refer to methods section 2.2).  
Three successive measurements were done, allowing for the stability of the dispersion to be 
monitored.  Settling studies of silica material dispersed with humic and alginate were done in 
UV-Vis.  Exposure studies were done with zebrafish for a PEG materials with different chain 
lengths, humic acid, and alginate.  
Results 
Solutions of hNi@SiO2 were prepared containing 50 mg Ni/L (~0.5 g/L particles, the 
lowest concentration used in toxicity studies in section 1.5) with either 100 ppm of alginate or 
humic acid.  The dispersant concentrations were selected based on media concentrations used in 
nanotoxicological tests for zebrafish (35).  Alginic acid and humic acid tested alone have a fairly 
large hydrodynamic radius at 400 nm and 250 nm, respectively, as denoted by the grey 
background curves in Figure 19.  Successive tests done with dispersed hNi@SiO2 show a clear 
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instability in the three successive measurements conducted, indicated by the large and 
unpredictable shifts in the peak center.  We suspect that this instability is due to a combination of 
agglomeration and settling of the material immediately after the initial dispersion event.  Still, 
from this data, one might conclude that humic acid imparts slightly more colloidal stability on 
the dispersion compared to alginate. 
 
Figure 19:  DLS of hNi@SiO2 dispersions in E3 containing 100 ppm alginate (left) or 100 ppm humic 
acid (right) as dispersing agents.  (Concentration=50 ppm Ni, t=0).  Solid=1st, dashed=2nd, dotted=3rd.  
Conversely, dispersions held for 24 hours exhibit better stability and more repeatable 
measurements, with hydrodynamic diameters of 200-600 nm and 200-400 nm in the presence of 
alginate and humic, respectively (Figure 20).  However it is still difficult to discern whether 
these results can even be attributed to the nanoparticle given that the dispersant peaks align very 
well with the measured peaks.  A small peak also occurs at near 5.5 µm, which is consistent for 
both materials.  Finally, a comparison DLS at three time points is given (Figure 21).  These data 
suggest that after 1 hour, the dispersion it nearly as stable as it is at 24 hours, presumably 
because most larger agglomerates as removed from solution by sedimentation within the first 
hour.  Furthermore, though small, the 5.5 µm peak is consistently observed in all cases.  
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 Figure 20:  DLS of hNi@SiO2 dispersions in E3 containing 100 ppm alginate (left) or 100 ppm humic 
acid (right) as dispersing agents.  (Concentration=50 ppm Ni, t=24 hr). 
 
Figure 21:  Comparison of single DLS curve at time points of t=0, t=1 hr, and t=24 hr for dispersions 
of hNi@SiO2 in E3 with 100 ppm alginate (left) or 100 ppm humic acid (right) as dispersing agents.   (Ni 
concentration=50 ppm) 
Since settling was readily observed by the naked eye during DLS testing, additional 
studies were done to directly measure settling in UV-visible spectroscopy.  In this case, silica 
was studied to gain a general perspective for each dispersant.  Concentrations of 6 g/L silica and 
0.5 g/L silica were tested since these also reflect the particle concentrations tested in toxicity 
studies in section 1.5.  At 0.5 g/L there appears to be a larger population of smaller particles 
(<0.9 µm) in the alginate-dispersed material.  Yet at 6 g/L, the populations at <0.9 µm are similar 
between both dispersants and the alginate-dispersed material has a larger population of >7µm 
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material.  In material without surfactant, very large agglomerates are present and settling occur 
much more quickly.  From this, we can gather that both surfactants improve dispersion, and that 
alginate may be a better dispersant at low concentrations while humic acid works better at high 
concentrations.  However, this flip-flop behavior for the surfactants is somewhat surprising and 
not entirely consistent with our findings for hNi@SiO2 in DLS.  Hence, further studies with 
silica are recommended in DLS at concentration low enough that settling can be avoided. 
 
Figure 22:  Size distributions extracted from settling data measured in UV-Vis at initial 
concentration of 0.5 g/L and 6 g/L silica.  These concentrations reflect maximum and minimum particle 
concentrations studied for Ni-containing nanomaterials. 
In parallel, negative control studies were done with zebrafish with a range of surfactant 
materials (Figure 23).  Several PEG materials of different molecular weights were tested first.  
PEG-200 was found to have the lowest toxicity.  PEG-100 and -8000 were found to be too toxic 
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to the fish for practical use.  PEG-3000, had no effect in one study, but was observed to have a 
toxic effect in a follow-on test with the same material at a later date, possibly due to 
contamination or alternation of the material.  This emphasizes the importance of regular testing 
of surfactant-only controls in future toxicity studies in order to avoid false interpretations of 
toxicity for nanoparticles dispersed with contaminated surfactants.  By contrast, humic acid was 
found to have no adverse effect for a wide range of concentrations.  Alginate was initially found 
to result in very low survival, but this was determined to be the result of decreased pH.  In pH 
adjust alginate controls, no adverse effect were observed at the concentration of 0.1 g/L (or 100 
ppm) used above for agglomeration settling studies. 
 
Figure 23:  Zebrafish larvae survival data from multiple surfactant and stabilizer screenings in 5-day 
studies conducted in 24 well plates.  
Conclusion 
Although using a surfactant or stabilizer in toxicity tests can alter the toxic effect of 
particles, analysis of environmentally relevant surfactants may still be important for assessment 
of the true fate of nanoparticles in the environment.  Here, both humic acid and alginate were 
found to reduce the settling and agglomeration of nanoparticles in aqueous solutions in a way 
that would be expected to increase the amount of stable suspended nanoparticles during toxicity 
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tests with zebrafish.  Hence, while these materials alone do not elicit a toxic effect in zebrafish, a 
combined effect of surfactant and particles could be possible.  In this way, both humic acid and 
alginate are not only useful for ensuring delivery of a specific dose of nanoparticles but also 
relevant for predicting the fate and potential toxicity of particles in natural aqueous 
environments.  
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2.5 ASSESSMENT OF SILICA STRUCTURED NANO-ENVIRONMENTS FOR 
TOXICITY IN ZEBRAFISH 
Abstract 
An in vivo toxicity study with 26 - 57 nm silica structured nanomaterials containing 
nickel nanoparticles <5 nm in diameter was conducted with zebrafish (Danio rerio) embryos.  
The results support our hypothesis that nanoparticles of toxic metals embedded within porous 
silica have a low toxicity.  High survival as compared to analogous salt was observed for all 
materials tested.  Although the small nickel particles are relatively resistant to dissolution in 
media, nickel uptake was still detectable at ng levels within the larvae tissues at the experimental 
endpoint despite the high survival observed.  Finally, motility analysis was used as a screening 
tool, with an increased sensitivity compared to endpoints of survival and developmental 
deformations.  Dose-dependent motility was observed in relation to exposure to hNi@SiO2 while 
elevated variance was observed in the case of Ni-SiO2 exposure. 
Keywords:  nanomaterials, nanotoxicology, nanostructuring, zebrafish, nickel, motility 
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The emerging field of nanotoxicity continues to grapple with how to assess the potential 
risk of exposure to nanomaterials (31-33).  Although environmental concentrations of 
nanomaterials have not been measured, the increase in production rates in recent years poses a 
growing exposure probability (3, 25, 28, 117).  Meanwhile, evaluation of the toxicity of new 
nanomaterials consistently lags behind the development and commercialization of nano-enabled 
products.  Nanomaterial components are often well-characterized in their bulk form, but the large 
surface areas, high surface energies, and unique transport and mobility at very small particle 
diameters present new challenges in toxicity evaluation (25, 28, 29).  In fact, the very properties 
that make nanomaterials highly active and valuable in novel applications are the same properties 
that might impart new toxic effects at the nano-scale (118). 
The tendency of unprotected bare nanoparticles to aggregate or sinter and deactivate 
necessitates the design of multi-component materials comprised of active nanoparticles 
embedded within a protective matrix, hence ensuring favorable dispersion and stability of the 
active particle (119).  Extremely small particles, which are of special concern in the field of 
nanotoxicity, are also are the most likely to require such nano-structuring stabilization.  Here we 
approach the problem of nanotoxicity from the perspective that nano-enabled products will most 
often be in this nano-supported form, and conduct a toxicity screening using zebrafish as a 
model.  Our over-arching hypothesis is that silica structuring of metal nanoparticles will result in 
materials with a low toxicity, i.e. we aim to take a ‘benign by design’ approach to nanomaterial 
synthesis and development. 
Nickel is a common material for industrial catalysis and considerable work has been done 
to develop nano-scale Ni-containing materials for various purposes (120, 121).  Yet nickel is also 
a recognized even in its bulk form as toxin and its toxicity has been confirmed previously in 
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zebrafish studies, where soluble nickel has been shown to delay hatching of embryos (45, 46) 
and to decrease locomotive activity at levels of 7.5 – 15 mg Ni/L (47).  Furthermore, Ispas and 
coworkers found that nickel nanoparticles with diameters of 30-100 nm had a lethal 
concentration 50 (LC50) in zebrafish of 221-361 mg Ni/L compared to 221 mg Ni/L for soluble 
nickel (48).  A study with Daphnia pulnex (water flea) using sub-10 nm nickel particles (a size 
much more relevant to observe any nano-specific toxicity (6)), found that LC50 values after 48-
hr exposures were slightly above those for soluble nickel (49).  In a final study, an elevated 
toxicity from 5-20 nm nickel nanoparticles compared to other metals in multiple organisms was 
purported to be a result of a high dissolution of nickel ions into the media and not any nano-
specific effect (50).  These studies collectively indicate that nickel nanoparticles can be a useful 
starting point to develop a toxicity screening model since the toxicity was previously measured 
for multiple diameters of bare nickel nanoparticles and since nickel dissolution was cited as a 
possible underlying mechanism for toxicity. 
We propose in this work the use of structuring with porous silicon dioxide (SiO2) to 
mitigate toxicity.  Structuring with silica is a highly transferable approach for particle 
stabilization that has relevance in many areas (122).  Silica coatings are applicable to virtually 
any metal nanoparticle (14, 56), highly robust against thermal and mechanical stress, considered 
biocompatible (59), and can be resistant to biological degradation.  These attributes have made 
them of interest for drug delivery, sensors, and catalysts (67, 123-128) and porous silica coatings 
have been already been reported in a few cases for the intended mitigation of nanoparticle 
toxicity (57, 58). 
The growing use of nanomaterials is likely to lead to increased contamination of aquatic 
environments, thus emphasizing the importance of studying nanoparticle toxicity in these 
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systems.  Zebrafish studies have emerged as a comparatively fast and well-developed 
toxicological assessment model (25, 28, 129, 130).  Early embryogenesis in both zebrafish and 
mammals is governed by common molecular mechanisms, such that insights into normal 
vertebrate development can arise from studies using zebrafish (131).  The zebrafish also offers a 
uniquely accessible model for experimental manipulations due external embryonic development, 
embryo transparency, and prolific breeding.  These factors combine to make zebrafish studies 
well suited for accelerated screening purposes.  We synthesized and characterized three different 
types of silica-structured nickel nanoparticles for a toxicity screening using zebrafish.  Toxicity 
testing consisted of 5-day exposures to nanoparticles dispersed in fish media followed by 
measurement of nickel uptake and zebrafish motility. 
Methods 
Hollow Ni@SiO2 (hNi@SiO2) materials were made using a one-pot reverse 
microemulsion synthesis adapted from Takenaka, et al. (68), consisting of several step-wise 
additions.  First, 50 mL of cyclohexane (≥99% Sigma-Aldrich) and 10.5 g surfactant Brij 58 
(≥99% polyethylene glycol hexadecyl ether, Mn ~1124, Sigma-Aldrich) was refluxed at 50oC 
until the surfactant was fully dissolved.  1.5 mL of 1 M Ni(NO3)2.6H2O (99.999%, Sigma 
Aldrich) was then added dropwise, followed by 1.5 mL hydrazine hydrate (Sigma-Aldrich).  
Next, 3-5 g of tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS, ≥99% Sigma-Aldrich) was added, followed by 3 
mL of ammonium hydroxide (30%).  After 2 hrs of aging for silica growth, particles were 
precipitated and washed three times with 2-propanol, and dried in air.  Crushed powder was 
calcined in a Thermolyne 79300 tube furnace for 2 hrs at 500oC in air.   
Non-hollow Ni@SiO2 (nhNi@SiO2) nanoparticles were made by a simple modification of 
the hNi@SiO2 method by exclusion of hydrazine addition.  Precipitated material was dried and 
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calcined as described above.  In order to remove external nickel from these materials, calcined 
particles were reduced and etched in nitric acid.  Specifically, 0.20 g of material was dispersed in 
a 1:1 volume dilution of nitric acid (Sigma, 70%) in DI water for 30 min.  Etched materials were 
washed twice in water to neutral pH, dried, and calcined.   
For surface-deposited Ni-SiO2, nickel-free spherical silica spheres were first synthesized 
using the microemulsion hNi@SiO2 procedure except 1.5 mL DI water was added in place of the 
aqueous salt and hydrazine was excluded.  A deposition-precipitation method (modified from 
(73)) was used to deposit nickel nanoparticles on the surface of the silica spheres.  0.6 g of silica 
nanoparticles was dispersed in 15 mL of DI water by sonication, a nickel salt solution was added 
(0.55 g NiCl2 in 10 mL DI water), and the mixture was again sonicated for 20 min.  Ammonium 
hydroxide (30%, Sigma) was then added slowly dropwise (~5 mL) until the pH of the solution 
was ~9.5.  The resulting material was mixed for 20 min, centrifuged, dried, calcined at 300oC in 
air, rinsed two times in DI water, dried, and calcined again at 300oC in air.   
All materials were characterized for particle size and morphology with transition electron 
microscopy (TEM, JEOL-2000FX electron microscope).  Typical sample preparation consisted 
of grinding the sample in a mortar, dispersed in ethanol, ~2 min sonication, and placement of 1-2 
drops of the dispersion on copper type-B support grid (Ted Pella, Inc.) to dry in air.  Particle 
measurements of TEM images were done using ImageJ software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).  
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) equipped with EDX Genesis was used to determine 
elemental composition of palladium-coated samples at beam voltage of 15kV, spot size 4 
(typically).  An average of at least 3 composition measurements was used for each sample.  
Catalyst surface area was determined by Brunauer Emmett Teller (BET) analysis (Micromeritics 
ASAP 2020 surface area and porosity analyzer), after a pre-treatment of 2-3 hr degas at 200oC 
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under vacuum.  Typically, a 6-point BET analysis was used for total surface area measurement.  
Media dispersion of nanoparticles were tested at room temperature by dynamic light scattering 
(DLS, Zetasizer Series Nano-ZS) to estimate the hydrodynamic diameters in E3 media (49 mM 
NaCl, 1.6 mM KCl, 3.3 mMCaCl2.2 H2O, 3.3 mM MgSO4.7 H2O, pH 7.4).  The samples were 
first dispersed for ~2 min by sonication in media and then ~1 mL of dispersed solution was 
added to a plastic cuvette.  A target of 5 mg Ni/L (~0.5 g/L particles) was used, which was 
adjusted if a higher particle count was needed for analysis of a particular material.  Trace metal 
ion concentration was measured under radial detection by ICP-AES (Thermo Electron 
Corporation iCAP6500 Duo Series ICP-OES Spectrometer).  A standard curve was generated 
with at least 3 standard solutions that captured the sampling range. Standards were formulated 
from an ICP standard solution (Fischer Scientific) with 3% HNO3 in deionized water.  Three 
measurements were collected for calculation of a mean and an internal blank and standard were 
used in each sampling period.  The degree of nickel ion dissolution from the nanoparticles in E3 
media was determined with ICP.  Dispersions (typically, 50-200 mg Ni/L) were prepared in E3 
media and separated into 10 mL aliquots for analysis at specific time points. Metal nanoparticles 
were removed from the dispersion by centrifugation followed by filtration (Amicon 10,000 
molecular weight cut-off filters,  ~3.1 nm).  HNO3 (Sigma, 70%) was added dropwise to the 
filtrate to a concentration of 3wt %.  The amount of dissolved nickel available in each well 
[ng/well] (and hence available to each fish in each well) was calculated via: 
[mg Ni/well]=Dissolved Ni concentration [mg Ni/L] x 0.002 L/well 
For in-vivo zebrafish studies, metal nanoparticles and homologous salt solutions were 
prepared in E3 media at multiple concentrations.  Dried nanoparticle powder was weighed 
according to a specific dose, added to E3 media, and sonicated ~20 min.  Serial dilutions were 
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then prepared volumetrically using this first dispersion. To conduct exposures, 24 hours post 
fertilization (hpf) embryos were manually de-chorionated with tweezers and healthy fish was 
transferred to each well (1 fish/well) of 24-well polystyrene plates.  Residual water was removed 
with a pipette.  Dispersions were re-dispersed by sonication for 1-2 minutes just prior to addition 
to each well.  Fish were incubated for 5 days at 28.5oC and analyzed visually each day for 
survival and developmental deformations.  6 – 18 embryos were typically tested at each dose, 
depending on the embryos available in a given clutch.  For selected materials motility analysis 
was done.  For these cases, surviving fish were collected at day 4, washed three times to remove 
residual particles, and re-plated in 96-wells plates.  Fish movement after nanoparticle exposure 
was then captured by video on day 5 after an overnight stabilization period.  Zebrafish motility 
tracking included light exposure (1 hr) followed by 10 min light/dark cycles (1 hr).  Each video 
file was processed using LSRTrack and LSRAnalyze.  These are MATLAB scripts developed 
within the laboratory to quantify motility of zebrafish embryos from video files (79, 80).  The 
analysis allows calculation of the velocity for each fish or the mean velocity of fish at an 
exposure dose.  Animals not analyzed for motility were collected upon termination of the 
experiment (day 5) to measure cumulative metal uptake.  Larvae were transferred to clean 12 
well plates in groupings by dose and fresh E3 media was added to rinse residual particles from 
the fish.  Fish were sacrificed with a 10% bleach solution according to the operational protocol 
and again rinsed with E3 media.  Residual media was removed and fish were dried in air.  A 
digestion procedure by Borgmann et al., 2000 was used (77) beginning with addition of nitric 
acid (12.5 µL/fish, 70%, Fischer Scientific) followed by at least 1 week digestion and then 
addition of hydrogen peroxide (10 µL/fish, 30%, JTBaker), followed by 24 hrs digestion.  
Digestion reagents are not expected to contribute a significant amount of Ni to the sample and 
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polypropylene storage containers used are expected to resist nickel adsorption (78).  Resulting 
solutions were diluted with deionized water for measurement of the nickel concentration in ICP.  
Uptake [ng/fish] was calculated as follows: 
Concentration [mg Ni/L] x Dilution volume [L] x (1E6 ng/mg) x (1well/1fish) / # of fish 
Results 
The Ni-containing nanoparticles used for exposures included hollow core-shell Ni@SiO2 
(hNi@SiO2), non-hollow Ni@SiO2 (nhNi@SiO2), and nickel-deposited Ni-SiO2. TEM 
micrographs are given in Figure 24.  hNi@SiO2 materials consisted of an inner layer of particles 
within the hollow interior of a silica sphere with primary particle sizes of ~26 nm.  The sub-2nm 
nickel nanoparticles in this material were too small to measure in TEM.  nhNi@SiO2 material 
contained ~3 nm Ni particles and ~50 nm primary particles.  Lastly, Ni-SiO2 had a primary 
particle size of ~57 nm, which was then decorated by ~2 nm nickel nanoparticles.  Overall the 
materials vary slightly in particle size and composition but nickel nanoparticles are all ≤2 nm 
with primary particle sizes <60 nm.  BET surface areas were 200-300 m2/g and the silica 
microstructures were confirmed to be porous, as shown in Figure 25.   
These materials were observed to agglomerate and settle in aqueous solutions and 
hydrodynamic diameters measured in DLS were >300 nm (see section 2.3).  Dissolution of 
nickel ions from the materials was measured in media solutions over the course of 5 days.  5-8% 
dissolution to nickel ions was recorded and Ni-SiO2 materials were found to have the highest 
degree of dissolution.  These material attributes are summarized in Table 2. 
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Figure 24:  hNi@SiO2 (top left), nhNi@SiO2 (top right), metal-free SiO2 (bottom left), and Ni-SiO2 
(bottom right).  Scale bars are 50 nm for insets (white) and 200 nm for larger images (black).  
 
Figure 25:  Typically BET N2 desorption curve showing ~0.7 nm pores 
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Table 2:  Material attributes for as–synthesized Ni-containing nanomaterials  
Material Ni 
loading  
[wt% Ni] 
DNi nanoparticle 
n= # particle 
Dprimary particle 
n=# particle 
Dhydrodynamic (main) in 
E3 at 51 or 202 mg Ni/L, 
PDI=polydispersity 
index 
% Dissolution 
in E3 at 50 mg 
Ni/L 
hNi@SiO2 9.0 ± 0.9 <2 nm* 25.9 ± 3.0 nm,  
n=16 
641 nm,  
PDI=0.5572 
5% 
nhNi@SiO2 5.1 ± 0.4 2.7 ± 0.4 nm, 
n=20 
46.2 ± 6.5 nm,  
n=13 
350 nm,  
PDI=0.6302 
5% 
Ni-SiO2 11.9 ± 3.2 2.1 ± 0.4 nm, 
n=23 
56.5 ± 8.2 nm,  
n=12 
514 nm,  
PDI=0.3691 
8% 
*resolution too low for measurement 
5-day toxicity studies with zebrafish embryos for doses of 50-400 mg Ni/L yielded very 
high survival while the positive control of NiCl2 caused high toxicity.  (The 400 mg Ni/L dose 
was not tested for Ni-SiO2 and hNi@SiO2 due to insufficient amount of material).  Survival rates 
in E3 media alone for all experimental control fish combined was 99% (n=202).  Survival was 
marginally lower (95% and 96%, respectively) for nhNi@SiO2 and Ni-SiO2 at 50 mg Ni/L, but 
still within standard error of the media control. Additional control tests with nickel-free silica 
nano-spheres shows 100% survival up to 2 g/L, capturing the range of particle sizes expected in 
the tests with Ni-containing materials, as shown in Table 3.   
Table 3:  Corresponding particle concentrations for representative batches of Ni-containing 
nanoparticles and silica control materials 
 
Nanoparticle 
Approx. Ni 
loading  
[wt% Ni] 
Experimental Dosing 
[mg Ni/L] 
Particle Concentration 
[g/L] 
hNi@SiO2 10 50-200 0.5-2 
nhNi@SiO2 10 50-200 0.5-2 
Ni-SiO2 12 50-200 0.4-1.7 
Silica N/A N/A 0.5-2 
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Figure 26:  Day 5 survival for 3 materials: NiCl2, hNi@SiO2, nhNi@SiO2 and Ni-SiO2.  Error bars 
show standard error of the estimate. 
In parallel, uptake of nickel was measured for groupings of surviving fish at each 
exposure dose for each material type.  Here, we observed ng/fish levels of nickel uptake with no 
obvious indication of dose-dependence (Figure 27).  The uptake values are compared graphically 
with estimates of dissolved nickel ions in each well based on measurements from separate abiotic 
dissolution tests on nanoparticles at initial concentrations 50 and 200 mg Ni/L (see section 2.3).  
The amount of nickel ions available/well was roughly 2 orders of magnitude higher than the 
uptake observed for nanomaterials and roughly 3 orders of magnitude higher for NiCl2.  To see 
this effect more clearly, a value for ‘uptake efficiency’ was calculated, based on the ratio 
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between the uptake measured in fish and the estimated amount of nickel ions available in the 
wells by dissolution. This calculation was done at 50 mg Ni/L, the only concentration at which 
the uptake data for the NiCl2 and the particles overlapped.  As shown in Figure 28, the ‘uptake 
efficiency’ is slightly lower for the nickel salt versus the particles. This difference suggests that 
another mechanism of uptake (i.e, transport of nanoparticles or agglomerates into the fish 
tissues) could be active.  However, we should note that the difference could also arise from a 
toxicity-induced biological difference.  Finally, it is intriguing that the uptake values are similar 
at all doses (~20-80 ng/fish) with only a very slight upward trend at higher doses.  One 
explanation for this could be that despite different dosing targets, material sedimentation leads to 
a similar effective exposure concentration within the upper water column for all concentrations.  
Recalling that nhNi@SiO2 was slightly more resistant to sedimentation, the slightly higher 
uptake efficiency for this particular material is notable as well. 
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 Figure 27:  Uptake of Ni into zebrafish following 5-day exposures (filled symbols) and available 
Ni/well according to dissolution testing at specific doses (open symbols). 
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Figure 28:  Uptake efficiency of NiCl2 compared to Ni-containing nanomaterials at 50 mg Ni/L 
exposure.  Error bars reflect the combination of the standard error of the estimate from ICP standardization 
curve, % relative standard deviation from ICP measurement, and dilution error from centrifuge tubes. 
Fish were also monitored for malformations.  Metal nanoparticles have been shown to 
cause a range of developmental defects in zebrafish (18) and bent spines, tissue necrosis, and 
edema of the head, heart, and gut are common Ni-related malformations (132).  Although several 
incidences of these types of malformations were observed as a result of exposure to soluble 
nickel (see Figure 29 for an example), very few malformations were seen with all nanomaterials 
exposures (Figure 30).  It should be noted that for very high doses of NiCl2, a decrease in the 
percent of malformations is expected given that at these doses fish often do not survive until the 
first day for the experiment for the malformation to develop and be observed.  An average 
malformations occurrence of 3% (n=184) and 5% (n=41) was determined for negative controls 
of E3 media and silica, respectively.  Thus the number of malformations observed for Ni-SiO2 
and hNi@SiO2 are roughly in line with the control observations while nhNi@SiO2 
malformations were slightly higher (near 10%) for several doses.  Hence, by comparing our 
observations for survival and malformations, the latter endpoint emergences as a slightly more 
sensitive metric for detecting toxic effects between materials. 
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Figure 29:  Example of ‘bent spine’ malformation in zebrafish embryos 
 
Figure 30:  Frequency of deformities at any time in 5-day study (#observed with deformations at a 
given dose/# fish test at a given dose) 
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 Figure 31:  Effect of nanomaterial exposure on frequency of malformations and mortality.  Data 
reflects day 5 data for several exposure experiments at a range of doses.  No effect designated that neither 
malformation of mortality was observed after 5-day exposure. 
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The malformation results can be viewed a bit more clearly by comparing the frequency of 
malformations with the frequency of mortality at a given dose (Figure 31).  For NiCl2 exposure, 
more malformations are observed at lower doses (25-50 mg Ni/L).  At higher doses, the higher 
mortality rate can prevent these deformations from being developed and observed prior to death 
of the fish, resulting in a lower incidence of malformations at higher doses.  A similar trend is 
observed for the nhNi@SiO2, where a higher frequency of malformations is seen at lower doses, 
but the mortality rate is not very high for the particles, as discussed previously.  Again, recalling 
that the lower rate of sedimentation for this material would result in a higher effective dose in-
vivo, it is interesting that the nhNi@SiO2 material also had an elevated rate of deformation.  
Meanwhile, results for hNi@SiO2 and Ni-SiO2 are less conclusive, showing a low frequency of 
malformations that is near the frequency observed with control fish exposed to media or 
amorphous silica spheres alone. 
To this point, we measured only a slight difference in the toxic response between 
materials based on deformations, and virtually no difference in terms of survival.  And yet our 
studies of nickel uptake indicated that the amount of nickel exposure to fish tissues via nickel 
uptake was not necessarily dissimilar to that of the nickel salt, which did have an obvious toxic 
effect.  Since previous studies had indicated an effect on motility following exposure to nickel 
salt (47), and we had seen evidence of significant variability in the nickel dissolution between 
each material and each dose, we decided to quantify the motility of the zebrafish larvae at the 
experimental endpoint.  Motility studies were conducted on 2 of the 3 materials discussed in this 
study.  Only 2 materials were selected since the analysis requires a sufficient number of fish for 
each dose (~7-8) and multiple controls groups were included for comparison.  Ni-SiO2 was 
selected for this analysis since this material exhibited the highest amount of dissolution, which 
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has previously been cited as a mechanism of toxicity of nickel particles.  hNi@SiO2 was selected 
as a suitable comparator for this material, since it exhibited less dissolution but had more similar 
agglomerate sizes compared to nhNi@SiO2.  Groups of 7-8 fish were used for each dose, and 
motility was measured first for 1 hr under light exposure and then 1 hr under 20 min light/dark 
cycles.  Figure 32 shows mean velocities for each exposure group both as raw data and processed 
as time averages velocities to better allow for trend assessment.  The axis is given as the video 
frames collected in the experiment, where 7200=1hr and 14400=2hrs according to the frame rate 
of 2 frames/sec.  During the first hour of light exposure, swimming was expected to be relatively 
flat (refer to negative controls of E3 media and silica).  Upon exposure to the first dark cycle, the 
swimming velocities increased and then re-stabilized, typically in a linear fashion.  Similarly, at 
the start of a light cycle, the swimming velocity drops, and then recovers. By this, the strong 
response during the light/dark ‘perturbation’ cycles and the variance in the light exposure can be 
used as a metric in our study to inspect for a toxic effect.   
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Figure 32:  Zebrafish motility in terms of group mean velocity for each video frame (2 frames/sec) 
after Ni-SiO2 and hNi@SiO2 exposures as compared to controls of (-) E3 media, (-) silica particles, and (+) 
analogous nickel salt 
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A positive control of 5 mg Ni/L was selected as a value close to the Ni dissolution 
expected from the highest particle doses of during the experiment. Motility is relatively high for 
positive controls of nickel salt and low for E3 media and silica controls, while most of the 
motility data for nanoparticles (NP) fell somewhere in the middle of these control exposures.  A 
higher degree of variability was also noted during the light exposure for the nickel salt.  This 
particular phenotype is also reflected in the 200 mg Ni/L particle exposures, especially in the 
case of Ni-SiO2.  Finally for the hNi@SiO2 materials a slight dose-dependence is apparent by the 
progressively more pronounced up-swings and down-swings in mean velocity at higher doses 
during perturbation cycles.  In sum, the higher nickel dissolution for Ni-SiO2 compared to 
hNi@SiO2 did not directly lead to an obvious motility effect for this material.  But clear 
differences were seen at higher doses that were similar to the positive control of nickel salt.  
Additional studies of fish motility are currently underway with to further elucidate the results of 
this initial study by testing for the reproducibility of the data and allowing for a more rigorous 
quantification of the motility effects observed. 
Conclusion 
Overall, our studies of Ni-containing nanostructured materials do suggest that 
incorporation of silica coatings can mitigate nanomaterial toxicity as demonstrated by the high 
survival measured in the range of 50-200 mg Ni/L.  By comparison, LC50s concentrations of 
200-300 mg Ni/L have been measured for much larger 30-100 nm nickel nanoparticles (48).  
However, since the majority of our silica nanostructured particles typically settled in <24 hrs 
during in-vivo exposure studies and fairly large agglomerate sizes were measured in DLS, we 
must also acknowledge that the effective exposure dose of dispersed particles were lower.  
Beyond survival, a greater incidence of malformations was observed for nhNi@SiO2, the 
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material with the smallest agglomerates, and presumably the highest effective dose within the 
water column after settling.  Next, dissolution and uptake studies revealed that the nickel uptake 
efficiency (uptake versus nickel ions available) for particle exposure was slightly higher than that 
of the analogous salt.  In other work, there is evidence that uptake of nickel particles occurs up to 
7.97 ± 3.76 ng Ni/embryo for 60 nm particles and 1.69 ± 1.29 ng/embryo for dendritic particle 
exposures, but our measurements of 20-60 ng/embryo were considerably higher (48).  This 
higher level of uptake compared to previous work could be accomplished by a ‘Trojan-horse’ 
type mechanism of particle uptake across cell membranes followed by nickel particle dissolution, 
thereby concentrating nickel in the fish tissues.  Since gill filtering and feeding do not develop 
until later, most of the exchange with the environment at this stage occurs across the epidermal, a 
more permeable membrane (40, 133, 134).  Still, it is still not clear why our similar sized 
materials (~60 nm) might have more uptake than nickel particles and it is curious that these 
higher levels of uptake are not linked any strong toxic effects.    
Finally, in studies of motility, which were introduced here as a more sensitive metric for 
toxicity compared to survival and malformation, slight dose-dependence was observed during 
light/dark perturbation cycles for hNi@SiO2 exposures.  For Ni-SiO2, no clear dose-dependence 
was observed, but the higher variance seen at higher dose during light exposure could be an 
indicator of an adverse effect for this material.  For both materials, similar behavior was seen 
compared to the positive control of nickel salt.  However, further development of the motility 
metric is still needed to better quantify the statistical significance of these observations.  Still, our 
use of motility studies to measure toxicity represents an important benchmark for zebrafish as a 
screening tool.  Motility analysis could serve as a broadly applicable and sensitive toxicity 
detection tool in a way that might facilitate high-throughput toxicity screening.  As 
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nanomaterials continue to be developed at an ever-increasing pace, these tools will be critical to 
meet the challenge of assessing complex nanostructures and identifying structural aspects that 
are important in mitigating toxic effects.   
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2.6 NANOTOXICITY CONCLUSION 
In this work, we set out to synthesize Ni-containing silica-structured nanomaterials with 
inherently low-toxicity.  While nickel particles are recognized as toxic, our goal was to 
incorporate silica in a way that mitigated this toxicity.  Three nanomaterials were made:  hollow 
Ni@SiO2, non-hollow Ni@SiO2, and Ni-SiO2.  The materials were first studied in detail in 
media solutions to determine upfront if specific structural aspects can act as predictors of 
environmental fate and, ultimately, nanomaterial toxicity.  One common mechanism of toxicity 
is dissolution of metal ions into media solutions.  Nickel dissolution was slightly elevated in our 
materials as compared to previous reports for larger Ni-only particles.  Differences between the 
dissolution trends of our materials were attributed to concurrent dissolution of amorphous silica 
into the media solutions.  Specifically, core-shell hNi@SiO2 and nhNi@SiO2 structures were 
found to be subject to a higher degree of silica dissolution, making the nickel particles within 
these materials more susceptible to dissolution over time.  This was especially true if the initial 
particle concentration was low since this led to a greater driving force for silica dissolution.  This 
is in contrast to Ni-SiO2 materials, which were surprisingly resistant to silica dissolution, 
possibly due to a higher population of crystalline nickel silicate ‘shields’ on the surface of this 
material, which would be expected to prevent dissolution of the centrally located amorphous 
silica.  Nonetheless, since Ni-SiO2 contained externally located nickel nanoparticles, which were 
more accessible to solvation by the media, these nanomaterials ultimately had the highest nickel 
dissolution among all of the materials.  However, we might expect that for lower doses, the 
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amount of nickel dissolution would be become more similar for each of the particle types, as was 
observed between initial doses of 200 mg Ni/L and 50 mg Ni/L. 
Next, particle agglomeration and settling was studied.  Large agglomerates were 
observed to develop in solution, even in the very dilution solutions studied in DLS.  
Agglomerate-driven settling was further characterized in UV-Vis, which in turn allowed an 
estimate of agglomerate sizes for larger particle concentrations as well.  In this part of the work, 
dispersions of nhNi@SiO2 stood out as the most stable and with the smallest agglomerate size.  
From this perspective we might hence predict a higher toxic effect from exposure studies with 
zebrafish to these materials given that a larger proportion of the target dose is expected to stay 
suspended in solution.  A small study was also included on the effects of stabilizers on these 
materials.  It was found that addition of both humic acid and alginate made nanoparticle 
dispersions more resistant to settling and reduced agglomerate size.  Additionally, zebrafish 
exposures to media containing these environmentally relevant stabilizers exhibited no observable 
toxic effect.  Therefore, future studies might benefit from incorporation of such stabilizers, which 
would be expected to increase the amount of suspended particles in solution and reduce the 
agglomerate sizes thereby achieving exposure closer to the nanoparticle dose intended for a 
given study. 
Finally, 5-day exposure studies with zebrafish embryos were done with each of the three 
nanomaterials synthesized for this work.  High survival was observed after exposure to doses of 
50-400 mg Ni/L.  Slightly higher malformations were observed as a result of exposure to 
nhNi@SiO2 materials.  Motility studies were introduced a new method for toxicity screening.  
Dose dependence during light/dark cycles was observed following exposure to hNi@SiO2 and a 
higher variance during light exposure was seen for higher doses of Ni-SiO2. 
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Lastly, a significant effort was put forth in this work to develop suitable methods to study 
complex nanomaterials from the perspective of environmental fate and toxicity.  First, it was our 
experience that the commonly used technique of DLS provided only an initial estimate of 
agglomerate size and that higher concentrations reflected in exposure studies could not 
necessarily be assessed with this method.  This is because the DLS particle size determination 
method assumes particles are undergoing only Brownian motion, so that gravitational settling at 
higher concentrations, as well as multi-scattering, can give an inaccurate result.  An alternate 
method of direct measurement of settling was therefore incorporated to extract estimates of 
agglomerate size distributions for each particle type at a range of concentrations.  Next, 
dissolution analysis for nickel alone was not sufficient to explain the differences we saw between 
each material at specific concentrations.  Colorimetry-based testing for silica was therefore 
implemented, revealing the role of silica dissolution on nickel dissolution.  While ICP is a 
powerful tool for detecting dilute concentrations of metal ions, it typically requires digestion of 
the sample.  Measurement of dissolved silica via colorimetry is a convenient alternative to 
differentiate between polymeric silica (i.e., silica nanoparticles) and dissolved silica that avoids 
the cumbersome digestion required for ICP.  In sum, in order to assess new complex 
nanomaterials, alternate and creative methods must be developed to pick apart the influence of 
different aspects of the materials (e.g. agglomeration vs sedimentation, nickel vs silica 
dissolution).  In this way, necessary connections between structural aspects can be made with 
regard to the fate of nanomaterials in environment.   
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Beyond this, zebrafish were also implemented as a screening tool for nanotoxicity.  
While the use of zebrafish may not be the best screening method to directly quantify the potential 
toxicity of nanomaterial to humans, we do believe the zebrafish assay to be relevant from an 
environmental toxicity perspective.    There are indeed many choices of potential screening 
models:  in vivo versus in vitro models, and several animal models within the option of in-vivo 
organisms.  Rodents are more often used to establish thresholds for chemical exposure, but we 
were attracted to the zebrafish model as one that seemed more versatile from a screening 
perspective.  With a zebrafish experiment, all routes of exposure (dermal, respiratory, and 
gastrointestinal) are captured simultaneously, thereby giving the experimenter the means of 
having a broad look at potential toxicity in a single test.  Additionally, the small size of the 
experimental set-up, large number of embryos available in a given clutch, and easy of viewing 
the transparent animal without the need of dissection, made the zebrafish model of interest from 
a cost and skill set minimization perspective as well.  What we did not fully anticipate were the 
challenges of dynamic behavior of the nanoparticles in media solutions.  The settling that was 
observed indicated that our agglomerate size was large, and the dissolution made it unclear 
whether the toxicity observed was due to the nanoparticles or simply dissolved nickel ions.  
From this perspective, screening these materials via more traditional respiratory exposure 
chambers with rodents at times seemed a more appropriate approach.  And yet zebrafish are also 
recognized increasingly for their use as a high-throughput screening model, especially for 
hatching, survival, and oxidative stress end points.  We were able to examine the effect of 
nanomaterials to thousands of fish in this work, but the value of the zebrafish model really 
became clear as we moved to a higher throughput assessment of motility as a toxicity end point.  
Although our initial results are fairly preliminary, this screening tool truly has an exciting 
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potential for analysis of toxicity in terms of its statistical power and easy of data collection.  
Future work is planned in our laboratory to expand these initial studies to range of nanomaterials 
and use data fitting schemes to quantify changes in zebrafish motility responses in relation to 
exposure dose and material type.    
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3.0  NANOMATERIALS FOR CO2 UTILIZATION VIA CHEMICAL LOOPING DRY 
REFORMING 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Carbon dioxide (CO2) is widely recognized as the primary anthropogenic GHG 
contributor to global warming. Combustion of fossil fuels is the leading cause of CO2 emissions, 
constituting ~80% of the U.S. GHG emissions from all sources (135). Currently, the U.S. is 
deriving ~83% of total energy consumption from fossil fuels, and no significant change is 
anticipated for at least the next two decades (136) and international trends are similar to those in 
the U.S. (137, 138).  The effects of climate change are predicted to exacerbate a multitude of 
other global issues in the near future (139, 140), with some economic estimates predicting up to 
20% losses in GDP (141).  Reducing CO2 emissions is hence one of our most important and 
challenging problems of this century.   
Chemical looping combustion (CLC) is a highly efficient carbon capture technology, 
which has been studied in recent years as a means to reduce anthropogenic levels of CO2. In 
conventional CLC (Figure 33), an oxygen carrier, typically a metal (denoted ‘M’) is oxidized 
with air in the first reactor (oxidizer, or ‘air reactor’) and then reduced in contact with a fuel in a 
second reactor (reducer, or ‘fuel reactor’).  The effluent of the reducer is a virtually pure mixture 
of CO2 and steam such that following condensation of steam a high-pressure, sequestration-ready 
CO2 stream is obtained from this flameless NOx-free combustion process (142-144). In addition 
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to capturing CO2, CLC is recognized as a highly efficient process in comparison to conventional 
combustion.  This stems from a reduction in entropic energy losses via the step-wise, less 
irreversible, and low-temperature combustion of CLC (145-147). 
 
Figure 33:  Conventional Chemical Looping Combustion (CLC) 
In truth, the CO2 capture achieved via CLC is really just an added bonus for the already 
elegant process.  The two-reactor design integrates effluent gas separation into the process, 
resulting in a huge energy savings by elimination of downstream separation requirements.  The 
fuel-flexibility of the process opens up the chemical looping processes to feedstocks of liquid 
fuels, syngas, biomass, and even solid carbon. Finally, alternate oxidants, such as steam or CO2, 
can be used to conduct fuel reforming instead of combustion.  Fuel reforming consists of 
chemical conversion of a fuel into useful chemical precursors, such as synthesis gas (i.e. CO and 
H2).  The term ‘chemical looping reforming’ or ‘CLR’ has been used to broadly described any 
chemical looping configuration in which a fuel is reformed to useful downstream chemicals, 
such as synthesis gas or pure hydrogen.  CLR processes have been discussed to some extent in 
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recent reviews (148-150), but the technology is still in the early phases of development.  Here, 
we will briefly discuss several approaches to chemical looping reforming, in relation to 
conventional fuel reforming and CLC. 
Chemical Looping Dry Reforming 
Chemical looping combustion (CLC) has been presented above as a promising CO2 
capture technology.  However, despite the high efficiency of capture for CLC, the environmental 
benefit of CLC is limited because it does not offer a solution for CO2 sequestration, which has 
not yet been developed at large scale. This lack of a secure and proven sequestration technology 
motivates our development a CLC-based process for the alternate purpose of CO2 utilization. 
CO2 utilization has been explored in a number of ways (151-154), including both 
physical and chemical methods.  CO2 is a highly stable, low free energy molecule; its molecular 
transformation into chemical precursors or fuels (e.g. CO, formaldehyde, or methanol) requires 
energy input (155).  Conventional dry reforming is an example of a CO2 utilization process and it 
too requires energy input to drive the endothermic reaction.  In typical methane dry reforming, 
methane (an even more potent greenhouse gas) and CO2 react at elevated temperatures (> 700°C) 
over a catalyst (typically nickel or a noble metal) to produce syngas fuel with a H2/CO=1 (156-
162) according to: 
(R1) CH4 + CO2  2 CO + 2 H2 
However, conventional dry reforming is hindered by catalyst cost, deactivation due to 
coking, and poor selectivity for syngas (155, 162).  An approach that is explored in this work 
consists of modifying CLC to instead perform dry reforming using the redox cycles of an oxygen 
carrier. The process is called Chemical Looping Dry Reforming (CLDR) and is depicted in 
Figure 34, with CO2 as an oxidant instead of air.  When using methane as the fuel, CLDR 
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produces a net reaction similar to dry reforming of methane, as shown below based on a metallic 
'M' oxygen carrier: 
(R2) oxidizer:   4 M + 4 CO2  4 MO + 4 CO   
(R3) reducer:  4 MO + CH4  4 M + CO2 + 2 H2O   
(R4) net reaction: CH4 + 3 CO2  4 CO + 2 H2O 
This process differs from conventional catalytic dry reforming processes: While the 
target of conventional dry reforming (R1) is high syngas yield, CLDR (R4) results in different 
stoichiometry, with the target of maximum CO yield and no selectivity for H2 by assuming 
complete combustion of CH4, i.e. CLDR is a process optimized for CO2 activation.  
Additionally, complete combustion of CH4 minimizes the endothermicity of the overall process 
in order to ensure maximum utility for CO2 activation. 
 
Figure 34:  Chemical Looping Dry Reforming (CLDR) 
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This leads to production of CO for CLDR, a useful industrial gas (154, 159, 163).  Hence, 
while the effluent stream from dry reforming of methane contains syngas (CO and H2) combined 
with unreacted methane, the CLDR oxidizer effluent contains only CO and unreacted CO2.  This 
in-situ separated CLDR effluent of CO has altogether different uses:  Most commonly, CO is 
used to an every increasing extent for fine chemical synthesis via carbonylation reactions, for 
substrates such as olefins, alkynes, and reactive aryl, vinyl or alkyl species (164).    In terms of 
larger production chemicals, CO/CO2/H2 feed gas mixtures of 10:10:80 (such as might be made 
by a specific combination the CLDR effluent) are used to make methanol industrially over Cu/Zn 
catalysts (165).  While CO2 is the methanol pre-cursor, presence of CO ensures that the catalyst 
is in a more reduced form than is possible from the presence of H2 alone.   Finally, CO is also 
combined with methanol to produce acetic acid via the Monsanto process, by which the majority 
of acetic acid is made today (166).  Hence, although CO is well recognized as a noxious gas and 
pollutant in the transportation sector, it is also important as a pre-cursor for chemical synthesis.  
In this way, CLDR might serve as an alternate source for CO by deriving it from CO2 waste 
streams, in turn providing an environmental benefit by reducing CO2 emissions. However, it is 
important to point out that for this process to be broadly feasible it would eventually require the 
use of an alternate fuel feedstock besides methane, a very high quality energy source.  This is not 
an unreasonable requirement since conventional chemical looping processes have already been 
demonstrated to be fuel flexible, even for biomass and solid fuels.  However, this particular 
report is limited to a proof-of concepts study using methane as a process fuel. 
In terms of carrier selection, Fe-based chemical looping carriers are attractive in regard to 
their low cost and toxicity.  Furthermore, CO2 decomposition to CO or carbon has been 
previously demonstrated over ferrite material (167-169), making Fe-based carriers promising 
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candidates for CLDR specifically.  However, it is also known that CO2 is both a highly stable 
molecule and a weak oxidant.  For this reason, the oxidizer reaction kinetics with CO2 is 
expected to be slower than for the case with air.  To address this, nanostructured oxygen carriers 
can be developed to minimize the diffusion limitations to hence improve reaction kinetics. 
Finally, such carriers also would require the incorporation of a high temperature stable support to 
abate sintering of the iron nanoparticles.  Only a few approaches have been explored in nano-
enabled capture technologies, mostly using sorbents (170, 171) and membranes (172).  But 
chemical looping combustion has seen the use of some nano-scale oxygen carriers (173, 174) 
and our lab has done work with extremely high temperature stable Ni- and Cu-based 
nanocomposites (83, 175). 
For the reactor configuration, circulating fluidized beds (CFBs) are typically preferred 
over the packed bed reactor (PBR) in conventional CLC due to the possibility of hot spot 
formation from exothermic reactions (144).  But with CLDR, there is actually a need for very 
efficient heat integration between the two half reactions to drive the endothermic dry reforming 
process.  Therefore, the use of CO2 as an oxidant also presents an interesting opportunity to 
evaluate a chemical looping system in a PBR.  Modeling and experimental work has been done 
previously on the bed temperature changes within a PBR reactor with both CLC (176, 177) and 
CLR (178), demonstrating that much milder bed temperature changes occur for CLR as a result 
in the reduced in exothermicity for this case. 
CLDR is a novel concept that has been explored for the first time as part of this work.  
However, there are a few other chemical looping enabled reforming processes that also explore 
the possibility of using chemical looping concepts beyond conventional combustion.  Two 
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additional chemical looping reforming processes and the important aspects of these processes in 
terms of CLDR will be discussed briefly below:  
Chemical looping steam reforming (CLSR) consists of a chemical looping oxidizer that is 
fed with steam instead of air to result in formation of pure H2 in the oxidizer effluent after 
consensation of the unreacted steam (Figure 35).  
 
Figure 35:  CLR process, with an intermediate steam reactor added for pure H2 production. Adapted 
from (179). 
Chiesa et al. first conceptualized the idea of CLSR (179).  Using an iron carrier, fully oxidized 
Fe2O3 enters the fuel reactor and is reduced to FeO.  FeO is then oxidized to Fe3O4 (the 
maximum oxidation state thermodynamically possible for an Fe-based carrier exposed to steam).  
Finally, Fe3O4 is re-oxidized by air to complete the loop.  The effluent of this first oxidation 
reactor (i.e., the steam reactor) is hydrogen and any unreacted steam, which can be easily 
separated by condensation.  Hence, the system acts as an integrated means of CO2 capture (in the 
reducer) and pure hydrogen production (in the oxidizer).  Chiesa’s study focused on optimization 
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of thermal balancing of the model, while several later authors (178, 180) demonstrated the 
feasibility of the process in experimental work.  In many aspects, this process is quite similar to 
the CLDR process proposed above:  Fe-based carriers are used, H2O, like CO2, is considered a 
weaker oxidant than air, and it is hoped that the exothermicity of the reducer will drive the 
overall endothermic reaction.  However, since dry reforming is even more endothermic than 
steam reforming, CLDR is an even greater challenge energetically and downstream separation of 
unreacted CO2 is not convenient as in CLSR.  Nonetheless, given the overlap between the two 
processes, it is interesting to consider the possibility of a CO2/H2O flexible process, in the same 
way that is highlighted below for solar-thermal processes. 
As mentioned previously, the principle focus of this work is the CLDR processes, but 
lessons from CLSR processes provide useful insights for this work.  Recent work in 
thermochemical splitting of CO2 or H2O via a solar thermal process is also of great interest (181-
186) since it too uses the oxidation states of a metal carrier in a cyclic manner. This process is 
comprised of an oxidation step with CO2 or H2O or a combination of the two, followed by a 
metal oxide decomposition step.  Concentrated solar power is used to reach very high 
temperatures (>2500 K) to drive the metal oxide decomposition. The carrier materials undergo 
the same transformations as CLSR and CLDR discussed above.  Zn-, Fe-, and Ce-based carriers 
have been identified as suitable materials for the process, of which Fe and Ce material have also 
been identified as suitable for CLDR or CLSR. Although the metal reduction half-cycle is 
different than CLDR, the reactivity of CO2 with an oxygen carrier and the impressive 
observation of Ce-based material stability after over 500 cycles (184) is instructive for the long-
term stability of such materials during successive chemical looping oxidation-reduction cycles.  
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More importantly, there may be an opportunity to integrate CLDR and thermochemical splitting 
processes to allow for un-interrupted operation by alternating between sunlight and fuel during 
daylight and nighttime hours. 
Overall, this work was comprised of several tasks designed to meet our goal to 
demonstrate the feasibility of the CLDR process and the flexibility of chemical looping for 
objectives beyond more conventional combustion.  Specifically, this work includes: 
• Analysis of thermodynamic feasibility of the CLDR process, including a screening of 
transition metals capable of reducing CO2, quantification of conversion and selectivity for 
CLDR reactions, and selection of suitable operating temperatures.   
• Evaluation of maximum temperature changes in a periodically operated PBR via reactor 
modeling. 
• Synthesis of well-controlled, highly active, and high-temperature stable nanostructured oxygen 
carriers for use in the CLDR process, including material characterization with TEM, EDX, 
XRD, BET. 
• Performance analysis of materials in TGA and PBR 
• Evaluation of second law efficiencies of the CLDR process compared to conventional dry 
reforming of methane via exergy analysis. 
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3.2 METHODS 
NOTE:  The methods presented here are a detailed compilation of all of the 
procedures used for this chapter.  A more concise or specific methods description is 
included in selected subsections of this chapter that are proposed for manuscript 
submission.  
Synthesis 
Fe@SiO2 materials were made using a one-pot reverse microemulsion synthesis adapted 
from Takenaka, et al. (68), consisting of several step-wise additions.  First, 50 mL of 
cyclohexane (≥99% Sigma-Aldrich) and 20 g surfactant Brij 58 (≥99% polyethylene glycol 
hexadecyl ether, Mn ~1124, Sigma-Aldrich) were refluxed at 50oC until the surfactant was fully 
dissolved.  1.5 mL aqueous Fe(NO3)3.9H2O (≥99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) was then added dropwise.  
The concentration of the aqueous salt was varied (0.5 – 1.3 M).  Upon subsequent addition of 1.5 
mL hydrazine hydrate (Sigma-Aldrich), the microemulsion turned from deep orange to black, 
and the solution was then allowed to age overnight.  Next, 3 mL of ammonium hydroxide (30%) 
was added, followed by 3-5 g of tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS, ≥99% Sigma-Aldrich), followed 
by another aging step for SiO2 shell growth via base catalyzed hydrolysis and condensation 
(Si(OCH2H5)4+ 2 H2O  SiO2 + 4ROH) (70).  Finally, the particles were precipitated after 2 hrs 
aging with 2-propanol, collected via centrifugation, washed three times with 2-propanol, and 
dried in air.  Crushed powder was calcined in a Thermolyne 79300 tube furnace for 2 hrs at 
500oC in air (flow rate 0.1 - 0.3 SLM).   
Hollow Fe@SiO2 (hFe@SiO2) materials were synthesized using a two-step ‘wrap bake’ 
synthesis adapted from others (187).  First, akagenite (β-FeOOH) spindle particles were made 
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via hydrolysis of 0.02 mmol of FeCl3. 6 H2O (>97%, Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in 400 mL DI 
water.  The solution was magnetically mixed and refluxed overnight (12-16 hrs) at 80oC.  
Alternatively, akagenite (β-FeOOH) spindle particles were made via hydrothermal synthesis of a 
1 mM solution of FeCl3 . 6 H2O for 16 hrs at 80oC. In either case, the resulting particles were 
centrifuged and dried. Typically, .04 g of iron particles (from either hydrolysis or hydrothermal 
synthesis) were dispersed with 1 g polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP10, average mol wt 10,000, Sigma-
Aldrich) via sonication (~20 min) and magnetically mixed for 24-30 hrs to coat the particles with 
PVP.  Ethanol and 30% ammonium hydroxide were then added to the colloid according to the 
ratio of 10 mL EtOH : 0.6 mL NH3OH : 1 mL colloid mixture.  0.3-2 mL TEOS was added as 
the silica pre-cursor.  After 12-15 hours of magnetic mixing, particles were centrifuged and dried 
in air.  The crushed powder samples were calcined for 2 hr in air then reduced for 1 hr in H2, 
leading to oxidation of β-FeOOH@SiO2 to Fe3O4/Fe2O3@SiO2 and reduction to hollow 
Fe@SiO2, respectively. 
Fe@CeO2 materials were synthesized by a hydrothermal formation of CeO2 particles 
with iron-based nanoparticle as seeds described above in a similar way as Pd@CeO2 made by 
others (188).  In our synthesis, 0.114g of akageneite (β-FeOOH) spindle particles were dispersed 
in 10mL DI water using sonication for 20 min.  PVP-10 was then added in a ratio of 1g/0.04 g 
particles.  The solution was then diluted to a final volume of 25 mL and mixed at room 
temperature for 24 hrs.   Next, 1 mmol of CeCl3 and 10 mol of urea were combined with 17 mL 
of the colloid mixture containing PVP-coated particles.  The target in this synthesis is roughly 
Fe:Ce of 1:10.  This solution was then mixed for 20 min and then transferred to a 50 mL 
hydrothermal reactor and held at 90oC for 24 hrs.  The mixture was then cooled, centrifuged, 
dried, and calcined at 500oC. 
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Fe-BHA (BHA = Barium hexa-aluminate) was synthesized with a reverse microemulsion 
sol-gel process in which metal nanoparticles were synthesized simultaneously with a ceramic 
matrix via a one-pot approach developed by others (83, 175, 189). First, an aqueous metal salt 
solution of (Fe(NO3)3.9 H2O (≥99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) was mixed with iso-octane (2,2,4-
trimethylpentane, 99.7%), a surfactant (poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(propylene oxide)-block-
poly(ethylene oxide), Aldrich) and a co-surfactant (1-pentanol, 99+%). Aluminum isopropoxide 
and barium isopropoxide (both 99.9%) were dissolved at a stoichiometric ratio of 1 to 12 under 
inert gas as precursors of BHA, a high temperature stabilized alumina (190). The isopropoxides 
were then added to the reverse microemulsion where they diffuse into the water micelles and 
hydrolyzed. In parallel, the metal salt formed metal nanoparticles, which remained embedded in 
the porous BHA framework. The reverse microemulsion was aged for ~48 hours, and then 
separated by temperature-induced phase separation. The collected product underwent several 
washing steps with acetone, followed by volatile removal via freeze-drying. The resulting dry 
powder was crushed and calcined in air for 2 hours at 500oC. 
Characterization 
All materials were characterized for particle size and morphology with transition electron 
microscopy (TEM, JEOL-2000FX electron microscope).  Typical sample preparation consisted 
of grinding the sample in a mortar, ethanol dispersion, ~2 min sonication, and placing 1-2 drops 
of dispersion on copper type-B support grid (Ted Pella Inc.) to dry in air.  Particle measurements 
of TEM images were done using ImageJ software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).  Catalyst surface 
area and porosity were determined by Brunauer Emmett Teller (BET) analysis (Micromeritics 
ASAP 2020 surface area and porosity analyzer). Pre-treatment consisted of 2-3 hr degas at 200oC 
under vacuum.  Typically, a 6-point BET analysis was used for total surface area measurement 
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and an 84-point N2 BJH analysis with Halsey thickness curve correction and Kruk-Jaroniec-
Sayari BJH correction for pore size and volume determination.  Crystal structure was determined 
with X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Phillips PW1830, USA).  XRD was run in ‘line focus’ mode 
using a monochromatic Cu radiation at the wavelength of 1.54 Å. The beam voltage was 40kV at 
a current of 30mA.  Diffraction patterns were recorded between 15 and 90° (2θ) in steps of 0.08° 
intervals with a 0.2 s counting time at each step.  Scanning electron microscope energy 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM EDX Genesis) was used to determine elemental 
composition of samples at beam voltage of 15kV, spot size 4 (typically), a collection time of 50-
100 s, and a monitored dead times of 20-40%.  Sample powders were first mounted with double-
sided carbon tape and then coated with palladium for analysis.  At least 3 measurements were 
taken for each sample, and at least 5 samples if measurements varied by more than 5%.  Material 
composition values were used to estimate expected weight gains and losses for materials in 
chemical looping experiments. 
Thermodynamic Calculations 
A commercial software FACTSAGE was used to conduct a thermodynamic screening of 
transitions metals suitable for CLDR.  The software performs a Gibbs free energy minimization 
of reactant and product mixtures at a fixed temperature and pressure to predict equilibrium 
values.  Calculations were done at 300-1700oC with a stoichiometric supply of CO2 and methane 
for metal oxidation and reduction, respectively.  The principle selection criteria were (1) 
conversion greater than 20% for all temperatures (2) operation below metal oxide melting point 
for high temperatures and (3) toxicity of transitions metals.  In select cases, the effect of an 
overstoichiometric supply of CO2 to oxidation was analyzed. 
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Reactive Assessment 
Redox reactions for CLDR were observed via isothermal thermogravimetric analysis 
(TGA, Perkin Elmer TGA7) with sample purge and balance purge flow rates of 20-35 sccm and 
60 sccm, respectively, controlled by MKS flow controllers calibrated for each gas.   
Isothermal fixed bed reactor studies were conducted with a ¼” quartz tube reactor with 
effluent gas detection via mass spectrometry (Pfeiffer Omnistar QMS 200).  The CO satellite 
signal from CO2 was removed from the raw ion current data for 28 MW.  Following this, molar 
flow rates were calculated based on calibration curves relating ion current to mole fraction in the 
presence of helium. 
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3.3 THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS FOR CLDR 
Note: The following results are published in Chemical Engineering Research and 
Design as part of a study on the feasibility of the CLDR process (191). 
Introduction 
A key issue in chemical looping processes is the selection of an appropriate oxygen 
carrier material. The reactivity of the carrier, its cost, toxicity, thermal stability, and attrition 
resistance (in the commonly used circulating fluidized bed reactor) are all critical selection 
criteria.  For chemical looping reforming processes, reactivity is an even more stringent criterion 
than for conventional CLC, since the reactivity of H2O or CO2 as oxidants is significantly lower 
than for air (i.e., oxygen).  
Thermodynamic calculations 
Thermodynamic screening calculations were conducted as a first step to identify suitable 
metals as active oxygen carrier components.  A broad range of metals was analyzed using 
commercial software (FACTSAGE 5.0) to determine the thermodynamic equilibrium limitations 
for carrier oxidation and reduction in CLDR.  This analysis performs a Gibbs free energy 
minimization of the reactant and product mixture at specific temperature and pressure.  To screen 
for suitable transition metal carrier materials, several factors were considered. First, although a 
significant number of transition metals can be oxidized by CO2, many of these same metals fail 
to exhibit suitable equilibrium conversion for the reduction reaction with a range of fuels.  
Additionally, suitable equilibrium conversion was often only achieved at temperatures nearing 
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the melting points of the metals. Since chemical looping processes require stable oxygen carrier 
materials that can undergo extended high-temperature oxidation-reduction cycles with 
reproducible kinetics, materials that were only reactive above or near their melting points were 
eliminated.  Lastly, cost and material toxicity were also considered in the selection. 
Table 4 shows the results from CO2 oxidation screening experiments for transition metals 
that were shown to have exhibited high thermodynamic carrier conversion (>20%) in both the 
forward and reverse reactions over a range of temperatures.  The table lists the maximum 
capacity for CO2 reduction to CO in g CO2 per mole of metal based on reaction stoichiometry 
(i.e., the maximum reduction capacity in the absence of equilibrium limitations).  The maximum 
and minimum reactor operating temperatures are also given.  The maximum temperature 
represents either the metal melting point, as is the case for Cr-, Mo-, Nb-based carriers, or the 
lowest temperature at which full conversion was achieved for reduction of the carrier with 
methane for Co-, Zn-, Fe- based carriers.  The minimum temperature is defined as the 
temperature at which equilibrium conversion for carrier reduction with methane drops to 20%. 
The reduction temperature was selected as the minimum temperature determinant because the 
minimum temperatures required for sufficient carrier reduction were consistently higher than for 
carrier oxidation.  The minimum and maximum temperatures given in Table 4 define the 
effective operating range for a CLDR process based on the respective carrier. 
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Table 4:  Screening results for CLDR carriers 
Carrier Oxidation Reaction CO2 Carrying Capacity [g CO2/mol M] 
Min. 
Temp. [C] 
Max. 
Temp. [C] 
Mo + 2 CO2 -> MoO2 + CO 88 900 1000 
2 Cr3O4 + CO2 -> 3 Cr2O3 + CO 66 1700 2400 
3 Fe + 4 CO2 -> Fe3O4 + 4 CO 59 700 1800 
Fe + CO2 -> FeO + CO 44 700 1800 
Zn + CO2 -> ZnO + CO 44 1200 1600 
Co + CO2 -> CoO + CO 44 200 300 
3 FeO + CO2 -> Fe3O4 + CO 15 700 1800 
2 NbO2 + CO2- > Nb2O5 + CO 11 1300 1500 
 
While a number of metals give reasonable CO2 reduction capacity, it is apparent that only 
iron gives high oxygen storage capacity from CO2 over a wide temperature range.  The very 
limited operating range for Mo makes its use impractical, Cr- and Nb-based carriers require 
temperatures well above those reasonable for reactor operation, and the very low temperature 
range for Co is prone to result in unacceptably slow kinetics.  Iron-based carriers, which combine 
low cost, wide availability, and low toxicity, were thus selected for further analysis. 
A general concern in CO2 reduction processes is control of the degree of reduction.  This 
is particularly true in any heterogeneously catalyzed CO2 reduction process, or in a non-catalytic 
gas-solid reaction such as the presently considered.  CO2 reduction can result either in partial 
reduction to CO or deep reduction to elemental carbon (C).  Since the formation of carbon can be 
expected to result in deposition and carrier deactivation due to active site occlusion, the 
reduction of CO2 to C is undesirable.  For this reason, the degree of CO2 reduction, i.e. 
conversion and selectivity of the reduction process for the Fe-based carriers was studied. Figure 
36 shows the equilibrium CO2 conversion in the case of stoichiometric CO2 supply for the 
oxidation of Fe to FeO, Fe to Fe3O4, and FeO to Fe3O4, respectively, along with the 
corresponding selectivity to CO over a temperature range of 200-1000oC.  Clearly, while CO2 
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conversion remains incomplete at all conditions, consistently high conversions (>50% for Fe and 
>30% for FeO) show again the wide operating range of iron-based carriers.  This data 
demonstrates the process flexibility of iron as a carrier through the accessibility of three different 
oxidation states of iron with similar CO2 conversion trends, albeit with different oxygen carrying 
capacities.  It should be noted that the highest oxidation state of iron, Fe2O3, was not obtained as 
a thermodynamically accessible phase at any of the investigated conditions with CO2 as oxidant, 
indicating the reduced oxidation capability of CO2 in comparison to air. 
 
Figure 36:  Temperature dependence of conversion and selectivity for oxidation reactions Fe  FeO 
(diamonds), Fe  Fe3O4 (open squares), and FeO  Fe3O4 (triangles) 
Since incomplete carrier conversions are obtained at temperatures >700oC, where carbon 
formation is thermodynamically unfavorable, further analysis was performed to determine the 
amount of excess (i.e., over-stoichiometric) CO2 feed required to shift the thermodynamic 
equilibrium in the oxidation reactor to 100% carrier conversion to Fe3O4.  The equilibrium 
conversions calculations are also based a closed system, while calculations for an 
overstoichiometric supply would correspond to a more ideal reactor set-up (i.e. counter-current 
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gas and solid phases or a packed-bed reactor).  Here, we define excess CO2 as the percentage of 
CO2 above the stoichiometric requirement to fully oxidize the carrier to Fe3O4: "0% excess" 
represents a stoichiometric feed of CO2, while 100% excess indicates a two-fold stoichiometric 
supply of CO2.  Only temperatures >650oC are evaluated, where the selectivity for CO (over 
carbon) is predicted to be high.  A large excess of CO2 (~150-200%) is required to attain Fe 
conversion to Fe3O4, while more moderate values of <30% are needed for FeO conversion to 
Fe3O4 (Figure 37). 
 
Figure 37:  Thermodynamic calculation for percent excess CO2 required for full conversion to Fe3O4 
with either Fe or FeO as the starting material for the CLDR oxidizer. 
Equilibrium calculations were also conducted for the reduction of Fe3O4 using methane 
as the fuel in the reducer at temperatures 600 – 1400oC, selecting for full combustion to CO2 and 
H2O and FeO or Fe as a reduced states of the carrier, according to the stoichiometries below: 
FeO as reduced state:   CH4 + 4 Fe3O4  CO2 + 2 H2O + 12 FeO 
Fe as reduced state:    CH4 + Fe3O4  CO2 + 2 H2O + 3 Fe 
For the reduction of Fe3O4 to FeO, the result shows an increasing conversion with 
increasing temperature  (Figure 38).  In this case, FeO is the only reduction product for the 
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carrier (i.e. SFeO = 100%).  Conversely, supplying sufficient methane for stoichiometric reduction 
of Fe3O4 to Fe results in 100% carrier conversion at all temperatures, but with a less unfavorable 
mixture of FeO and Fe as the reduction products (i.e. SFeO ~60%).  The gas phase conversion for 
Fe3O4 reacting with methane is >95% for all temperatures, but the selectivity for total oxidation 
products is poor (Figure 39).  The calculation also shows that carbon formation is predicted at 
temperatures <650oC for Fe3O4 reduction with methane.   
 
 
Figure 38:  Conversion and selectivity for reduction with methane.  Fe3O4Fe (closed symbols) and 
Fe3O4 FeO (open symbols). 
 
 
Figure 39:  Gas phase conversion and selectivity for reduction with stoichiometric supply of methane. 
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In sum, the thermodynamic calculations indicate that the most efficient and 
straightforward methane-fueled CLDR process would operate >700oC with Fe3O4 and FeO as 
oxidized and reduced carrier state, respectively.  However, a process with an oxidized state of 
Fe3O4 and reduced state consisting of both Fe and FeO is also possible, allowing higher iron 
utilization.   Overall, the thermodynamic screening calculations show that Fe-based carriers, 
despite some shortcomings, are the most promising carrier materials for CLDR. 
Reactor Modeling 
The most commonly discussed reactor configuration for chemical looping processes is a 
two-reactor circulating fluidized bed (CFB).  Although CFB operation is known to provide 
excellent heat and mass transfer characteristics, which are critical for chemical looping, CFBs 
also present significant operational challenges with regard to oxygen carrier transport and 
particle attrition (144).  Alternatively, CLC operation in a cyclically operated packed bed reactor 
(PBR) has also been proposed and tested, although heat management can be a problem in this 
case (176, 177).  Conversely, in chemical looping reforming processes, the heat from the carrier 
oxidation reaction enthalpy is substantially reduced, therefore reducing the probability of 
obtaining hot spot formation in the packed bed, or an unacceptable temperature maxima in the 
cyclic operation of the reactor.  In fact, since dry reforming is overall endothermic, the use of a 
PBR system is expected to be advantageous since the heat generated from the exothermic 
oxidation half-cycle is regeneratively transferred via the oxygen carrier to the subsequent 
endothermic reduction step, resulting in highly efficient heat integration between the two half 
cycles (192-194).  Indeed, heat integration through the use of periodically operated packed bed 
reactor systems for endothermic reactions has been previously proposed by others for counter-
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current flow configuration, and has been shown to result in super adiabatic temperatures at 
autothermal conditions (195, 196). 
Here, we consider a simple packed-bed reactor operation in which the bed is operated 
periodically between oxidation with CO2 and reduction with methane in a co-current 
configuration, giving rise to traveling gas and temperature waves through the reactor.  Such a 
configuration entirely avoids carrier attrition and separation issues, which are the main concern 
in CFB process development.  Still, the thermal dynamics of the system require consideration in 
order to avoid unacceptable maximum temperatures. 
A simplified heat and mass transfer model for CLDR operations is analyzed in the 
following. The model was originally developed by Kuipers and coworkers for conventional CLC 
(176), and later adapted by Solunke and Veser for chemical looping steam reforming (CLSR) 
(178).  The calculations presented here are based on a dynamic analysis of the pseudo-
homogeneous energy balance for a packed-bed CLC process. Noorman et al. demonstrated that 
this energy balance can be solved analytically given several simplifying assumptions.  Here we 
will briefly review the model derivation by Kuipers and coworkers, as adapted for our dry 
reforming process.  The maximum temperature excursions in the bed can be directly derived 
from the energy balance given the following assumptions: it is assumed that the carrier in the 
packed-bed is initially in its reduced form (FeO), and reacts with the CO2 instantaneously, i.e. 
with an infinitely fast reaction rate, until complete carrier conversion is attained.  Similarly, 
instantaneous, complete reaction of Fe3O4 with methane during for the reduction phase is 
assumed.  While neither assumption (infinite reaction rate or complete conversion) is strictly true 
in our case, as seen in the thermodynamic calculations above and reactor experiments (see 
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sections 3.3 and 3.5), the analysis based on these assumptions will yield a worst-case estimate for 
the maximum temperatures that can be expected in the process. 
The coupling between the gas-solid reaction and the convective gas flow results in the 
formation of two spatially separated travelling wave fronts, which move through the reactor with 
different front velocities.  Assuming all of the heat within the solid material is transferred to the 
gas phase at the heat front and all CO2 in the feed reacts instantaneously with the solid carrier, 
these front velocities are given as:  
(1)       and    (2)    
(for a full list of the variables definitions, see ‘Nomenclature’ below).  The first expression is the 
velocity of the heat front (vh), and the second is the velocity of the reaction front (vr), where the 
oxidant (CO2) reacts with the reduced oxygen carrier (FeO).  It is assumed that the heat capacity 
of the gas and the solid (CP,g and CP,s) and the solid density (ρS) are constant, and that the 
influence of pressure drop over the packed bed and the variation of the mass flow rate can be 
neglected. Since the heat capacity of the reactants (CP,g) is only weakly dependent on 
temperature over the temperature range of interest, an average value CP,g was utilized and the 
calculations are not dependent on a specific reference temperature. 
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Assuming furthermore that the gas phase volumetric heat capacity is negligible, the heat 
produced by the oxidation of the oxygen carrier is taken up entirely by the solid carrier, and the 
energy balance can then be written as: 
(3)    
Finally, combining equations (1) and (2) into (3) and gives the maximum temperature rise 
in the bed: 
(4)    
As already pointed out by Noorman et al., the maximum temperature rise is independent 
of the gas flow velocity, due to the assumption that the heat capacity of the gas phase is small in 
comparison to the solid phase, which results in negligible convective heat transport with the gas 
flow.  Furthermore, equation (4) does not account for the influence of the reaction rate on the 
maximum temperature rise, which is a result of the assumption of an essentially instantaneous 
reaction and will hold as long as the reaction rate is sufficiently fast (176).  While the incomplete 
conversions observed in our experiments will result in significant dampening of the temperature 
maxima as compared to the model results, the fast onset of the reactions and high reaction rates, 
particularly during the first phase of reduction and oxidation, respectively, can be expected to 
satisfy the present assumption.  
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 Figure 40:  Maximum temperature increase within the bed during each half-reaction in CLDR  
Figure 40 shows the maximum temperature change during the reduction of a iron-based 
carrier with methane as fuel along with the maximum temperature rise during oxidation of the 
carrier with CO2 and, for comparison, with air as a function of the weight fraction of FeO in the 
oxygen carrier.  As expected, the maximum temperature rise in the reactor during carrier 
oxidation is dramatically lowered for CO2 compared to air as oxidant. While the temperature 
maxima for oxidation with air exceeds 300oC, the temperature rise during oxidation with CO2 
never increases above 50oC.  Clearly, hot spots or temperature peaks are unlikely to pose a 
concern in a packed-bed CLDR process. 
In fact, the temperature maxima in Figure 40 illustrate another important aspect of 
CLDR.  Since the process yields methane dry reforming as overall reaction, it is a strongly 
endothermic process, as apparent in the fact that the temperature minima in the oxidizer exceed 
the maxima in the reducer (in terms of absolute values).  In practice, the process could be 
operated via externally fired reactors, as done in industrial steam reforming of methane.  
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However, this would counter the intent of the process as a net CO2 consumer, since this 
combustion process would again result in CO2 emissions.  Alternatively, the process could be 
rendered autothermal by co-feeding oxygen with CO2 as co-oxidizer, in close analogy to 
industrial autothermal methane reforming (197). The overall reaction hence would give: 
CH4 + y CO2 + (3-y)/2 O2  ->  (1+y) CO + 2 H2O 
A thermodynamic analysis yields y = 1.83 in order to attain a thermo-neutral reaction, i.e. 
in practice the process would require slightly lower values of y in order to attain a mildly 
exothermal process for autothermal operation. 
In CLDR, several alternate schemes for this oxygen co-feed are possible: The oxygen 
could be directly co-fed with CO2 to the oxidizer, or it could be fed with methane to the reducer.  
Clearly, the latter is the more favorable configuration, since it reduces the endothermicity of the 
reducer reaction, which minimizes the temperature swing between the oxidation and reduction 
half-cycles.  Since the required methane/oxygen mixture would be well above the fuel-rich 
flammability limit, process safety would not be a significant concern. Furthermore, co-feeding 
oxygen with methane would allow an increase in fuel conversion and improve selectivity 
towards total oxidation products while aiding in removing any potential carbon residues, i.e. it 
would help to overcome some of the issues identified in our thermodynamic analysis and in the 
reactor experiments. 
As for the oxygen source, oxygen could either be fed as air or as a pure O2 stream. 
Feeding air would be preferable from a cost perspective.  However, it would result in a strong 
dilution of the CO2 stream from the reducer with ~70 vol% N2 after steam condensation 
(assuming complete conversion of methane to total oxidation products), counter-acting the intent 
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of the process to yield sequestration-ready CO2 streams on the reducer side.  Hence, efficient 
process operation would require purified oxygen feed at the expense of process operating cost. 
 
Figure 41:  The effect of CO2 dilution and carrier weight fraction in temperature increase in the bed. 
As previously discussed, the operation of CLDR with dilute CO2 streams also poses an 
intriguing possibility for utilization of such dilute CO2 streams on the oxidizer side while 
producing highly concentrated, sequestration-ready CO2 streams on the reducer side.  In this 
case, however, the fraction of CO2 in the oxidizing stream will impact the temperature rise in the 
system.  This is shown in Figure 41, where the maximum temperature rise during oxidation with 
CO2 is shown again as a function of the FeO weight loading of the carrier for a range of CO2 
mass fractions in the oxidizing feed stream (the balance is assumed to be inert gas).  The 
maximum temperature is only weakly affected by the change in oxidizing gas composition, 
supporting the feasibility of a CLDR-based process that would be operated with dilute CO2 feed 
streams.  Beyond offering activation of CO2 as alternative to CO2 sequestration, CLDR hence 
opens the possibility to operate with dilute CO2 streams (including, potentially, power plant flue 
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gases) that would otherwise require expensive separation for CO2 concentration before being 
considered for sequestration. 
Nomenclature for packed-bed reactor model: 
= heat capacity (J/kg.K) 
= heat of reaction (J/ mol) 
= molecular weight of reactive component in solid carrier (kg/mol) 
= molecular weight of CO2 (kg/mol) 
= initial temperature (C) 
= maximum temperature (C) 
= maximum temperature rise (C) 
= gas velocity (m/s) 
= heat front velocity (m/s) 
= reaction front velocity (m/s) 
= weight fraction of reactive component in solid carrier 
= weight fraction of CO2 in the feed 
= density (kg/m3) 
= porosity 
 = stoichiometric factor (molar ratio gas to solid in the oxidation reaction) 
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3.4 EXERGETIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR CHEMICAL LOOPING DRY 
REFORMING 
One key benefit of chemical looping is its innate flexibility for a range of fuels, carrier 
materials, reactor configurations, and oxidants.  In addition, the exergetic benefits of the 
chemical looping process over conventional combustion are well established (146, 198-200).  
However, minimal analyses have been conducted on alternative chemical looping technologies 
that also take advantage of this process flexibility.  Furthermore, previous work was only focused 
on alternative configurations for thermal balancing in the process (201).  We are interested in 
several other alternative chemical looping processes which vary the oxidizing gas in the process, 
including chemical looping steam reforming and chemical looping dry reforming.  These 
alternative approaches to CLC can result in either positive or negative impacts on process 
efficiency, and exergy losses are a major contributor to these efficiency losses.  Furthermore, a 
detailed exergy analysis of the exact locations of entropic losses is a valuable tool when 
designing processes and comparing new technologies (202-204).  For instance, Rosen et al. 
conducted an energetic and exergetic comparison of several H2 production technologies, 
revealing a wide range of 19-83% for exergy efficiency for various scenarios (205).   This type 
of analysis can hence provide insight for strategic selection and development of new or 
improvement of existing technologies.  
As mentioned previously, one alternative chemical looping technology is Chemical 
Looping Dry Reforming (CLDR), where CO2 is used as the oxidant instead of air.  The focus of 
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this section is to conduct an exergetic study on the CLDR process as compared to conventional 
dry reforming of methane (DRM).  As seen in Figure 42, the CLDR process consists two 
reactors: in the first reactor (the ‘oxidizer’), CO2 is used to oxidize an oxygen carrier metal to a 
metal oxide, and in the second reactor (the ‘reducer’) the metal oxide is reduced by a fuel.  The 
net result is activation of CO2 by its conversion to CO via combustion of a fuel.  In previous 
work, we proposed the CLDR as a novel process for CO2 activation and utilization (191, 206) 
and identified Fe/FeO or Fe/Fe3O4 carriers as well suited for the process.  
 
Figure 42:  Schematic of Chemical Looping Dry Reforming 
In order to study exergetic losses for CLDR, it is helpful to first step back and clearly 
define exergy and to consider it within the context of combustion.  The exergy is a concept was 
introduced in the 1950s to describe the maximum usable energy that can be extracted from a 
system as is moves to equilibrium with its environment (207).  In contrast to energy, which is 
always conserved in any process, exergy is destroyed by irreversible processes.  Temperature 
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gradients, chemical mixing, friction, and chemical potential gradients are all recognized as 
sources of irreversibility in a thermodynamic system.  Conventional combustion is fraught with 
irreversibility and is well-known to exhibit exergy losses of over 20% of the chemical exergy 
input (146). 
Exergy (or usable energy) can enter a process in the form of either chemical or thermal 
exergy.  The aim of this study was to calculate chemical exergy losses in CLDR since this was 
where a strong benefit has been seen for CLC and since it is these chemical reactions that have 
been modified for chemical looping reforming.  Combustion and reforming processes have a 
chemical exergy input from the fuel (e.g., methane), which is defined as the Gibbs free energy of 
that material (E1).  An exergetic loss is synonymous with an entropic loss during a process, as 
shown in Equation 2.  For combustion and reforming processes specifically, this is proportional 
to the difference in entropy between reaction products (CO2, CO, H2, H2O) and reactants (CH4).  
Finally the % of chemical exergy lost can be calculated by relating the entropic (or exergetic) 
losses to the chemical exergy input. 
(E1) Chemical Exergy into the System: Φchem,in=|Σ(Gi)in| [cal/h] 
(E2) Entropic Loss: TdS = T(dSout-dSin) [cal/h] 
(E3) % lost = Entropic Loss/Chemical Exergy into the System 
where G is Gibbs free energy, T is reactor temperature, and S is entropy 
The chemical looping process is recognized as a more exergetically efficient process 
(145, 208), with estimates of reaction exergy losses that are 1-3% lower than conventional 
combustion (146).  This reduction in exergy losses stems from dividing the highly irreversible 
and unrestrained gas-phase combustion into two more reversible and more constrained solid-gas 
reactions (145).  In fact, the CLC-concept was originally presented in the 1980s by Ritcher and 
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Knoche as a means for a more efficient combustion and has only very recently seen attention in 
the 21st century as a process for capturing CO2.   
The specific exergy, which is directly related to the Gibbs free energy, is a helpful metric 
for exergy analysis.  High exergy molecules have a higher capacity to do work by driving 
chemical reactions forward, which then results in the evolution of molecules with lower chemical 
exergy.  At the same time, any large changes in the chemical exergy between the reactants and 
products can result in irreversibility in the process.  Methane has a high chemical exergy (as 
shown in Figure 43), which provides the chemical potential for both combustion and reforming 
reactions to occur.  CO2 and H2O from combustion are the lowest exergy products, but the 
formation of CO and H2 by reforming is also possible.  Meanwhile, the elevated exergy content 
of iron can allow reduction of CO2 to CO.  By this, one can see how the use of an iron-based 
carrier in CLDR might drive CO2 reduction to CO. 
 
Figure 43  Specific chemical exergy of DRM and CLDR reactants and products (203). 
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Dry reforming of methane (DRM) is typically performed over a nickel or noble metal 
catalysts (160, 209).  Reactor temperatures of 800-1000oC are required to avoid carbon 
deposition and subsequent deactivation of the catalyst (155, 162).  The process is endothermic, 
thus requiring a source of heat for the reactor that is above the reactor temperature.  CLDR is 
also an endothermic process, and but the overall reaction enthalpy is comprised of the sum of the 
two half reactions.  In previous work on CLDR, suitable reaction temperatures of 700-900oC 
were identified based on a thermodynamic analysis (see section 2.3 and (191)).  Since these 
temperatures are slightly lower than DRM and since entropic losses are proportional to 
temperature, this in turn contributed to reduced exergetic losses for CLDR. 
Our study consists of first a reactor temperature optimization, followed by a simple 
exergy analysis in which the loss of initial chemical exergy is calculated.  
Methods 
Aspen plus was used to create process models of a single cycle of CLDR and a 
corresponding DRM reactor for a one mole of methane basis.  For CLDR, an ‘oxidizer’ reactor 
was defined with CO2 and Fe as the material stream inputs.  The solid phase of the oxidizer 
effluent was used as an input feed for the ‘reducer’ via an Aspen flow sheet option variable.  The 
‘reducer’ also had an input stream of one mole of methane.  For DRM, gas phase material 
streams of CO2 and methane were fed to the single process reactor.  All input streams were fed at 
the specified reaction temperature.  In all cases isothermal Gibb’s reactors were used for the 
analysis, which allows a free energy minimization to be performed to predict equilibrium 
compositions of product streams.  The free energy minimization was performed with a user-
specified constraint of possible molecules, which included the following: Fe, FeO, Fe3O4, Fe2O3, 
FeCO3, CO2, CO, C, H2, H2O, and CH4.  The Aspen model also calculated the necessary heat 
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duty for each reactor for the isothermal reactor condition.  The Peng-Robinson property method 
was selected and material streams were designated as ‘mixed’ or ‘cisolid’ according to gas and 
solid and solid only phases, respectively.  The studies were done at 1 atm. 
Results 
The process flow diagram for the CLDR model is shown in Figure 44. 
 
Figure 44:  Process flow diagram for CLDR Aspen model at T=1373 K and P=1 atm  
According to the reaction stoichiometry given in Table 5, the CLDR process is optimized 
for production of CO with an overall process feed ratio of CO2/CH4=3, or when full combustion 
of CH4 to CO2 and H2O occurs within the reducer.  Alternatively, a feed ratio of CO2/CH4=1 
reflects the case where partial oxidation of methane to CO and H2 occurs in the reducer, and the 
reaction stoichiometry aligns directly with that of conventional dry reforming.  While a larger 
amount of CO could be produced in the latter case, our analysis showed more favorable 
conversion for methane in the case for CO2/CH4=1, and selectivity for CO and H2 were high 
despite changes in reactant feed ratios.  
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Table 5:  Feed ratios for CLDR process according to partial oxidation (CO2/CH4=1) or full oxidation 
(CO2/CH4=3) in the reduction reactor 
Process CO2/CH4=3 CO2/CH4=1 
CLDR 
oxidizer 
4Fe+4CO2  4FeO+4CO 
∆H298K=43.76 kJ/mol 
Fe+CO2  FeO+CO 
∆H298K=10.94 kJ/mol 
CLDR 
reducer 
CH4+4FeO  
2H2O+CO2+4Fe 
∆H298K=285.87 kJ/mol 
CH4+FeO  2H2+CO+Fe 
∆H298K=236.38 kJ/mol 
CLDR 
total 
CH4+3CO2  2H2O+4CO 
∆H298K=329.63 kJ/mol 
CH4 + CO2  2H2 + 2CO 
∆H298K=247.32 kJ/mol 
DRM 
CH4+3CO2  2H2O+4CO 
∆H298K=329.63 kJ/mol 
CH4 + CO2  2H2 + 2CO 
∆H298K=247.32 kJ/mol 
An initial study of the reactor temperature was conducted in the range of 25-1100oC at 
CH4/CO2=1 (Figure 45).  Carbon formation occurs in the oxidizer at up to 900oC.  For this 
reason, 900oC and 1100oC were selected as the possible process temperatures of interest for the 
study.  At these temperatures, the model predicts FeO and Fe as the oxidized and reduced forms 
of the carrier, respectively.  Carrier conversion was 80% at 900oC and 100% at 1100oC in both 
reactors. Virtually no CO2 was formed at all temperatures studied in the reducer, demonstrating 
selectivity for partial oxidation products. 
Percent conversion of reactants (left) and mole fraction of products (right) are given in 
Figure 46 for both the oxidizer and reducer combined.  A slightly lower methane conversion was 
observed for CLDR compared to DRM.  As expected according the reducer stoichiometry, the 
H2/CO ratio is closer to 2 for CLDR and 1 for DRM.  This last result emphasizes another 
potential benefit of CLDR over DRM in that a higher H2/CO (preferred for downstream 
processes such as Fischer-Trophe) results without an additional processing step. 
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 Figure 45:  Selectivity of products in the reducer reaction in oxidizer (left) and reducer (right).    
CO2~0 at all temperatures in the reducer.  
  
Figure 46:  Conversion of reactants (left) and mole fraction (right) of products predicted in Aspen for 
CLDR (filled bars) and DRM (open bars). * indicates not applicable for DRM. 
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Finally, chemical exergy losses were found to be 1% lower for CLDR (59% versus 60%), 
which was calculated for the case of CO2/CH4=1 at 1100oC according to equations 1-3 and 
detailed in Table 6. 
Table 6:  Relevant quantities for exergy analysis of CLDR and DRM, according to equations 1-3 
Property CLDRtot DRM 
Entropy out [cal/h] 3.0E+08 2.8E+08 
Entropy in [cal] 2.1E+08 1.8E+08 
Entropy Loss TdS [cal] 9.1E+07 9.2E+07 
Φchem,in=|Σ(Gi)in| [cal/h] 1.5E+08 1.5E+08 
Φchem,out=|Σ(Gi)out| [cal/h] 2.0E+08 1.4E+08 
% destructionchem=TdS/Φchem 59% 60% 
Q [cal/h] 4.6E+07 6.1E+07 
 
Conclusion 
Here we have quantified the expected entropic loss of the CLDR process compared to 
that of dry reforming of methane.  There is a slight reduction (1%) in entropic loss for CLDR and 
there is also a lower net heat duty for the CLDR reactors.  According to ∆H=Q for the energy 
balance of the system, this second observation is at least partially reflected by the lower methane 
conversion for CLDR.  Despite the minimal improvement in entropic efficiency for CLDR, a 
more pronounced efficiency improvement might be found in an analysis envelope larger than 
that of just the reactors.  More importantly, the analysis of entropic losses does not account for 
the benefit of the higher H2/CO=2 for CLDR, which is obtained at no cost to process efficiency.  
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This ratio is viewed as an ideal feed for Fischer-Tropsch and hence makes the CLDR reducer 
effluent a more convenient feedstock for the process.  In sum, while our analysis shows little 
benefit for CLDR on the basis of reactor energetics, the process still holds promise for efficiency 
improvement in terms of a process intensification over the conventional dry reforming. 
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3.5 FE-BHA CARRIER FOR CHEMICAL LOOPING DRY REFORMING 
Note: The following results can be found published in Chemical Engineering 
Research and Design (191) and in Chemical Engineering Technology (206). 
 
Fe-BHA nanostructured carriers were characterized by transmission electron 
spectroscopy (TEM, JEOL 200), x-ray diffraction (XRD), and nitrogen sorption (BET). A typical 
TEM image of calcined material is shown in Figure 47, where an amorphous BHA matrix 
surrounds Fe particles with diameters of 15-20 nm. The N2 adsorption isotherm in Figure 48 
shows a typical hysteresis corresponding to type-IV mesoporous material with a broad pore 
distribution and pore sizes between 10-50 nm.  These large pores are expected to facilitate ample 
access to the active carrier material by the reactive gases. BET surface area after calcination at 
600oC was 100-150 m2/g.  All Fe-BHA carriers had a weight loading of 33 wt% Fe.  XRD 
analysis shows that oxidized material contains Fe2O3 while reduced material has peaks for Fe 
(189). 
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 Figure 47:  TEM of Fe-BHA after calcination in air and then reduction in H2 at 500oC. 
 
 
Figure 48:  Typical N2 BET isotherm for Fe-BHA, showing large open pore structure for the 
material. 
To test the reactivity of the nanostructured Fe-BHA carrier materials, thermogravimetric 
analysis (TGA) and fixed-bed reactor studies were conducted using hydrogen as a model fuel. H2 
was chosen to avoid complications due to competition between partial vs. total oxidation 
pathways when using methane as fuel (as identified in the thermodynamic analysis above), and 
hence to focus on the oxidation of the carrier using CO2 as an oxidant as well as on the stability 
of the carrier in cyclic redox operation. Coincidentally, using hydrogen as fuel in CLDR results 
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effectively in reverse water-gas shift (RWGS) as net reaction: CO2 + H2 = CO2 + H2O. While 
this reaction is of some industrial interest, the use of hydrogen is based entirely on the fact that it 
is a convenient, highly reactive model fuel with a single oxidation pathway. 
Initial reactivity tests consisted of thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of Fe-BHA material 
with CO2 (20 sccm) as the oxidant, H2 (20 sccm) as the reducing gas, and an Ar (60 sccm) gas 
purge phase between oxidation and reduction phases. It should be noted that unlike for CLC, 
where the purge phase is critical in order to avoid uncontrolled mixing of oxygen with fuel upon 
switching between oxidation and reduction phases, CLDR does not require such a purge phase 
and it is added in the experiments purely for the purpose of attaining separated gas phase signals 
from each half-cycle. 
 
Figure 49:  TGA conversion of Fe-BHA carrier during CO2 oxidation at 600, 700 and 800oC (left) 
and time derivation of TGA conversion, dX/dt (right). 
Carrier conversion in TGA can be defined as X = (Mt-Mred)/(Mox-Mred), where Mt 
represents the sample mass at time t, Mred is the mass of the fully reduced sample, and Mox the 
mass of the fully oxidized sample. Hence, X= 0 corresponds to the fully reduced carrier (Fe) and 
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X=1 corresponds to a fully oxidized carrier (Fe3O4). This renormalizes TGA weight curves, and 
allows calculation of a conversion rate, dX/dt, by computing the time derivative of the 
conversion time traces. 
Figure 49 (left) shows the sample conversion (X) versus time during oxidation of a 33 
wt% Fe-BHA carrier sample at three temperatures (600, 700, and 800oC). One can see that the 
reduced and oxidized sample weights (i.e. lowest and highest sample weights, respectively) 
agree within experimental error between all three experiments, indicating that the same degree of 
conversion is achieved in all cases. Furthermore, the sample weight increases initially very 
rapidly, and then slows down before reaching the final value. This is particularly pronounced at 
the lower two temperatures, while the kinetics at the highest temperature of 800oC show a much 
faster, almost step-wise transition from the reduced to the oxidized state within ~2-3 min.  
Finally, carrier utilization was calculated to be 84% for Fe-BHA in TGA cycles with H2/CO2 
cycling, i.e., 84% of the iron available in the material reduces to Fe and re-oxidizes to Fe3O4.   
Figure 49 (right) shows the results of these calculations as rate dX/dt versus time t. 
Again, the fast initial rate of oxidation is apparent with a subsequent slow-down of the oxidation 
rate. Strikingly, however, the rate is only mildly increased upon raising the temperature from 600 
to 700oC, and then shows a very strong increase from 700 to 800oC. It is interesting to review 
this observation in connection with the thermodynamic calculations given in section 3.3. The 
temperature range between 600-800oC corresponds to a range where thermodynamics predicts a 
transition in the selectivity of the oxidation reaction from carbon to CO as the main product. 
Thus, the transition to the much faster oxidation at 800oC may be associated with this switch in 
the reaction path.  This could be due to either the reduction of CO to C being much slower than 
the first oxygen abstraction such that overall carrier oxidation is slower, or because the formation 
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of carbon at lower temperatures results in carbonaceous residues on the sample surface that 
introduce mass transfer limitations. Observations from the fixed-bed reactor experiments 
discussed below suggest that small amounts of carbonaceous deposits are indeed present, 
supporting the second explanation. However, the fact that the sample weight is essentially 
unchanged with temperature indicates that the amount of these carbon deposits must be small. 
Following the cyclic TGA experiments, the Fe-BHA samples were subjected to cyclic 
reduction-oxidation in a fixed bed reactor configuration.  220 mg of Fe-BHA were loaded into a 
quartz-glass tube (1/4” I.D.) and placed horizontally in an electric oven. This system was heated 
to 700oC in Ar and then alternating phases of H2 and CO2 were contacted with the Fe-based 
carrier at a flow rate of 5 sccm at 700oC for six ~30 min. oxidation and reduction cycles. 
Reduction and oxidation half-cycles were again separated by an Ar purge phase. The product 
gases were monitored via mass spectrometry (Pfeiffer Omnistar QMS 200). 
Figure 50 shows all 6 cycles (top) along with a more detailed breakout of a single cycle 
below. The results show stable cyclic operation of the carrier as apparent from the unchanged 
product gas traces for the entire duration of the experiment (~10 hrs.). Review of a single cycle 
shows a fast onset of CO formation in the reactor effluent as a result of CO2 reduction during the 
oxidation half-cycle, followed by a slow decay for the CO signal over the next ~20 min. of 
operation. Similarly, CO2 conversion is very high over the first ~10 min. of the oxidation phase, 
and then decreases in parallel with the decreasing CO formation. Clearly, in order to attain high 
CO yields, the oxidation phase should be stopped after ~10 min. of operation and the reactor 
should be switched to the reduction phase. 
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 Figure 50:  6 cycles with Fe-BHA with H2 (as a model fuel). Inset shows a single cycle with CO 
production during oxidation half reaction and H2O production during reducer half reaction.  
During the reduction half-cycle, one can see similar trends as during oxidation: A very 
fast onset of H2O formation indicates fast reduction of the carrier, transitioning to slower 
reduction after ~15 min., i.e. halfway through the cycle.  Interestingly, continued water 
formation indicates that even after 30 min., i.e. at the end of the reduction half-cycle, the carrier 
is not yet completely reduced.  Hydrogen conversion remains incomplete at all times throughout 
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the reduction half-cycle, indicating that slower flow rates, i.e. increased contact times, and would 
be preferable for efficient reactor operation. By limiting the oxidation and reduction half-cycles 
to the first ~10 min. each, and by adjusting the feed flow rates, CO yields and H2 conversion 
could potentially be maximized, however, at the expense of carrier utilization. 
Finally, a small, but reproducible, CO pulse at the very onset of the reduction cycle 
indicates the presence of a small amount of carbon on the sample, which is gasified by the steam 
formed during carrier reduction. This is in agreement with the interpretation of the TGA 
experiments, discussed above, as well as with the results of the thermodynamic analysis 
indicating that 700oC is roughly the upper temperature range at which carbon formation must be 
expected. 
This experiment was repeated several times with different operating conditions (206).  50 
mg of carrier were used with 5 vol% H2 (5 sccm) in Ar for reduction an 20% CO2 (20 sccm) in 
Ar for oxidation with 10 min reduction/oxidation phases and 15 min purge phases.  An 
assessment of multiple temperatures was done in which an Arrhenius-type increases in reaction 
kinetics with temperature was observed.  Estimates for carrier conversion were calculated at 
13%, 34%, and 51% for 600, 700, and 800oC.  Since improved kinetics were observed at higher 
temperature, 11 cycles were run at 800oC, showing stable operation for all cycles. 
Overall, the TGA and fixed-bed reactor experiments indicate that CLDR with Fe-based 
carriers could potentially be a feasible process. However, the relatively low reactivity of both 
CO2 as well as Fe, and the potential for carbon formation will require careful design and 
operation of such a process.  Additionally, this data only represents studies done with H2 as a 
model fuel, which still does not demonstrate the ability of the material to operate under the 
proposed CLDR process scheme with methane as the fuel to complete dry reforming. 
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Testing of the reduction of Fe-BHA in methane was in fact attempted in the TGA (Figure 
51).  Although some reduction was observed, oscillatory behavior in the weight trend suggested 
the formation of coke.  Elemental analysis (EDX) of Fe-BHA (a 33 wt% Fe as-synthesized 
sample) on a copper plate after methane reduction shows just 29 wt% Fe and a surprising 22 
wt% carbon, confirming significant coking even though weight gains were not observed during 
reduction operations.  Coke whisker formation was also seen in TEM micrographs after TGA 
with methane, which is also shown in Figure 51 (right).  Elemental analysis of the effluent gas 
was done for this particular TGA test by connecting a mass spectrometer to the outlet stream of 
the TGA.  In Figure 52, a decrease methane ion current and strong increase in H2 ion current is 
observed after 30 min, corresponding with the weight perturbations seen in TGA. This is 
indicative of the methane decomposition reaction according to CH4  2H2 + C.   
 
Figure 51:  TGA curve during reduction with CH4 (CH4=20 sccm, purge=60 sccm) and TEM of Fe-
BHA after reduction in methane at 700oC, showing carbon whiskers. 
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 Figure 52:  Mass spectrometry data of TGA effluent gas stream during reduction of Fe-BHA with 
methane.  Show transition to methane decomposition after 30 min. 
Overall, the analysis of Fe-BHA has led to the following conclusions: superior 
performance of Fe-BHA over materials with other supports (such as silica) in terms of fast redox 
kinetics, high carrier utilization, high material stability, and yet significant carbon formation with 
CH4 reduction for Fe-BHA materials. 
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3.6 DEVELOPMENT OF HIGHLY-TUNABLE IRON CORE-SHELL STRUCTURES 
FOR OXIDATION-REDUCTION CHEMISTRY 
Several types of core-shell nanostructures were developed for chemical looping 
applications as part of this work.  In this section, we will discuss various synthesis modifications 
used to tune the material properties of these nanostructures.  From a basic nanomaterials 
perspective, the importance of developing novel core-shell materials extends beyond our focus of 
gas-phase redox reactions; core-shell iron materials have also been studied for a range of 
applications, including drug delivery (65), biological imaging (15, 210), sensors (211), 
environmental remediation (66), and sorbents (212).   Thus, a detailed understanding of the 
critical ‘tuning knobs’ available during material synthesis is a key aspect that can govern whether 
these nanomaterials have a broader application.  In all cases, iron served as the core while silica 
and ceria were incorporated as thermally and mechanically stable supports. 
Silica-Supported Materials 
Fe@SiO2 materials (i.e., iron core surrounded by a silica shell) are shown in Figure 53.  
In each case, the amount of iron precursor added to the synthesis was modified (0.4-2 mmol) to 
result in slightly different iron core diameters.  These modifications were done to discern the 
robustness of the synthesis method as well as the tunability of the iron content and silica shell 
thickness of the materials.  The median diameter of the Fe cores and the silica shell thickness is 
shown in Figure 54 for varying Si:Fe molar ratios.  The median core diameter is fairly constant at 
~8 nm for the higher iron loadings emphasizing that the surfactant/water ratio governs the iron 
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core diameter.  Put another way, an increase in iron loading within the capacity of the system 
leads only to an increase in the number of micelles and not larger cores.  The silica shell 
thickness is also smaller at higher iron loadings, again indicating the formation of more micelles 
within the microemulsion system, and hence reducing the amount of TEOS available for each 
individual micelle.  Yet smaller cores can be easily be formed (4-7 nm) by decreasing the Fe 
loading.   
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Figure 53:  Core-shell Fe@SiO2 materials at high magnification (left images) and lower 
magnification (right images).  Iron addition amounts as follows:  0.4 mmol Fe (top), 1.5 mmol Fe (middle), 
and 2 mmol Fe (bottom). 
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Figure 54:  Relationship between Si:Fe molar ratio and mean shell thickness (diamonds) and median 
iron core diameter (squares).  Open square indicates a synthesis in which a lower surfactant to water ratio 
was used, resulting in a larger diameter iron core.  
A high-resolution image of the Fe@SiO2 is shown in Figure 55, in which the lattice 
structure of the iron can easily be seen within the amorphous silica shell.  Finally, in SEM 
(Figure 56) the spherical surface expected for microemulsion synthesis is observed.  
BET surface areas for these material are typically 250-290 m2/g and porosity is ~0.7 nm 
(NETL, micropore analyzer, Figure 57).  Following oxidation in air and reduction in H2 of the 
fresh sample at 500oC, crystal structures were identified in XRD to be Fe3O4 and Fe, 
respectively.  A more detailed XRD analysis done in conjunction with reactive tests (see section 
3.7), revealed Fe2O3 as an accessible phase as well.  Overall, this demonstrates that the iron core 
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is active in redox reactions while protected within the silica shell.  The typical synthesis yield is 
~1.2 g after calcination. 
 
Figure 55:  High resolution TEM of Fe@SiO2 for iron addition amount of 2.5 mmol Fe. 
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Figure 56:  Typical SEM image of spherical Fe@SiO2 material.  
 
Figure 57:  BET pore distribution for core-shell material made from microemulsion, showing typical 
pore size near 0.7 nm. 
Previous work in our laboratory has indicated that these types of materials can suffer 
from mass transfer limitations, which might be avoided by incorporating thinner silica shells 
(69).  This motivated us to design material with the highest possible loading and thinnest 
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possible silica shell.  Yet at high metal loadings, the core-shell morphology is more susceptible 
to collapse and irregularity.  An example is shown in Figure 58, with an iron loading of 41 wt%.  
While this thin-shelled material was found to respond well in high temperature oxidation-
reduction reactions (see section 3.7), the synthesis itself was not reproducible, probably due to an 
instability that the high iron content contributes to the microemulsion.   
 
Figure 58:  Poorly defined core-shell material with 41 wt % Fe and very thin silica shell (~4 nm). 
 
 Figure 59:  Materials resulting from synthesis modifications of excluding hydrazine with 1 hr (left) 
and 2 hr (right) silica hydrolysis time.  50 nm scale bar applies to both images. 
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Figure 60:  TEOS and C18TMS used as silica precursor in microemulsion synthesis to obtain a more 
open pore structure. 
Lastly, we made other modifications aiming to either decrease the iron particle size or 
increase the accessibility of the iron core within the silica shell, i.e. to facilitate increased activity 
of the material.  First, exclusion of the hydrazine reduction step results in a composite-like 
structure instead of the core-shell morphology, with iron dispersed within a silica matrix.  With a 
1 hr hydrolysis step, the material is 52.3 ± 8.2 wt% Fe with a high surface area of 331 m2g-1, and 
the iron particles are too small to even measure accurately (Figure 59, left).  If the hydrolysis 
time is 2 hr, the loading is just 11.53 ± 0.33 wt % Fe, with 2-3 nm dispersed Fe particles (Figure 
59, right).  
Alternatively, octadecyltrimethoxysilane (C18TMS, 90%, Sigma-Aldrich), a silica 
precursor with a bulky side chain, can be supplemented with TEOS (4.7 mol TEOS: 1 mol 
C18TMS) to create a modified silica structure in which a pore size of ~2-3 nm is expected (58, 
124).  A similar core-shell structure was achieved (Figure 60) with a BET surface area of 185 
m2g-1, but there was in fact no discernable difference in pore distribution compared to TEOS 
alone.  These final structures all represent interesting potential pathways for nanomaterial 
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applications.  However, initial testing showed that they were not active for our application and 
henceforth will not be discussed further. 
Hollow Fe@SiO2 
The highest possible oxidation state of core-shell iron structures can be Fe3O4 with 
smaller amount of Fe2O3 (173), even after extended air exposure.  Indeed, XRD analysis of our 
calcined Fe@SiO2 material has aligned with either Fe3O4 or Fe2O3 in different instances, 
demonstrating that there may be some kinetic impedance to complete oxidation of the core. Yet 
some researchers have made Fe2O3 core-shell structures by coating pre-formed iron oxide 
particles with silica (123, 187, 213).  For our redox application, Fe3O4 core-shell structures do 
not directly impose any limitation given that this is the highest oxidation state achievable with 
CO2 as an oxidizing gas.  However, the space confinement of the nanoparticle within the silica 
shell may still limit the oxidation susceptibility of the nanoparticle whereas a hollow structure 
might facilitate a larger region for oxidation.  Additionally, oxide overlayers on particles can 
limit the extent of iron oxidation (189) and thus a smaller critical particle dimension could 
alleviate this limitation.  
With this in mind, hollow Fe@SiO2 (hFe@SiO2) materials were developed, based on the 
work of Hyeon and coworkers (187), and are illustrated briefly in the schematic shown in Figure 
61.  The first part of the procedure involves the synthesis of rod-shaped β-FeOOH structures. 
Next, the rods are wrapped in a silica shell to form β-FeOOH@SiO2.  Extended oxidation of this 
material leads to hollow Fe3O4@SiO2 or Fe2O3@SiO2 due to a density decrease from β-FeOOH 
to Fe3O4 or Fe2O3 (3 g cm-3 versus 5 g cm-3).  The hollow cavity can be opened up further with 
H2 reduction to form Fe@SiO2.   
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 Figure 61:  Schematic of hFe@SiO2 synthesis, involving fabrication of rod-shaped low density iron 
precursor, followed by wrapping in silica and calcination in air or reduction in hydrogen to result in a hollow 
center. 
Control over the morphology of the β-FeOOH precursor is perhaps the most critical and 
challenging part of the synthesis, as it dictates the morphology and polydispersity in the final 
silica-coated material.  The β-FeOOH rods can be made by either hydrolysis (187, 214-216) or 
hydrothermal synthesis (217, 218).   
 
Figure 62:  Fe-based material made with hydrolysis synthesis route, exhibiting both β-FeOOH rods 
and small spherical Fe2O3 particles in both TEM (left), ineffective wrapping of Fe2O3 particles (right). 
For synthesis via hydrolysis, we found it difficult to avoid formation of Fe2O3, an 
example of which is shown in Figure 62.  Fe2O3 structures were found in turn to not be 
accessible to silica wrapping via this synthesis route and furthermore are not suitable for making 
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hollow materials. Figure 62 shows the resultant material, consisting of Stober-type silica spheres 
co-mingled with the Fe2O3 structures.   
Still, the hydrolysis synthesis route is not without value.  In fact, we found also one 
interesting result with the addition of urea in accordance with Music et al. (218), resulting in 
more pointed β-FeOOH  spindles that adopted a unique anti-parallel orientation (Figure 63), but 
unfortunately had a strong bimodal particle size distribution as seen by the tiny particles in the 
image background.  Additionally, Piao and coworkers, who originally developed this synthesis 
route, successfully used a hydrolysis method to obtain their β-FeOOH precursor particles for 
wrapping (187).  And finally, we were also able to achieve silica-wrapped hFe@SiO2 (discussed 
more below) at least once with this method, although the silica thickness of these structures was 
far too large to be practical for our application. 
 
Figure 63:  Fe-based precursor particles synthesized via hydrolysis with urea additive, resulting in 
spindles in anti-parallel alignment and a background population of spindle structures that are much smaller 
in size (right). 
Despite our marginal success with hydrolysis synthesis, hydrothermal synthesis was 
found to exhibit better reliability for our purposes.  The synthesis was held for 16 hrs at 80oC, 
and the resultant structures are shown in Figure 64 and Figure 65.  Some optimization was 
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required to identify these conditions; shorter synthesis times (<8 hrs) appeared to result in 
incompletely formed or truncated rod structures while extended synthesis times led to dense 
square structures (likely consisting of Fe2O3), which were not suitable for this synthesis route 
(Figure 66). 
 
Figure 64:  β-FeOOH rods synthesized via hydrolysis (16 hrs, 80oC). 
 
Figure 65: High resolution TEM of β-FeOOH rods. 
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 Figure 66:  Hydrothermal synthesis products after 5 hr (left) with truncated rods, and after 48 hr 
(right) with large square structures. 
Although the 16 hr hydrothermal synthesis was optimized according to observed β-
FeOOH rods in TEM, XRD analysis revealed that Fe2O3 is not avoided entirely (Figure 67).  
Hence, finer control and further optimization over the synthesis of the iron pre-cursor might 
further improve the final morphology of the silica-coated material described below. 
 
Figure 67: XRD of Fe rods synthesized hydrothermally (16 hrs, 80oC) 
After optimization of the iron rod synthesis, the next step of wrapping with silica was 
assessed in more detail.  Iron precursors were coated with silica via a modified Stöber synthesis, 
as depicted in TEM in Figure 68.  Here one can clearly see the material is comprised of a hollow 
interior surrounded by a dark shell of iron, which in turn is surrounded by a light grey amorphous 
silica shell.  The fresh calcined material had a BET surface area of 23 m2/g and an iron content of 
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~20 wt %.  As described by (187), the materials were accessible to gas-phase oxidation, and 
XRD analysis showed oxidation up to Fe2O3 and reduction in H2 led to formation of Fe (not 
shown).  In terms of the silica coating, systematic modifications were made to the synthesis to 
reduce the silica shell thickness, as was done with the non-hollow Fe@SiO2 materials.  This was 
done by incrementally reducing the amount of TEOS added or by increasing the mass of β-
FeOOH particles used in each synthesis, thereby decreasing the Si:Fe ratio.  The relationship 
between the Si:Fe ratio and silica shell thickness for these materials is shown in Figure 68 
(right).  SEM images (Figure 69) of the material are also shown with distinct capsule shapes. 
 
Figure 68:  hFe@SiO2 materials with a Si/Fe=3.4 and silica shell of 28 ± 2 nm (left) and effect of Si/Fe 
on silica thickness for hFe@SiO2 materials (right). 
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Figure 69:  High and low magnification SEM of hFe@SiO2, showing elongated rod structure of the 
coated iron materials. 
Unfortunately, maintaining homogeneity of the particles in this synthesis was a constant 
challenge, especially as the Si:Fe decreased.  An example of this is shown in Figure 70, where a 
silica shell thickness of <20 nm was achieved, and yet significant particle size polydispersity was 
seen in conjunction with extraneous material that was not confined within the core-shell structure 
at all.  One reason for this could be that the Teflon sealing can fail in the hydrothermal reactors 
resulting in pressure loss.  Since the reactor pressure dictates morphology this in turn introduces 
variability in the β-FeOOH spindles, which carries forward to the final silica-wrapped material.  
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Residual particles in the hydrothermal reactor can also influence nanoparticle nucleation and 
henceforth the resultant crystal structure.   
Another consideration is scale-up.  In order to achieve the batch sizes of 10-100 mg 
required for reactive testing, more iron nanoparticles must be dispersed within a limited solvent 
volume due to available laboratory vessel volumes and centrifugation equipment.  Hyeon and 
coworkers were able to generate well-formed particles but worked with much larger batch 
volumes (~6 fold) (187). 
 
Figure 70:  hFe@SiO2 with silica shell of 19 ± 2 nm using a Si/Fe of 0.2, but with significant 
polydispersity and extraneous material persistent throughout sample. 
Another challenge was that the centrifugation separation of the iron rod precursor from 
solution was time-consuming, sometimes requiring solvent exchange to acetone, and hence a 
poorly controlled synthesis step that could add to polydispersity.  In fact, we hypothesized that 
cumbersome centrifugal separation and the subsequent re-dispersion step of the iron precursor 
were the most likely contributors to the poorly formed silica wrapped materials.  To test this, in 
one instance the intermediate isolation step of the rod-shaped iron particles was eliminated. 
Instead, the solution containing hydrothermally synthesized β-FeOOH particles was immediately 
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pH adjusted to ~8.5, as required for silica growth.  Next, PVP was added as the dispersant as 
before and held mixing for 24 hours.  This was followed by addition of ethanol, ammonia, and 
TEOS, scaled by 2.5x in accordance with the larger volume of water present as a result of 
eliminating the centrifugation step.  The result is shown in Figure 71, where a very thin silica 
shell is seen in the as-synthesized material.  However, it seems this silica shell is insufficient to 
support the large iron interior since large amounts of extraneous material appear when it is 
calcined.  Consequently, although a thinner shell is achievable, the stability of the material is 
compromised. 
 
Figure 71:  β-FeOOH@SiO2 material made from ‘straight-through’ synthesis (left) with very thin 5 
nm silica shell, and the same material after calcination at 500oC, demonstrating thermal instability with the 
very thin shell. 
As a final note, although both Fe@SiO2 and hollow Fe@SiO2 were found to be active in 
reactive tests, a formation of iron silicates this testing (3.7 and (206)) reduced the redox capacity 
of the materials, thus limiting their value for our particular application.  To address this, an 
alternate CeO2-based material was explored. 
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Fe@CeO2 
Compared with silica, ceria supports are considered more active in the sense that they can 
participate in redox chemistry.  CeO2 is a reducible support, allowing oxygen vacancies with the 
lattice structures according to Ce1-δO2. In addition it is a useful material for improving oxygen 
mobility within a structure due to its planar crystal structure (219). 
For Fe@CeO2 materials the previous discussed β-FeOOH rod structures used for 
hFe@SiO2 where also used as a pre-cursor for a CeO2 wrapping step.  TEM and SEM images are 
shown for this material in Figure 72 and Figure 73.  From TEM, we see that the individual iron 
rods are decorated by a loosely organized ceria structures.  In SEM, these ceria-decorated 
spindles can easily be seen, in addition to bowtie-like structures that are presumably made of 
ceria.  EDX analysis revealed that the material was only 10 wt % iron (and over 70 wt % ceria), 
while redox cycles in TGA (see section 3.8) suggested that the iron content was closer to 14 wt  
%.  Results from a more detailed study in HRTEM are displayed in Figure 74, showing iron-rich 
rod structures (42.5 wt % Fe) and ceria-rich structures (25.5 wt % ceria).  This analysis 
confirmed previous reasoning that the large amounts of extraneous material could be attributed 
to ceria.  
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Figure 72:  TEM of uncalcined Fe@CeO2 (left) and after calcination (right). 
 
 
Figure 73:  SEM of Fe@CeO2, showing individual CeO2-decorated rods (left, top) and bowtie 
structures of aligned CeO2 rods (right, top), and low magnification image of the well-ordered sample. 
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Figure 74:  HRTEM of ceria-rich and iron-rich structures.  Lattice spacing 0.32 and 0.27 of the ceria 
rich sample corresponded with ceria 111 and 200 surfaces (220) 
XRD analysis showed Fe2O3 as the oxidation state of the fresh calcined material (Figure 
75).  After reduction in H2, the iron is reduced to elemental iron.  No Ce1-δO2 phase was detected, 
despite the indication in TGA (discussed later in section 3.8) that this support was reduced.  Yet 
it is likely that the brief room temperature air exposure between reduction and XRD analysis was 
enough to re-oxidize the ceria material. 
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Figure 75:  XRD of fresh calcined Fe@CeO2 material and reduced material, showing Fe2O3 as the Fe 
as the pertinent oxidation states, respectively. 
Conclusion 
To summarize, the several structures were developed with a core-shell morphology.  In 
all cases, our target was to achieve a small iron core, which was protected within an amorphous 
support yet active in gas-phase oxidation-reduction chemistry.  Although all materials were 
found to be accessible for oxidation and reduction as seen in XRD, reactive studies prompted us 
to make specific modifications: shell thickness was modified in silica materials to minimize mass 
transfer limitations and a hollow iron core was developed to eliminate any possible oxidation 
limitations of the iron core due to confinement.  Finally, CeO2 supports were explored as a 
means to avoid undesirable metal-support interaction seen in the silica materials.  Beyond our 
own development for gas-phase redox chemistry, these materials may in fact be excellent 
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candidates for other applications.  Several interesting studies have been published on the elevated 
magnetic susceptibility of Fe3O4 iron nanoparticles (125). Hollow and biocompatible Fe@SiO2 
core-shell structures with magnetic susceptibility are excellent candidates for drug delivery 
(221).  Zero-valent iron also has promise for remediating water contaminants, and hence the 
liquid phase activity of coated iron materials may be of interest, especially if they exhibit 
favorable magnetic susceptibility for post-treatment separation (66).  Finally, excellent reactivity 
and selectivity has been shown for epoxidation of cyclohexene with FeCeO2 catalysts (222). 
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3.7 ACTIVITY OF FE@SIO2 OXYGEN CARRIERS IN OXIDATION-REDUCTION 
CHEMISTRY FOR CLDR 
Following the development of tunable iron-in-silica core-shell materials, reactivity 
studies were done to analyze the use of these materials in Chemical Looping Dry Reforming 
(CLDR).  According to our thermodynamic studies, the highest attainable oxidation state of the 
carrier is Fe2O3 in air and Fe3O4 in CO2.  Meanwhile, reduction to both FeO and Fe can occur in 
either hydrogen or methane.  Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to determine the 
activity of core-shell materials by measurement of weight gains and losses during carrier 
oxidation and reduction, respectively.  Four oxidation states are available for iron (Fe, FeO, 
Fe3O4, and Fe2O3) and transitions through these oxidation states can often be readily observed in 
TGA.  Initially, a test cycle of H2/CO2 was performed in order to allow more direct comparison 
between materials.  H2 exposure allows for the maximum possible extent of reduction to be 
assessed under carbon-free conditions.  This fully reduced carrier can then be tested for 
maximize possible oxidation in the presence of CO2.  Next, methane was tested as the reducing 
gas in accordance with the CLDR process scheme. 
Fe@SiO2 
Reduction of Fe@SiO2 in H2 proceeded slowly to a weight that corresponds to an 
oxidation state slightly below that of FeO  (Figure 76, left).  After reduction with H2, the 
subsequent oxidation with CO2 was minimal (Figure 76, right), proceeding only to weights 
which corresponded to formation of FeO, and no further oxidation was observed within the next 
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~40 min.  This was somewhat surprising, given that our thermodynamic analysis predicted that 
formation of Fe3O4 is possible in the presence of CO2.  After 120 min, the gas inlet was switched 
to air and the carrier easily re-oxidized to near the original weight.  By comparison, reduction 
with CH4 was minimal (Figure 76, left), corresponding with reduction to Fe3O4 only.  
Furthermore, an oscillatory behavior was observed with CH4 reduction, indicative of coke 
formation on the carrier surface as it is reduced.  Additionally, the CH4 reduction was not deep 
enough to allow a subsequent oxidation with CO2 to complete the CH4/CO2 CLDR cycle. 
XRD analysis of fresh calcined Fe@SiO2 material revealed phases of Fe2O3, while 
analysis of fresh material reduced in H2 showed dominant Fe phases (Figure 77).  However, 
material oxidized in CO2 after several cycles in TGA consisted of iron silicate (Fe2SiO4).  Iron 
silicates have also been observed by us for Fe@SiO2 reduced in H2 after extended redox 
operation (206) and by others for Fe-SiO2 carrier materials in conventional CLC (223).  It is also 
useful to point out that the expected weight in TGA for FeO is equivalent to that for iron silicate 
(i.e. 2 FeO + SiO2 = Fe2SiO4), and hence the slow-down of redox behavior can be directly 
connected with the formation of the iron silicate phase.  Ultimately, during exposure to an 
oxygen-poor atmosphere, Fe2SiO4 was formed, which in turn reduced the overall carrier capacity 
by limiting the availability of iron for participation in the CLDR redox reactions.  
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 Figure 76:  Reduction of Fe@SiO2 in TGA (H2=20 sccm or CH4=20 sccm, purge=60 sccm, left) and 
CO2 oxidation (CO2=20 sccm, purge 60 sccm, right), followed by oxidation in air (air=20 sccm, purge=60 
sccm).  T=700oC. 
 
Figure 77:  XRD of Fe@SiO2 for fresh calcined sampled (top), sample oxidized in CO2 after many 
redox cycles in TGA (middle), and fresh reduced sample (bottom).   
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We had previously also tested this material in a packed bed reactor configuration at 
800oC.  In accordance with these TGA results, very little CO was formed during oxidation with 
CO2 (206).  Hence, this material had a poor capacity for CLDR redox cycles. 
While iron silicates were a clear contributor to the limitations of the Fe@SiO2 carrier, it 
was unclear whether this was the only factor.  For Fe@SiO2 materials, the iron core is confined 
within a high temperature stable silica shell.  As the iron core becomes oxidized, it will need to 
occupy a larger space and hence there is some question regarding whether this space 
confinement could also have an impact on oxidizability.  In some instances, Fe3O4 peaks were 
also observed in XRD analysis of fresh material after calcination in air (not shown).  This 
indicated to us that indeed some inhibition to complete oxidation to Fe2O3 might exist.  For this 
reason, it was hypothesized that a hollow Fe@SiO2, while not alleviating iron silicate formation 
effects, might still yield improved carrier performance in the CLDR process.   
Hollow Fe@SiO2   
Similar TGA studies were done with hollow Fe@SiO2 (hFe@SiO2), shown in Figure 78.  
With H2 exposure, the reduction proceeded further compared to the non-hollow material, i.e., 
more Fe was formed.  Although the CO2 oxidation still proceeded only to the formation of FeO, 
the deeper reduction enabled higher iron utilization.  Hence, it was only the reduced phase in H2 
that was improved by incorporation of a hollow core.  This is perhaps due to increased 
accessibility of the iron during the slower reduction step, achieved by incorporating a silica-free 
interface at the hollow interior.  Meanwhile a slow down of oxidation was still present at the 
weight corresponding to FeO (or Fe2SiO4).  Air oxidation following the CO2 oxidation (at >30 
min in Figure 78, right) resulted in a near complete re-oxidation of the carrier to a weight 
corresponding with formation of Fe2O3. 
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 Figure 78:  Reduction of hFe@SiO2 in TGA (H2=20 sccm, purge=60 sccm, left) and oxidation 
(CO2=20 sccm, purge 60 sccm, right), followed by oxidation in air (Air=20 sccm, purge=60 sccm).  T=700oC. 
Next, reduction in CH4 was tested (Figure 79).  While the oscillatory behavior interpreted 
as coking with Fe@SiO2 was not observed, the reduction did not proceed below the weight for 
FeO.  As observed with Fe@SiO2, the inadequate reduction in CH4 limited the subsequent 
oxidation in CO2, although a slight weight gain was actually observed for this material.  The 
subsequent air oxidation was relatively fast at first, but was followed by a period of slow 
oxidation to the final weight. 
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Figure 79:  Reduction for hFe@SiO2 in TGA (CH4=20 sccm, purge=60 sccm, left) and oxidation 
(CO2=20 sccm, purge=60 sccm, right), followed by oxidation in air (Air=20 sccm, purge=60 sccm).  T=700oC. 
XRD analysis showed that the material formed Fe2O3 when oxidized in air (Figure 80).  
Following a reduction in H2 (after several redox cycles) both elemental iron and iron silicate 
(Fe2SiO4) were detected, whereas Fe alone was detected in fresh reduced samples (not shown).  
This observation brought us to a similar explanation as that made for non-hollow Fe@SiO2; the 
silicate formation contributed to impedance of the reduction and hence the limited the utilization 
of iron in the oxygen carrier.  A sample collected after oxidation in CO2 was also analyzed.  In 
this case, only Fe3O4 and Fe2O3 were detected, indicating that silicates in the sample had become 
oxidized during the brief air exposure prior to XRD analysis.  This second explanation is also 
consistent with the observation of Fe2O3 in the sample, an oxidation state not attainable in the 
presence of CO2. 
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Figure 80:  XRD analysis of hFe@SiO2 material.  Fresh calcined sample (top), after oxidation in CO2, 
and reduced sample after many cycles in TGA. 
Given the improved carrier utilization that was seen with the hollow structure, TEM 
analysis was performed after several cycles to determine whether the hollow center was stable in 
these structures.  We expected a softening of the nano-sized silica shell at temperatures near 
800oC.   Figure 81 in fact shows that the silica was partially collapsed.  The hollow centers were 
not nearly as large as in the original structure, but they did remain somewhat intact. 
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 Figure 81:  Hollow Fe@SiO2 (~35 nm shell) as-synthesized (left) and after several cycles at 700oC in 
TGA (right). 
Discussion 
Iron silicate formation during the reduction half-cycle consistently limited the 
performance of the silica-structured carriers for this process.  Despite this, we did observe that 
the formation of iron silicates was reversible by exposure to air to obtain Fe2O3.  In this way, a 3-
part CLDR process scheme comprised of reduction in a fuel, CO2 oxidation, and finally air 
regeneration, has been proposed as a work-around for silicate formation (206).  In this respect, 
reducibility is the most important metric for redox capacity for both of these materials given that 
the CO2 oxidation has a rigid upper limit, even in this 3-part cycle.  Three different batches of 
both non-hollow and hollow Fe@SiO2 material were ultimately tested in TGA, of which one 
example has already been presented in detail above.  Modifications were made with regard to 
iron core and silica shell thickness (see section 3.6) with the aim of improving redox 
performance.   
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TGA weight trends can be normalized by calculating the maximum possible weight loss 
between the oxidized and reduced material, based on iron composition.  This results in a measure 
of iron utilization, X, defined by:  X = (Mt-Mred)/(Mox-Mred), where Mt represents the sample 
mass at time t, Mred is the mass predicted for reduction to Fe, and Mox the mass of the oxidized 
material.  Hence, X=0 corresponds to the fully reduced carrier (Fe) and X=1 corresponds to a 
fully oxidized carrier (Fe2O3 or Fe3O4).  Several normalized TGA reductions in H2 are shown 
below for Fe@SiO2 (Figure 82) and hFe@SiO2 (Figure 83) carriers with varying material 
properties.  Here, some caution must be taken with regard to making conclusions on reaction 
kinetics since slightly different sample weights were used in these experiments (11.4-12.6 mg) 
and hence different gas contacting patterns are expected.  However, differences in the final 
degree of reduction achieved may still provide a general insight of structural aspects that lead to 
improved iron utilization, and these values have been summarized from the normalized TGA 
reduction trends in Figure 82 and Figure 83.  
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 Figure 82:  Normalized TGA reduction in H2 at 700oC for three different Fe@SiO2 materials (A, B, 
and C). 
 
Figure 83:  Normalized TGA reduction in H2 at 700oC for three different hFe@SiO2 materials (A, B, 
and C). 
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 Table 7:  Iron utilization in hollow and non-hollow Fe@SiO2 carriers 
Material Type Silica shell 
[nm] 
Fe content 
[wt% Fe] 
Fe Utilization, 
 H2 reduction only 
(Fe2O3/Fe)  
Fe Utilization, H2/CO2 
cycle 
(Fe3O4/Fe) 
A: hFe@SiO2 39 30 78 52% 
B: hFe@SiO2 27 24 50 - 
C: hFe@SiO2 15 20 47 - 
A: Fe@SiO2 3.8 37 43 - 
B: Fe@SiO2 6.6 24 40 - 
C: Fe@SiO2 6.5 27 26 2% 
 
The best iron utilization among Fe@SiO2 carriers was seen for 3.8 nm silica shells (43 wt 
% Fe), compared to 6.6 nm (40 wt % Fe) and 6.5 nm (26 wt % Fe), i.e., the material with the 
thinnest silica shell and the highest iron loading. 
As discussed previously, the iron utilization of the hFe@SiO2 was much greater than the 
non-hollow material.  For these materials, the use of larger iron precursors led to an increase in 
the internal length of the hollow cores (Lc).  As a result, higher iron contents were observed as 
the synthesis progressed to thicker shells since the shells were built around progressively larger 
cores.  For this material, the sample with both the thickest silica shell (39 nm) and the highest 
iron content (30 wt %) was observed to have the greatest reducibility.  This suggested that 
diffusion through the silica shell or the size of the iron core was not limiting, at least in the 
hollow material.  Rather, the material with the highest iron content again was found to perform 
the best. 
Considering these two cases, we hypothesize that the higher iron content is linked to 
higher reducibility because it simply leads to a material with less silica available to form iron 
silicates.  Indeed we can calculate that at >54 wt% iron, there will be free iron present even if all 
of the silica is incorporated into silicates.  Hence, as the material composition approached this 
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54% threshold, perhaps even at values as low as 30%, the likelihood of segregated silica-free 
iron becomes greater.  This is demonstrated in the best and worst performing sample given in 
Table 7, where iron utilization (referenced to Fe3O4/Fe redox cycles) is 52% and 2%. 
To study this in more detail, further XRD analysis (Figure 84) was done on reduced 
samples of two hFe@SiO2 samples after extensive cycling in TGA (since a more obvious trend 
was observed for this structure). Both iron and iron silicate phases were observed.  A clear 
difference was seen in the iron peak intensities for the first and third samples (i.e., the least and 
most reducible in TGA).  Analysis by the Sherrer equation (Figure 85) showed smaller elemental 
iron and larger iron silicate crystals material with the higher iron content.  This might explain the 
deeper reduction that occurred with this material since the smaller iron particles may be more 
susceptible to reduction.  Overall these results suggest that the amount of free iron in the sample 
may contribute to improved reducibility for these materials for the CLDR test cycle.   
 
Figure 84:  XRD of reduced hFe@SiO2 materials (C-worst, left and A-best, right) after several cycles 
in TGA. 
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 Figure 85:  Crystal size as determine via Sherrer equations of iron and iron silicate in hFe@SiO2 
containing 30 wt % and 20 wt % iron. 
Conclusion 
This study demonstrated the advantage of hFe@SiO2 over non-hollow Fe@SiO2 
materials for oxidation-reduction chemistry.  Since the extent of reduction was much greater for 
hFe@SiO2 materials, a larger oxidation in CO2 occurred for these materials in H2/CO2 test 
cycles.  However, for actual application to CLDR (i.e., CH4/CO2 cycles), reduction in methane 
was not adequate enough to allow a subsequent oxidation in CO2 to occur.  Furthermore, the 
formation of iron silicates limited the availability of iron for all redox reactions, hence impeding 
the performance of the carriers.  Several material modifications were made to improve redox 
performance and the materials were compared in TGA.  The results suggested that iron 
utilization was not limited by silica shell thickness or iron particle size, but instead materials with 
a higher iron content were associated with better performance.  It was hence hypothesized that a 
greater amount of free iron (i.e., not in the form of iron silicate) in these materials is partially 
responsible for improved carrier utilization. 
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3.8 ENHANCEMENT OF OXIDATION-REDUCTION CHEMISTRY IN CHEMICAL 
LOOPING DRY REFORMING USING CERIA-SUPPORTED IRON CARRIERS 
Introduction 
Chemical Looping Combustion (CLC) is an emerging technology that offers an elegant 
and highly efficient route towards clean fossil fuel combustion (142, 224).  In CLC, a fuel is 
combusted in a ‘fuel’ reactor by contact with a metal oxide carrier, which then enables capture of 
CO2 in the fuel reactor effluent. After combustion of the fuel, the reduced metal oxide is 
circulated to an ‘oxidizer’ reactor where it is regenerated via oxidation with air.  CLC results in 
clean, NOx-lean, flameless combustion of fuels with inherent CO2 capture without major energy 
penalty.  
While the focus of CLC is fuel conversion for energy production with simultaneous CO2 
capture, alternative processes that incorporate fuel reforming within the framework of chemical 
looping have also been developed.  We have recently proposed Chemical Looping Dry 
Reforming (CLDR), where CO2 replaces air as an oxidant to regenerate the metal oxide (Figure 
86) (191, 206).  As in CLC, the oxidized carrier is fed back to the ‘fuel reactor’ where it is 
reduced by a fuel.  When using methane as the fuel, CLDR can result in a net reaction similar to 
that of dry reforming of methane, as shown below: 
Reducer:  4 MO + CH4 = 4 M + CO2 + 2 H2O      (1) 
Oxidizer:  4 M + 4 CO2 = 4 MO + 4 CO        (2) 
Net Reaction:  CH4 + 3 CO2 = 4 CO + 2 H2O                 (1) + (2) 
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 Figure 86:  Schematic of Chemical Looping Dry Reforming (CLDR) process 
Overall, CLDR results in CO2 activation via conversion of CO2 to CO.  Consequently, 
while the environmental benefit of CO2 capture via CLC depends upon development of large-
scale sequestration solutions, CLDR instead opens a pathway for CO2 utilization.  CO2 
decomposition to CO or carbon has been demonstrated over ferrite material (167-169) and we 
have previously presented nanostructured Fe-based materials as suitable carriers for CLDR (191, 
206). To address the slow kinetics expected for oxidation with CO2 (a weak oxidant), nano-scale 
carriers were synthesized in these previous studies to improve reactivity.  The carriers were also 
designed with a thermally stable support to avoid nanoparticle sintering at the elevated 
temperatures. 
In the initial work, a composite-type Fe-Barium Hexa-Aluminate (Fe-BHA) material 
exhibited fast redox activity and stable operation, but reduction in methane was susceptible to 
coking (178, 191).  Meanwhile, core-shell Fe@SiO2 material suffered from slow reaction 
kinetics and utilization of the iron was partially limited by the formation of iron silicates during 
oxygen-lean reaction phases (206).  While minimal coking was observed on the Fe@SiO2 
carriers during reduction with methane, the extent of reduction was not enough (i.e. to FeO or 
Fe) to allow a subsequent oxidation in CO2 to proceed. Finally, hollow Fe@SiO2 was developed 
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in order to improve accessibility of the iron in the core.  Although significant improvement was 
seen in the reducibility of this material, this structure modification did not directly address the 
formation of iron silicates, and hence cyclic CLDR operation with methane reduction was still 
not achieved.   
The aim of this work was to design a new carrier material by incorporation of ceria into 
the Fe-based carriers. CeO2 has emerged as an excellent support material for oxidation-reduction 
chemistry given its reducibility and high oxygen mobility (225-227).  We synthesized 
nanostructured Fe@CeO2 materials via a hydrothermal synthesis and compared these with our 
previous materials and a more conventional Fe-CeO2 material in the CLDR process. 
Methods 
Hollow Fe@CeO2.  First, akageneite (β-FeOOH) nano-rods were made via hydrothermal 
synthesis of a 1 mM solution of FeCl3 . 6 H2O for 16 hrs at 80oC. The resulting particles were 
centrifuged and dried. These akageneite particles were used as seeds for Fe@CeO2 materials in a 
second hydrothermal process use a method similar to that used to make Pd@CeO2 by Zhang et 
al. (188).  In our synthesis, 0.114g of akageneite particles were dispersed by sonication in 10 mL 
DI water for 20 min.  PVP-10 was then added in a ratio of 1g/0.04 g particles.  The solution was 
diluted to a final volume of 25 mL and mixed for 24 hrs at room temperature.   Next, 1 mmol of 
CeCl3 and 10 mol of urea were combined with 17 mL of the colloid mixture containing PVP-
coated particles.  The solution was mixed for 20 min and transferred to a 50 mL hydrothermal 
reactor and held at 90oC for 24 hrs.  The resulting mixture was then cooled, centrifuged, and 
dried.  Crushed powder samples were calcined for 2 hr in air, leading to oxidation of β-
FeOOH@SiO2 to hollow Fe2O3@CeO2. 
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Fe-CeO2  .  Fe-based carriers (14 wt% Fe, EDX) were synthesized via simple deposition-
precipitation technique.  Briefly, Fe(NO3)3.9H2O (99+%, Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in DI 
water, and 40 mL of the 0.02 M precursor solution was precipitated by 0.5 M NaOH at pH of 9 – 
9.5 on 300 mg of the desired support powder suspended in 100 mL DI water.  After aging for 2h, 
the resulting slurry was centrifuged, vacuum dried at 80 – 100oC, crushed, and finally calcined in 
air at 800oC for 2h. 
Characterization.  All materials were characterized for particle size and morphology with 
transition electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL-2000FX electron microscope).  Typical sample 
preparation consisted of grinding the sample in a mortar, ethanol dispersion, ~2 min sonication, 
and placing 1-2 drops of dispersion on copper type-B support grid (Ted Pella Inc.) to dry in air.  
Particle measurements of TEM images were done using ImageJ software 
(http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).  Catalyst surface area and porosity were determined by Brunauer 
Emmett Teller (BET) analysis (Micromeritics ASAP 2020 surface area and porosity analyzer). 
Pre-treatment consisted of 2-3 hr degas at 200oC under vacuum.  Typically, a 6-point BET 
analysis was used for total surface area measurement and an 84-point N2 BJH analysis with 
Halsey thickness curve correction and Kruk-Jaroniec-Sayari BJH correction for pore size and 
volume determination.  Crystal structure was determined with X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Phillips 
PW1830, USA).  XRD was run in ‘line focus’ mode using a monochromatic Cu radiation at the 
wavelength of 1.54 Å. The beam voltage was 40kV at a current of 30mA.  Diffraction patterns 
were recorded between 15 and 90° (2θ) in steps of 0.08° intervals with a 0.2 s counting time at 
each step.  Scanning electron microscope energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM EDX 
Genesis) was used to determine elemental composition of samples at beam voltage of 15kV, spot 
size 4 (typically), a collection time of 50-100 s, and a monitored dead times of 20-40%.  Sample 
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powders were first mounted with double-sided carbon tape and then coated with palladium for 
analysis.  At least 3 measurements were taken for each sample, and at least 5 samples if 
measurements varied by more than 5%.  Material composition values were used to estimate 
expected weight gains and losses for materials in chemical looping experiments. 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). TGA was used to test the carriers for oxidation and 
reduction reactivity.  The highest oxidation state achievable for the Fe-based carriers is Fe2O3 in 
air and Fe3O4 in CO2 (191).  During reduction of the fully oxidized carrier, weight loss was 
clearly observed in association with oxidation states in the order of Fe3O4 and FeO. Flow rates in 
TGA were 60 sccm for the purge gas and 20 sccm for the reactive gases except for CH4, which 
was fed at 5-10 sccm to avoid coking. 700oC was chosen as the operating temperature for TGA 
tests to avoid carbon formation thermodynamically predicted at lower temperatures and to limit 
the possibility of carrier sintering at higher temperatures.  
Reactivity tests in fixed-bed reactor. Fixed-bed reactor studies were conducted in order to 
analyze fuel conversion and selectivity during the reducer half-cycle and CO production during 
the oxidation half-cycle.  80 mg of carrier was loaded into a quartz-glass tube (1/4” I.D.) and 
placed horizontally in an electric oven. This system was heated to the desired reaction 
temperature in Ar (700-900oC), pretreated in air for 30 min, and then alternating phases of 
reducing gas (H2 or CH4) and CO2 were contacted with the carrier.  Reduction and oxidation 
half-cycles were separated by an Ar purge phase to enable well-defined transitions during 
reactive phases. The product gases were monitored via mass spectrometry (Pfeiffer Omnistar 
QMS 200). 
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Results 
TEM and SEM micrographs are given in Figure 87 and Figure 88 for Fe@CeO2 material, 
including an image of the akageneite pre-cursor prior to wrapping with CeO2.  In this material, a 
loosely organized ‘shell’ of ceria nanoparticle clusters decorates the centrally located and 
elongated iron spindles.  The iron content was found to be 10 wt % via EDX.  However, further 
inspection of breakpoints during H2 reduction in TGA (which correspond with each oxidation 
state of iron) suggested a value of 14 wt % iron.  BET surface area was 55.77 m2/g.  Finally, 
XRD analysis indicated that the material was accessible for gas-phase oxidation and reduction by 
the detection Fe2O3 (JCPDS 33-064) and Fe (JCPDS 06-0696) crystals after oxidation in air and 
reduction in H2, respectively. 
  
Figure 87: TEM micrographs of rod-shape akageneite (β-FeOOH) precursor (left) and as-
synthesized Fe@CeO2 (right). 
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 Figure 88:  SEM of Fe@CeO2 material. 
Fe-CeO2 materials made by the deposition-precipitation method were very different, 
consisting of ceria rod structures decorated with iron.  The surface area for this material was 80 
m2/g by BET and the composition was 14 wt % iron by EDX.  With this material as well, 
inspection of TGA breakpoints suggest a higher composition of 19 wt % iron.  
 
Figure 89  TEM micrograph of Fe-CeO2 material. 
In TGA studies with Fe@CeO2, reduction in H2 occurred within ~ 200 min with distinct 
bends in the weight curve that corresponded with the successive oxidation states of Fe3O4 and 
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FeO (Figure 90), as previously described.  The weight then proceeded below the minimum 
calculated weight for the material based on complete reduction to iron.  Although no Ce1-δO2 
phases were detected in XRD analysis of the material directly after reduction, CeO2 is 
recognized as a reducible support (225) at the δ value corresponding to the extra weight loss in 
TGA in this case is quite small.  Subsequent oxidation of the material in air was fast (<5 min) 
and proceeded completely to Fe2O3, which demonstrates favorable accessibility of the iron core 
for oxidation despite it being embedded within the ceria.  A second cycle was done with H2 
reduction followed oxidation with CO2; oxidation to Fe3O4 was nearly complete within 50 min 
(Figure 91).  In this case, a distinct bend in the oxidation trend was seen at the weight 
corresponding to FeO.  The cause for this is still undetermined.  We believe the most likely cause 
to be that the weaker oxidant of CO2 exhibits slower and altered oxidation kinetics compared to 
air due to the presence of residual H2 in the TGA system (which would quickly be consumed in 
the presence of air).  We should also note that FeCeO3 (which would correspond to the weight as 
FeO in TGA) has been observed in studies of the cyclic oxidation-reduction chemistry of 
Fe/CeO2 materials (228).  This material can be formed at high temperatures from materials 
containing Fe2O3, Fe, and CeO2 (229, 230).  However, XRD analysis of our sample after 
oxidation in TGA with CO2 at the weight corresponding with FeO showed only Fe3O4 (Figure 
92).  
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 Figure 90:  H2 reduction and air oxidation in TGA (H2, Air=20 sccm, purge= 60 sccm, T=700oC).  
Break points in reduction and oxidation curves correspond well with weights for each successive iron 
oxidation state. 
 
 
Figure 91:  H2 reduction and CO2 oxidation in TGA (H2, CO2=20 sccm, purge= 60 sccm, T=700oC).  
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Figure 92:  XRD of Fe@CeO2 material after reduction in H2 (top) and oxidation in CO2 (bottom) 
Next, CH4/CO2 cycles were tested in accordance with the CLDR process scheme.  
Reduction in methane was slow but progressed almost completely to Fe (Figure 93).  Next, 
oxidation in CO2 was fast (<10 min) and quickly reached the weight of the maximum possible 
oxidation state of Fe3O4, with no indication of a slow down at the weight corresponding to FeO 
as seen with hydrogen.  Importantly, no obvious sign of coking was observed in this particular 
case, although strong coking occurred for higher methane flow rates (20 sccm) and if the 
reduction was allowed to proceed below weights corresponding with Fe.  An example of the 
latter case is shown in Figure 94. 
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 Figure 93:  CH4 reduction and CO2 oxidation in TGA (CH4=10 sccm, CO2=20 sccm, purge= 60 sccm, 
T=700oC). Sample flow was switched to inert at t=60 min to avoid coke formation.  CO2 oxidation proceeded 
to Fe3O4. 
 
Figure 94:  CH4 reduction in TGA with coking observed (CH4=10 sccm, purge= 60 sccm, T=700oC).  
Coking began at t=100 min, resulting in fast weight gain above initial oxidized weight. 
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TGA studies were repeated with Fe-CeO2 material and the results were strikingly similar.  
Coking was also observed in TGA for this material if the reduction cycle was allowed to proceed 
too long.  A summary of the iron utilization measured in TGA with previously studied materials 
(Fe@SiO2, hFe@SiO2, Fe-BHA) and material in this study (Fe@CeO2 and Fe-CeO2) is given in 
Figure 95.  While an improvement was seen for the H2/CO2 test cycle for more open structures of 
hFe@SiO2 and Fe-BHA, operation with methane was found to only be achievable with iron-ceria 
materials.  The performance of Fe@CeO2 and Fe-CeO2 materials in TGA was nearly equivalent, 
perhaps suggesting that it is merely the presence of ceria and not the location of the iron particles 
that contributes to its activity for CLDR cycles. 
 
Figure 95:  Fe utilization for several carrier materials during testing in TGA with H2/CO2 test cycles 
and CH4/CO2 CLDR cycles 
Finally, the Fe@CeO2 and Fe-CeO2 materials were viewed in TEM after cycling 
operating in TGA at 700oC (Figure 96).  The Fe@CeO2 shows a collapse of the deposited ceria 
onto the iron rod while the Fe-CeO2 showed sintering of rod-shaped ceria support. 
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 Figure 96:  TEM of Fe@CeO2 (left) and Fe-CeO2 after 2-5 cycles in TGA at 700oC. 
Next, fixed bed reactor studies were conducted to further characterize these materials for 
CLDR.  First, seven H2/CO2 test cycles were run with Fe@CeO2 at 800oC to determine whether 
stable and reproducible oxidation-reduction behavior could be achieved.  The dry gas 
compositions of the reactor effluent streams were determined by mass spectrometry (Figure 97).  
Data from a single cycle of this experiment is also shown.  A slightly higher temperature of 
800oC was selected for this part of the work since better carrier activity was observed with this 
temperature within the desired cycle times for the fixed bed set-up.  During the oxidation cycle, 
conversion of CO2 to CO is indeed observed, as indicated by the spike in CO at the beginning of 
the oxidation half-cycle. Cumulative CO production during the oxidation half-cycle 
corresponded quantitatively to 100% oxidation of Fe to Fe3O4 in the first 2 min of operation.  A 
final carrier conversion of 120% was reached after 10 min, indicating that the CeO2 support 
(partially reduced after the reduction half-cycle) also participated in the CO2 reduction to CO.  
This last observation is consistent with our TGA studies in which the CeO2 support also enabled 
carrier conversions >100%.  Similar behavior was observed for Fe-CeO2 materials with H2/CO 
cycles. 
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Figure 97: H2/CO2 test cycles, showing stable oxidation-reduction operation for Fe@CeO2 [80 mg, 
13.8% Fe] in fixed bed reactor.  T=800oC, He=25 sccm, H2=2.5 sccm, CO2=10 sccm. 
 
 
Figure 98:  Composition of effluent gases during oxidation half-cycle with Fe@CeO2 [80 mg, 13.8 wt 
% Fe] in fixed bed reactor (left) and carrier conversion (right).  Carrier conversion at 10 min is ~120% 
indicating the contribution of the reduced ceria support in the oxidation half-cycle.  T=800oC, He=25 sccm, 
H2=2.5 sccm, CO2=10 sccm. 
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Determination of activity during methane reduction was an essential next step to compare 
the ceria-based materials.  While conditions that avoided coking were identified in TGA, 
different gas contacting patterns in fixed bed reactor could preclude this.  For reduction in 
methane, several results are possible:  
(1) Complete combustion: CH4 + Fe3O4  CO2 + 2 H2O + 3Fe 
(2) Partial oxidation: 4CH4 + Fe3O4  4CO + 8 H2 + 3 Fe 
(3) Catalytic methane decomposition:  CH4 C + 2H2.   
In Figure 99 and Figure 100, experimental data are compared for both Fe@CeO2 and Fe-
CeO2 materials during reduction with methane.  Contrary to TGA studies, strong coking was 
observed after ~20 min time-on-stream.  Prior to coking, methane conversions up to ~40% were 
observed for both materials.  A more stable and higher H2/CO ratio of ~1 was measured for the 
Fe-CeO2 carrier.  Although complete combustion of methane to CO2 and H2O is the desired 
reaction for this step, this more stable selectivity for the Fe-CeO2 material is preferred since the 
more homogenous reducer gas effluent is more easily processed in downstream operations.  
Carrier conversions after 30 min of operation were nearly 100% and over 100% for Fe@CeO2 
and Fe-CeO2, respectively.  Given that the reactor loading amount and compositions were 
equivalent for each of these tests, we can infer from this that a slightly better utilization was 
possible for Fe-CeO2.   
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 Figure 99:  Gas-phase compositions in reactor effluent (left) and H2/CO ratio and methane 
conversion (right) during FBR reduction of Fe@CeO2 [80 mg, 13.8 wt % Fe] in methane, showing coking at 
t=20 min.  T=800oC, He=10 sccm, CH4=1 sccm. 
 
Figure 100:  Gas-phase compositions in reactor effluent (left) and H2/CO ratio and methane 
conversion (right) during FBR reduction of Fe-CeO2 [80 mg, 19 wt % Fe] in methane, showing coking at t=20 
min.  T=800oC, He=10 sccm, CH4=1 sccm. 
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 Figure 101:  Oxygen consumed by Fe@CeO2 (left) and Fe-CeO2 carriers during reduction with 
methane.  Conversion is <100% and 108% after 30 min for Fe@CeO2 and Fe-CeO2 carriers, respectively. 
 After t=30 min, the H2 production subsided for both materials and methane breakthrough 
was observed, indicating that coke formation did not plug the reactor in either case.  Following 
reduction in methane, oxidation in CO2 was tested.  Here, the CO measured was much greater 
than the case after reduction in hydrogen due to CO2 gasification of the deposited carbon.  The 
more oxidized carrier and longer methane reduction (150 min versus 40 min) for the Fe-CeO2 
materials resulted in more CO production during this test.  In total, the cumulative CO equates to 
gasification of 0.9 mmol and 2.9 mmol carbon for Fe@CeO2 and Fe-CeO2, respectively.  This 
carbon in turn amounts to ~40-50% of the methane fed to the reactor during each of the reduction 
half-cycles. 
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 Figure 102:  CO2 oxidation after 40 min CH4 reduction (left) and 150 min CH4 reduction (right), 
showing gasification of carbon formed during CH4 reduction to CO.  T=800oC, He=10 sccm, CO2=5 sccm. 
Discussion 
Ceria-supported iron carriers were synthesized and evaluated for CLDR.  TGA studies 
indicated complete iron utilization without significant carbon formation, even during reduction 
with methane.  This is in contrast to previously tested materials, which suffered from either 
insufficient extent of reduction (Fe@SiO2) or coking (Fe-BHA).  Furthermore, during 
subsequent oxidation with CO2, formation of Fe3O4 was achieved.  By contrast, the oxidation for 
Fe@SiO2 was limited to weights corresponding with FeO, and the strong coking of Fe-BHA 
materials prevented us from ever examining the CO2 oxidation detail following reduction in 
methane.  Hence, as indicated by Figure 95, the iron utilization measured in TGA was greatly 
enhanced as a result of incorporation of ceria as a carrier support. 
Despite this, in fixed bed reactor studies, coking was still a challenge and methane 
decomposition was the dominant reaction after 20 min time-on stream for both carrier materials.  
This can be addressed in several ways.  Since over 50% of the carrier reduction was achieved in 
<20 min, shorter reduction cycles could be used, hence avoided coking on the carrier.  However, 
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during this time carrier conversion was <40% and hence higher space times or more carrier 
material are recommended.   
Fortunately, the coking observed appeared to be fairly reversible and was removed during 
the subsequent oxidation half-cycle by gasification with CO2.  In fact, one can even imagine a 
process that takes advantage of the reversible coking observed with these materials given that the 
overall result is a phase of high H2 production in the reducer effluent and high CO production 
from the oxidizer.  This alternative CLDR selectivity (i.e. to instead produce H2 and CO) would 
be most convenient with the Fe-CeO2 materials given the initial production of syngas (H2/CO~1) 
during the reducer half-cycle.  Hence, the end result would be production of distinct, in-situ 
separated effluents of H2 from the reducer and CO from the oxidizer by use of the iron/ceria 
material as a carbon carrier.    In preliminary studies in which we have limited the oxidation of 
the carrier, we have observed an immediate onset of coking at high methane conversion, which is 
self-quenched after a sustained period of H2 production.  Obviously, there are still important 
obstacles for this scenario such as avoidance of reactor plugging during methane decomposition 
and ensuring high conversion and selectively during each of these phases.  However, this 
configuration would also allow capture and utilization of carbon fed to both reactors and allows a 
convenient work-around for the case of carbon formation. 
Conclusion 
Overall-ceria based carriers have been shown to dramatically improve CLDR feasibility.  
For the first time, reduction with CH4 and subsequent oxidation in CO2 were observed in a fixed 
bed reactor system for this process.  A comparison of core-shell (Fe@CeO2) versus simpler 
deposition-precipitation (Fe-CeO2) materials was completed.  Both materials performed much 
better than previously test silica supported and ceramic supported iron-based carriers.  Based on 
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this analysis, we found no benefit from using the nanostructured core-shell Fe@CeO2 material.  
Cost and scale-up are typically more challenging for such complex nanostructures.  Hence, this 
observation is a benefit, demonstrating that the CLDR process is not dependent on delicately 
designed and expensive carrier materials.  We plan to continue this work by performing extended 
cycling studies with shortened cyclic times using Fe-CeO2 materials with a range of iron contents 
to determine specific compositions for synergetic improvements in redox performance of iron-
ceria carriers for CLDR.   
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3.9 CLDR CONCLUSION 
Overall this work involved the conceptualization of a new type of chemical looping 
process in CLDR, assessment of its thermodynamic feasibility and energetics, development of 
several multi-component and nano-tailored materials, and reactive testing with these materials 
for the process.   
We demonstrated that among transition metals iron is the most suitable candidate given 
its low toxicity, many oxidation states, susceptibility of oxidation in CO2, and high oxygen 
carrying capacity at a wide range of temperatures.  However, later studies revealed that CLDR 
might be accomplished with other materials as well.  For instance, CeO2 was later selected as a 
support because it was known to have excellent oxygen mobility.  In addition, it was found to 
participate in oxygen-reduction chemistry, enhancing the carrier performance beyond that from 
iron alone.  Indeed, the field of solar-thermal CO2 and H2O splitting  (a process very similar to 
CLDR) seems to be well aware of this; CeO2 is used extensively and even exclusively as an 
oxygen carrier for this process.  Yet in our experience with Fe-CeO2 carriers, poor selectivity 
was observed for complete oxidation of the fuel, and the reaction was very susceptible to coking.  
Zinc was excluded from our studies given the very high temperatures required for zinc oxide 
reduction.  However, zinc has also been proposed as a carrier for the solar-thermal process, and 
hence its used in the CLDR process may remain (231).  Alternatively, the use of bimetallic 
carriers, such as Fe/Ni, might improve selectivity for complete oxidation during the reduction 
phase while the presence of reduced Fe or FeO would still allow reduction of CO2 to CO in 
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oxidizer half-cycle of CLDR.  In this way, a synergy between the high reactivity and preferred 
selectivity of Ni for the reduction and reactivity of iron with CO2 might be gained.  Finally, 
CLDR was originally conceptualized with full combustion in mind for the reducer reactor in 
order to close the heat balance and thereby produce enough energy to drive the endothermic 
CLDR reaction.  However, time and again we observed selectivity for partial oxidation of the 
carrier.  Although this would result in an even more endothermic process, it may be worthwhile 
to test carriers for this reaction pathway.   
Another more unconventional approach might be to allow coking of the carrier in the 
reduction phase to form a high purity effluent of hydrogen from the reducer by the methane 
decomposition reaction.  In our experiments, strong carbon formation was observed with 
Fe/CeO2 carriers, but the coking did not plug the reactor and was self-quenched after ~30 min.  
In the subsequent CO2 phase, an elevated CO effluent was observed, indicating gasification of 
the coke by the Boudouard reaction.  In our development of the CLDR process, we specifically 
aimed to avoid coke formation.  However, operation within a regime of ‘controlled and self-
quenched coking’ may actually open up a new pathway for de-carbonization of methane by 
cyclic decomposition and gasification cycles.  Obviously this proposal introduces high risk of 
reactor complexities due to reactor clogging and flow disturbance, but the idea is tempting 
nonetheless.   
To summarize, a progression of several carriers were synthesized and tested for this 
work.  Worth mentioning is the excellent redox kinetics of Fe-BHA during test reactions with 
H2/CO2 compared to other materials.  Although this material was not realistic when methane was 
used as the reducer, it nonetheless was an excellent CLC carrier, which has also been reported 
previously for Ni-BHA carriers (175).  Specifically, Fe-BHA exhibited fast and stable redox 
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kinetics for many cycles.  By contrast, Fe@SiO2 suffered from poor iron utilization and kinetics 
due to formation of iron silicates.  Design of hollow Fe@SiO2 showed an improvement in iron 
utilization, but still suffered from slow kinetics due to silicates and coking when using methane 
as the fuel.  Despite this, our observation of improved reducibility by implementation of a 
hollow, more accessible core, could have use in other chemical looping carriers, or in other 
processes that require cyclic redox of a material.  Finally, both Fe@CeO2 and Fe-CeO2 materials 
showed for the first time activity for CLDR with methane.  While no significant difference was 
found between the performances of these two carriers, the simpler synthesis of Fe-CeO2 is 
advantageous for scale-up of the process.  Due to the use of ceria, iron utilization was at or near 
100% for these materials, even during operation with methane.  Further cycling studies are 
proposed with the Fe-CeO2 material to further characterize the stability of the material during 
high-temperature operation in CLDR. 
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